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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to extend the classical optical design process for the development of highly efficient optical tweezers, especially adapted for optical trapping of
microscopic objects. This is achieved with an optical force simulation, which is implemented in the optical design process to optimize the optical force.
Since most conventional optical tweezers are integrated in inverted light microscopes,
the enhancement of the imaging function to an optical trap is often a compromise due
to the possibilities allowed by the existing optical setup.
The development of optical tweezers requires the ability to optimize the optical trapping
performance with respect to the boundary conditions and constrains given by the optical
trapping application. Therefore, an optical force simulation tool based on the ray optics
approach is developed. This tool not only allows for the calculation of optical forces
but also optical aberrations can be considered and experimentally obtained data can be
used as input as well.
Two optical tweezers, suited to trap particles in gaseous and liquid environment are
developed in this thesis. After the design process is completed, the optical components
are manufactured externally. For the characterization of the optical components, interferometric and caustic measurements are performed. Once the optical tweezer systems
are assembled and aligned, the caustic of the system is measured and used as input
data for the force simulation to investigate theoretically the generation of an optical
trap. Finally, the optical trapping of fused silica particles with both optical tweezers is
experimentally verified.
The agreement between the theoretical and experimental results demonstrates the proper
function of the force simulation tool. This enables the investigation of how optical tweezers suffer from monochromatic optical aberrations. Therefore, optical trapping experiments and force simulations are performed, which reveal that aberrations without axial
symmetry heavily affect the optical trapping performance, whereas aberrations leading
to symmetric distortions of the focal spot and the caustic just barely influence the optical
trap.

Zusammenfassung
Motiviert wird diese Arbeit durch die Entwicklung hocheffizienter optischer Systeme,
welche das optische Fangen mikroskopischer Objekte ermöglichen. Dazu muss der klassische Optikdesignprozess mit einer neuen Zielfunktion, der optischen Kraft, erweitert
werden.
Konventionelle optische Pinzetten sind oftmals in invertierte Lichtmikroskope integriert.
Die Erweiterung der abbildenden Funktion des Mikroskops zu einer optischen Pinzette
stellt häufig nur einen Kompromiss aufgrund des bereits existierenden optischen Aufbaus dar.
Speziell an die Anwendung angepasste optische Pinzetten erfordern die Optimierung der
optischen Kraft im Hinblick auf die gestellten Anforderungen und die vorherrschenden
Randbedingungen. Hierfür wird eine optische Kraftsimulation auf Basis der geometrischen Optik entwickelt. Diese ermöglicht das Simulieren optischer Kräfte bezüglich frei
wählbarer Eingangsparameter wie der numerischen Apertur der Optik, der zu fokussierenden Intensitätsverteilung, optischer Aberrationen und anderer.
Zwei Systeme, welche das optische Fangen in gasförmigen und flüssigen Umgebungsmedien realisieren, werden mit dem erweiterten Optikdesignprozess entwickelt, wobei
die Komponenten extern gefertigt werden. Nach der optischen Charakterisierung der
Elemente sowie der anschließend justierten optischen Systeme wird zunächst theoretisch
überprüft ob beide Systeme eine stabile optische Falle erzeugen. Anschließend wird experimentell das optische Fangen mikroskopischer Quarzglaspartikel mit beiden Systemen
nachgewiesen.
Auf Grundlage der Übereinstimmung der experimentellen und theoretischen Ergebnisse
wird das Verhalten optischer Pinzetten unter dem Einfluss optischer Aberrationen untersucht. Das gezielte Einbringen von Aberrationen in eine optische Pinzette sowie die
entsprechende Reaktion der optischen Falle werden experimentell und theoretisch analysiert. Es stellt sich heraus das Aberrationen, welche die Symmetrie der Kaustik des
optischen Systems zerstören die Stabilität und Leistungsfähigkeit der optischen Pinzette stark beeinflussen. Achssymmetrische Aberrationen hingegen beeinträchtigen die
optische Falle deutlich weniger.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Imagine you have to pick up a microscopic object like tiny pollen or a yeast cell and
precisely place it on a microscope slide for optical and chemical research. Intuitively
you apply a pair of forceps to pick up the object. As soon as you try to release the
pollen it sticks on the tip of the forceps. This sticking behavior is typical for micro
sized objects whose gravity is small or comparable to the adhesive force coming up by
bringing them in contact with a surface. To overcome the adhesive forces when releasing
the object, one can either modify the surface of the gripping tool or apply a tool that
allows contactless manipulation.
Since three decades an optical non-contact gripping tool is available [14] and frequently
applied for the positioning and manipulation of microscopic objects. Due to its operating principle this tool is usually called optical tweezers (OT). Based on the fact that
light carries momentum optical systems can be designed to tailor the light distribution
in a manner that enables the generation of optical holding forces. These forces act in
the opposite direction of the light propagation and provide contactless trapping of small
objects with dimensions up to few 100 µm. For this purpose, usually a Gaussian laser
beam is focused by use of high numerical aperture (NA) objective lenses. Thus, a steep
intensity gradient is formed that has the ability to overcome gravity and hold small
objects.
Up to now, optical tweezers have found their way into several applications. The majority of them relate to the investigation of cells, DNA or RNA molecules. Furthermore,
OT support manufacturing processes like the two photon polymerization or are used
in microfluidics as particle sorters or valves. Besides tasks taking place in liquid environments, optical tweezers are utilized for studies of Raman spectra of single airborne
particles or for particle transport over large distances. Most of these applications place
special demands and requirements on the optical system.
To focus on the objectives of this thesis, first, an optical tweezers has to be integrated in
a high-precision positioning and measuring device to operate as a gripping tool. The second application intended is to assist a measurement method based on nuclear magnetic
resonance where the optical tweezers has to trap a microscopic sample in a microfluidic
channel that is integrated in the bore of a superconducting magnet. Both objectives
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place different requirements on the optical system and require the extension of the classical optical design process to meet the demands claimed by the applications. Therefore,
a simulation tool for the computation of optical forces is developed. This tool is used
in the thesis for the simulation, design and optimization of optical systems well adapted
to specific application.

1.2

Objective

The aim of this work is to establish a method that allows the design and optimization
of optical systems suited for specific optical trapping applications. Classical optical design procedures and software are frequently used to develop optical systems in general.
Merit functions can be defined whose fulfilment leads to specific optical properties and
capabilities like high on axis resolution or a tele centric imaging behavior. Thus, the
design process itself has not to be reinvented, but rather it has to be extended by an
additional parameter, the optical force. This new parameter has a magnitude and a
direction and depends on the position of the particle relative to the optical system and
of course its characteristics. Furthermore, the object itself and its surrounding have to
be considered.
The optical force simulation has to link the output of the optical design software with
the required feedback if the system provides optical trapping ability. This ensures the
adaption of the optical system to the boundary conditions given by the application and
its optimization in terms of maximum optical force per laser power.
Standard optical design software operates within the framework of ray optics. Therefore,
an optical force simulation based on the geometrical optics approach (GOA) is developed
first. The output intensity distribution of an optical system, its NA as well as aberrations of the system represent necessary input parameters for the force simulation. The
wavefront aberrations (WA) are considered in terms of optical path differences (OPD)
which enable the simulation of their impact on the trapping performance. The shape
of the particles to be trapped is defined analytically by use of an ellipsoidal description.
Thus, the particles can be of spherical, oblate or needle like shape in any desired orientation in space. This routine is integrated into the optical design process and allows for
the optimization of systems suited for optical trapping.
The enhanced optical design process is applied for the development of two different optical tweezers. The first system is an optical tweezers capable for trapping of particles in
gaseous surrounding. Motivated by a subproject in a collaborative research center [61]
the task is to create and study a contactless gripping tool that should enhance the functional scope of a nano-positioning and nano-measuring machine (NPMM). The second
system has to hold objects in a liquid surrounding to assist spectroscopic measurements
based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [133]. The bore of a superconducting magnet filled with a specialized probe head equipped with microfluidic channels determines
the optical framework. High magnetic fields lead to a system design without the use of
magnetic materials.
In both applications, the final design data of the optical components is transferred to
computer aided design (CAD) format. Once the optical elements are manufactured, the
whole optical system is assembled and aligned. Finally, optical trapping of particles
made of fused silica confirms the functionality of both systems. Furthermore, the OT
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and the optical force simulation are used to investigate how optical aberrations affect
the trapping performance.

1.3

Thesis outline

The structure of this thesis is implemented as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the state
of the art regarding theoretical aspects necessary for this work. The simulation of the
scattering of light, the calculation of optical forces and monochromatic aberrations of
optical systems are addressed. Initially, the scattering of light is briefly described by
three approaches valid for different particle size regimes. Next, three methods for the
simulation of optical forces which are based on the wave and ray optics approach are
discussed. To complete the theory section, a model is presented to describe optical systems and their aberrations. Applications of optical tweezers, commonly used setups and
measurement methods utilized for particle detection and force calibration are presented
and discussed in the last part of this chapter.
The methods applied in this work are presented in chapter 3. The development of the
optical force simulation and its implementation within a programming environment results in a tool that is used in the optical design process later on. For the realization of an
interface between the optical design software and the force simulation, optical systems
are approximated by use of an array of pixels describing the intensity distribution at
the system output plane and a value for the focal length. Next, the consideration of
wavefront aberrations in terms of optical path differences and how they are integrated
in the optical force simulation is presented. Based on the simulation, simple examples
are addressed which give first insights in the world of optical tweezers. The iterative
design process used for the development of the optical trapping systems is explained
subsequently. The last part of this chapter deals with the experimental work. Measurement methods performed for optical characterization of single optical components and
the whole optical system are explained.
Chapter 4 contains the results achieved theoretically and experimentally in this thesis.
Based on optical force simulations, correlations between the optical trapping performance and the parameters of the optical system like the NA, intensity distribution,
refractive indices etc. are discussed. The systems developed for optical trapping are
presented and studied in detail. Experimental results are compared with the predictions
generated by the optical force simulation. Finally, the effect of optical aberrations on
the optical trap is investigated.
The work is concluded in chapter 5. An outlook, chapter 6, gives detailed starting points
for the enhancement of the optical force simulation in terms of decreasing the degree
of approximation and increasing its computing speed. In view of optical system optimizations, the minimization of costs and required space are addressed. Finally, starting
points for the improvement of the force measurement accuracy are given.

Chapter 2

State of the art
The main focus of this thesis is to establish a method for the development of optimized
optical systems suited for optical trapping of particles in gaseous and liquid environments, as well as the investigation of optical tweezers in the presence of monochromatic
optical aberrations. This chapter provides the theoretical and practical aspects, which
are relevant for this thesis. To understand the fundamental relationships of the interaction of light with matter the scattering of light is described first. Next, the generation of
optical forces and torque acting on microscopic particles is discussed. Since each tailored
light field is shaped and focused by use of optical systems, which are usually non-ideal,
monochromatic optical aberrations are discussed afterwards. The second part of this
chapter covers a detailed insight in the applications of optical tweezers as well as the
applied optical setups.

2.1

Theory

The first part of this chapter deals with the scattering of light, optical forces and torque,
as well as optical systems affected by aberrations. Starting with the next section the
interaction between light and matter is described using three models, each valid for
specific particle size regimes.

2.1.1

Scattering of light

The interaction of light with matter is part of our daily life. A light source emits
electromagnetic radiation, which is reflected on the surface of an object, focused by the
eye lens and finally absorbed by the photoreceptor cells in our retina. In this way we
are able to see objects, neglecting the post processing afterwards. If we take a closer
look at what is happening with the propagation of light, the content becomes more and
more complex. Besides optical non-ideal surface properties the medium between a light
source and a detector is not as simple as it seems. Small objects ranging from molecules
up to dust particles and small water droplets are often non-homogeneously distributed
within the environment. Light which propagates through this medium is scattered by
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those particles. This leads to macroscopical visible effects like the blue sky, rainbows,
coronas, mirages and more.
In order to stay focused, this chapter deals with the interaction of plane waves with
single dielectric and non-absorbing particles within the framework of linear optics. The
scattering of light is part of mankind thinking and focus of research starting several
centuries ago. First scientific relevant studies are published in the 18th century [44,
151, 152, 171]. As a result of this long history several powerful theoretical models that
mathematically describe the scattering of light are available. Differences in the models
can be traced back to their physical origins, their assumptions and approximations which
result in limited validity concerning the particles size, shape, optical properties and the
properties of the light waves. This section refers to the rigorous Lorenz-Mie theory as
well as commonly used approximations in special particle size-wavelength regimes. In
the last part an overview will be given about the calculation of the scattering pattern
of non-spherical particles.

Spherical particles of arbitrary size: Lorenz-Mie theory (LMT)
Based on the experimental studies on electromagnetic scattering performed by J. Tyndall
in 1869 [264] and the theoretical investigations of Lord Rayleigh in 1871 [250], L. Lorenz
in 1890 [151] and G. Mie in 1908 [170] developed the exact theory for the calculation
of the scattering distribution caused by the interaction of a plane wave with a spherical
object of any size, see fig. 2.1. A plane wave propagates along the optical axis in

Figure 2.1: Logarithmic scattering distribution of an unpolarized plane wave (λ =
555 nm) which is incident on a spherical particle with radius a = 5 µm.

positive Z-direction and interacts with a dielectric, isotropic and spherical object. For
large particles (a ≥ 10λ) most of the intensity is scattered in forward direction whereas
small amounts of the beam energy are scattered into discrete side lobes and backwards.
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The exact derivation of the formulas is described in detail in several text books [129, 151,
170, 248]. Just the results are presented here to restrict this chapter to the essentials.
The angle resolved intensity distribution as a result of scattering of a plane wave by a
spherical particle is given by:
IΦ =

λ2
λ2
|S1 |2 (sin Φ)2 = 2 2 i1 (sin Φ)2
2
2
4π r
4π r

(2.1)

IΘ =

λ2
λ2
|S2 |2 (cos Θ)2 = 2 2 i2 (cos Θ)2
2
2
4π r
4π r

(2.2)

λ2
(i1 + i2 )
8π 2 r2

(2.3)

IU =

Indices Φ and Θ denote the polarization directions relative to the azimuthal direction
and index U refers to unpolarized radiation. Si and ii are the amplitude and intensity
functions as a result of the Lorenz-Mie theory (LMT). These values depend on the azimuth angles Φ and Θ, the particle and surrounding refractive indices ni , the wavelength
λ of the incident plane wave, the particle radius a and the distance r to the center of
the particle. As indicated by the equations above, the scattering distribution is different
for each polarization direction. If the incident radiation is circularly or unpolarized, the
scattering distribution becomes an average of the linear polarized contributions. The
rotational symmetric intensity distribution IU is shown in fig. 2.1.
Consider the interaction of a beam with a scatterer, the amount of energy abstracted
due to scattering is given by the scattering cross section Cscat .

Cscat

∞
λ2 X
=
(2n − 1)(|an |2 + |bn |2 )
2π

(2.4)

n=1

an and bn denote the scattering coefficients as a result of LMT [151, 170] and n is an
integral value between zero and infinity. Normalizing the scattering cross section to the
circular area of the particle, one obtains the scattering efficiency Qscat .
Qscat

∞
λ2 X
Cscat
=
= 2 2
(2n − 1)(|an |2 + |bn |2 )
πa2
2π a

(2.5)

n=1

The scattering efficiency or in other words the area of the beam scattered by a small
sphere is approximately twice as large as its geometrical cross section. It appears surprising that energy is scattered within a larger area compared to its geometrical cross
section. For a simple explanation large particles can be used. One part of the incident
beam directly interacts with the obstacle. The other parts of the beam, which propagate
in the entire region nearby the obstacle are diffracted at its edges. Thus, the efficient
interacting area of the beam is larger than the particles geometrical cross section.
Eq. 2.1 to 2.3 above represent the rigorous solutions to calculate the scattering pattern
in the far field region [129]. They are valid for all particle sizes with the restriction of a
dielectric, isotropic, non-absorbing material and particles of spherical shape.
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Spherical particles small compared to the wavelength: Rayleigh approximation
Consider particles, which are small compared to the wavelength the Rayleigh approximation is suitable [250]. The particle is described by an oscillating dipole and the
equations for the intensity pattern can be simplified to:
IΦ =

16π 4 a6 n2 − 1 2
(
) ,
r 2 λ 4 n2 + 2

16π 4 a6 n2 − 1 2
(
) (cos Θ)2 .
r 2 λ 4 n2 + 2
In the case of unpolarized radiation the equation can be written as:
IΘ =

IU = IΘ =

8π 4 a6 n2 − 1 2
(
) (1 + (cos Θ)2 ).
r2 λ4 n2 + 2

(2.6)
(2.7)

(2.8)

The application of eq. 2.8 yields for an unpolarized plane wave with λ = 555 nm interacting with a particle (a = 0.1µm) to the typical oscillating dipole emission distribution
shown in fig. 2.2.
The equations above depend directly on the particle size, refractive indices and the wavelength of the incident light. The calculation of scattering coefficients is not necessary.
The scattered intensity represented by the rigorous solution developed by Lorenz and
Mie increases with the square of the wavelength. In Rayleigh’s solution the wavelength
dependency changes to a reciprocal relationship to the power of 4. This means that
light with decreasing wavelength will be scattered mainly in back and forward direction
instead sideways. This behavior is illustrated in fig 2.2, which shows the scattering dis-

Figure 2.2: Scattering distribution of an unpolarized plane wave (λ = 555 nm) with
a spherical particle (a = 0.1 µm).

tribution of a dipole oscillating in the X-Y-plane. The amount of radiation scattered into
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the forward and backward region is the same. The scattering efficiency can be simplified
to:
Cscat
128π 4 a4 n2 − 1 2
Qscat =
=
( 2
) .
(2.9)
2
πa
3λ4
n +2
If particles are small compared to the wavelength, Rayleigh’s approach used for the
calculation of the scattering efficiency agrees well with the rigorous results found by
Lorenz and Mie [50]. Both efficiencies increase with increasing particle size whereas
the rigorous solution converges for large particles. The Rayleigh approach is frequently
applied for the calculation of scattering patterns for large molecules and nano particles
up to small water droplets.

Spherical particles large compared to the wavelength: Geometrical optics approach (GOA)
If the particle size is significantly larger than the wavelength of the incident light, the
geometrical optics approach (GOA) is suitable for the description of the scattering pattern [10, 149]. In this model the incoming plane wave is expressed as a fan of rays. The
interaction of a ray with the particle surface is described by use of the vectorial laws of
refraction (eq. 2.10) and reflection (eq. 2.11), see fig. 2.3 [96].

Figure 2.3: Reflection and refraction of a ray ~r which is incident on the surface of a
spherical particle.

Ray ~r is incident onto a surface at an angle α to the surface normal ~n. The surface
represents the physical interface formed by the particle and the surrounding medium
with the refractive indices n0 and n1 , respectively. One portion of the incoming ray ~r is
refracted into the particle (~r0 ) whereas another portion is reflected (~r00 ). Both resulting
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rays can be described using eq. 2.10 and 2.11.
r
n0
n0
n0
0
~r = ~r − ~n( ~r~n − 1 − ( )2 (1 − (~n~r)2 ))
n1
n1
n1
~r00 = ~r − 2(~n~r)~n

(2.10)
(2.11)

In compliance with energy conservation, Fresnel’s equations [96] are taken into account
for each ray-surface interaction. The values R and T in fig. 2.3 are the reflection and
transmission coefficients. They result from the amplitude coefficients r and t squared,
respectively, see eq. 2.12 to 2.15. The Fresnel coefficients depend on the angle of incidence, the polarization direction of the incoming ray and the refractive indices of both
media. The indices s and p denote the polarization direction oriented perpendicular and
parallel relative to the plane of incidence.
q
cos α − ( nn10 )2 − (sin α)2
q
Rs = (rs )2 = (
)2
(2.12)
n1 2
2
cos α + ( n0 ) − (sin α)
q
( nn10 )2 cos α − ( nn10 )2 − (sin α)2
q
Rp = (rp )2 = (
)2
(2.13)
n1 2
2
cos α + ( n0 ) − (sin α)
Ts =

n1 cos β
n1 cos β
2 cos α
q
(ts )2 =
(
)2 = 1 − Rs
n0 cos α
n0 cosα cos α + ( n1 )2 − (sin α)2

(2.14)

n0

Tp =

2 nn10

cos α
n1 cos β
n1 cos β
q
(tp )2 =
(
)2 = 1 − Rp
n0 cos α
n0 cos α ( n1 )2 cos α + ( n1 )2 − (sin α)2
n0

(2.15)

n0

The solid curves for the reflection and transmission coefficients are opposed to each other
as can be seen from eq. 2.12 to 2.15. Since surface and bulk scattering are neglected
the maximum value of the sum of R and T is equal to one. The dotted curves show the
Fresnel coefficients for an interface between optical dense material (n1 = 1.5) and air.
Total internal reflection (TIR) occurs at an angle of incidence of 42◦ .
As indicated in fig. 2.3, the refracted part of the incident ray may experience multiple
internal reflections. This can be expressed as an infinite series. The first reflected ray
has the intensity of the incoming ray I0 multiplied by the factor R. All other outgoing
ray intensities can be derived from the eq.:
Ik = I0

m
X

T 2 Rk−1 ,

(2.16)

k=1

with k denoting the number of internal ray-surface interactions. For angles of incidence
up to 45◦ the amount of reflected intensity is usually less than 10% of the incident beam,
see fig. 2.4. Due to the drop of ray intensities after multiple internal reflections only
a finite number of reflected rays (typically 4 to 5 interactions) need to be taken into
account in the series.
The scattering efficiency Qscat consists of three parts, the efficiency for diffraction Qdif f ,
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Figure 2.4: Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission for a physical interface
between two media with relative refractive index m = nn10 of 1.5 for solid curves and m
= 0.67 for dotted curves plotted against the angle of incidence. Note: at an angle of
incidence of 56◦ (Brewster angle) the parallel polarized component of the reflected ray
becomes zero.

external reflection Qref l and transmission Qtrans [29].
Qscat = Qdif f + Qref l + Qtrans

(2.17)

Eq. 2.16 indicates that the efficiency Qtrans can be calculated by an infinite series too.
To obtain Qref l all incident rays and their first reflected part have to be added up. In all
size regimes discussed here, the diffraction efficiency increases the effective cross section
of the particle beyond its geometrical borders. That means more energy is scattered by
the particle than the light incident on it. This fact is known as the extinction paradox
and is discussed in detail in [29, 137, 239]. In sum, the total scattering efficiency has a
value of around two. One part of the incident intensity is reflected and transmitted and
the other part, same size than the first part, is diffracted at the borders of the particle
[137].
In order to obtain the far field scattering pattern, it is necessary to sum up all rays
with respect to their direction of propagation, polarization state and intensity whether
they are diffracted, refracted or transmitted. The more rays are traced through the
particle the higher is the resolution of the scattering distribution. This is the difference
to the approaches described above. The non-analytical approach of GOA implies high
numerical effort for quantitative results.
However, the great advantage of GOA is the expandability of the model to complex
particle shapes and beam geometries which enables the consideration of optical systems
and non-analytical beam profiles.
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Scattering at non-spherical particles
Light scattering at non-spherical particles has been studied extensively during the past
three decades. Detailed insights and overviews are given in [30, 174, 226]. In this subsection a brief overview on the methods and approaches, which can be applied in this
context, is given.
In principle, the starting point for the development of a rigorous model is to analytically
or numerically solve Maxwell’s equations [165]. Even the GOA is connected to a wave
optical approach and can be traced back to electro dynamics.
The separation of variables method (SVM) was developed by Oguchi [195] and Yamamoto [8]. The incident, internal and scattered field is expressed as new vector spherical wave function (VSWF) with specific expansion coefficients. These coefficients are
calculated analytically by use of boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field at the
particles surface. This method enables the simulation of the interaction of light with
small particles of spheroidal shape.
The finite element method (FEM) was evolved in the late 70s [177]. The vectorial
Helmholtz equation is solved numerically by use of boundary conditions at well-known
positions. By discretizing the particle in small volume cells the electromagnetic filed is
specified at the nodes and can be calculated for various particle shapes.
Another approach is to describe the particle by use of a sufficient fine grid stretched
over its surface. This is called the point matching method (PMM) [195]. Due to limited
validity of the PMM, its unknown expansion coefficients are described by additional
equations, which finally lead to the generalized PMM [2, 179, 196]. The GPMM is applicable to rotational symmetric anisotropic scatterers of large size.
Yee [286] has chosen another approach. Instead of describing the spatial structure of
matter and radiation, he transferred the problem to the time domain. This leads to the
finite difference time domain method (FDTDM). Further development [135, 253] has
made this method to a powerful and common used simulation, which is freely available
[229]. To calculate the electromagnetic field absorbing boundary conditions are applied.
By solving the time dependent Maxwell curl equations in discrete time steps the evolution of the electromagnetic field can be described.
If the material of the particle is non-homogeneous, anisotropic or optically active the
method of moments (MOM) developed by Harrington [99] is used for the simulation of
the external field. The field inside the scatterer is determined by discretizing the particles volume into small cubic cells. Shortly thereafter, the commonly used discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) [213] was derived from the MOM. The scatterer is discretized by
coupled electromagnetic dipoles. As mentioned in the Rayleigh-scattering approach, the
response of a dipole to an excitation is well known. Summing up all dipole contributions
the scattered field of a particle can be simulated.
Waterman [273] developed the T-matrix method (TMM) in 1971. Again VSWFs are
used to describe the incident and scattered field. The T-matrix itself contains all necessary information about the scatterer, such as its size, shape, orientation and optical
properties. Fortunately, the T-matrix has to be calculated once only. That way a known
incident field is transformed by a matrix multiplication to the scattered field distribution.
The method of choice strongly depends on the particle characteristics, the required accuracy as well as the available computing power whereas the FDTDM, FEM and TMM are
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the most commonly used models in stray light calculations. Fig. 2.5 shows the validity
of the methods described in this chapter. It becomes clear that some methods are only

Figure 2.5: Validity of methods used for the calculation of the scattering of light.

limited applicable. The advantage of these methods is that they are usually fast and
resource friendly. On the other side, several methods exist, which are valid for a broad
range of sizes and shapes. The computational effort of these methods is comparatively
high.

2.1.2

Optical forces

For the mathematical description of radiation forces one intuitively may use the ray
optics model, which describes the interaction of a ray or even a photon with a surface of
an object. As shown in fig. 2.5, it becomes clear that this approach is valid for particles
large compared to the wavelength. However, the change of a physical value, in this
case the change of the direction of propagation of the incident ray is the reason for the
momentum transfer. Consider the rigorous description of the light-matter interaction by
solving Maxwell’s equations, the optical force is introduced by changes of the incident
electromagnetic field. Since the electromagnetic field is linked directly to the momentum,
the theory of light scattering can be adapted to calculate optical forces [204].
For the rigorous description of optical forces the methods described above are required.
Only few approaches, e.g. the TMM or GOA have emerged and are commonly used to
simulate optical forces and torque.
The size of the particle and its shape are important factors for choosing a suitable model
to calculate optical forces. In the following, two methods are described briefly for the
case if the particle size is small or comparable to the wavelength of the incident light.
For particles large compared to the wavelength, GOA is discussed in greater extant.
This is the method of choice for the optical force simulation used in this thesis.
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Particles small compared to the wavelength: Rayleigh approximation
If the particle size is smaller than the wavelength the Rayleigh approximation [14, 98]
can be applied. In this model the particle is approximated as an infinitely small dipole
induced by the incident electromagnetic field. The forces acting on the particle result
from the scattering of the electromagnetic wave and the movement of a point charge due
to an electromagnetic field [98].
n 2
8πn1 4 6 ( n01 ) − 1 2
~
Fscat (~r) =
k a ( n1 2
)
3c0
( n0 ) + 2

(2.18)

The scattering force F~scat (eq. 2.18) acts in the direction of the incident electromagnetic
wave. The direction is defined by the wave vector ~k and the associated wave number
k = 2π
λ .
1 ~2
d ~
~
F~dipole = α( ∇E
+ (E
× B))
(2.19)
2
dt
Eq. 2.19 represents the Lorenz force F~dipole . α denotes the electric polarizability, which
describes the introduction of a dipole moment of an atom or molecule by the electric
~ ∇ = ~ex d + ~ey d + ~ez d represents the Nabla operator in Cartesian coordinates
field E.
dx
dy
dz
which is a vector differential operator applied on the electric vector field in eq. 2.19. In
~ and magnetic
the second term the cross × means the vector product of the electric E
~
field B. This force acts in the direction of the largest intensity gradient and is oriented
perpendicular to the optical axis. Both forces act simultaneously and have to be added
vectorially to obtain the net optical force.

Particle sizes similar compared to the wavelength: T-Matrix method
The rigorous solution of Maxwell’s equations is required for the simulation of optical
forces in this size regime. For arbitrarily shaped particles with non-homogeneous material properties the FEM [275, 276], FDTDM [46, 82] and DDA [238] are commonly
used methods to simulate optical tweezers. All of them have large computational requirements but provide accurate results [238]. In contrast, the TMM is quite resource
friendly but not applicable to all particle geometries and matter compositions [215].
This method is freely available [185], well documented [173, 187] and briefly discussed
in the following.
The TMM has its origin in the Lorenz-Mie theory [151, 170] used for the scattering of
plane waves at dielectric spherical particles, as discussed in section 2.1.1. In the late
1970s a rising demand arose for a theoretical description of the interaction of small
particles with an incident laser beam [39, 178, 256, 261]. As a result, the LMT was
extended to simulate generally shaped beams at arbitrary positions. This is known as
the generalized Lorenz-Mie theory (GLMT) [89, 97, 157]. The incident electromagnetic
field is analytically approximated as an infinite series of new vector spherical wave functions (VSWF) weighted with expansion coefficients [8, 173, 195, 273]. The VSWFs have
to be solutions of the Helmholtz equation [86]. Nieminen et al. published a method in
2003 [187], where they used a least square fit to find a solution, which complies with the
Helmholtz equation and has the far field pattern of a highly focused laser beam. The
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details of this approach are described in [187, 189] and the results are shown below. The
incident field Uinc can be formulated as:
Uinc =

∞
X

an Ψinc
n ,

(2.20)

n

with an as the expansion coefficients of the incident field, Ψinc is the discrete basis set
of functions describing the incident field with their mode index n. The scattered field
Uscat looks quite similar and can be written as:
Uscat =

∞
X

pk Ψscat
k ,

(2.21)

k

with pk as the expansion coefficients for the field scattered by an optically trapped
particle. Finally, the relationship of the expansion coefficients can be described using
the T-Matrix T :
∞
X
pk =
Tkn an .
(2.22)
k

The T-Matrix with its elements Tkn characterizes the particle to be optically trapped.
Fortunately, the T-Matrix only depends on the size of the particle, its shape, orientation
and optical properties and is independent of the the electromagnetic field [186]. For all
following calculation steps the T-Matrix can be used in a repetitive manner, which is the
advantage of this method. A detailed review of the TMM is given in [188]. Optical forces
and torque acting on particles of different shapes are simulated and discussed using the
TMM-toolbox [185]. The toolbox is implemented within the programming environment
Matlab [163] and is freely available at [185].

Particles large compared to the wavelength: Geometrical optics approach (GOA)
If the particle size is large compared to the wavelength of the incident radiation GOA
provides accurate results [10, 18, 35, 40, 81, 109]. This approach is the method of choice
used in this thesis.
Beside the simple structure of GOA in terms of handling the propagation of light, the
approach is directly compatible to ray optics based system and lens design. In this work
the GOA is used in an iterative optical design process for the design and optimization
of optical trapping systems. Thus, the fundamentals of this approach are described in
detail in this section and the implementation can be found in chapter 3.
A propagating plane wave can be simplified to a ray orientated perpendicular to its
wavefront. The ray is defined by its direction. The intensity can be associated with
its length and the polarization direction with an additional value. In order to calculate
optical forces, the radiation pressure or even better the momentum of the ray has to be
considered.
Consider a ray hits the surface of a perfect mirror. The intensity of the ray remains
unchanged but the ray direction, denoted by the indices in and out changes. Due to its
new direction of propagation, defined by the wave vector ~kout , the ray momentum p~ has
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changed and can be written as:
p~out = N ~~kout .

(2.23)

N represents the number of photons carried by the ray and ~ is the reduced Planck
constant. In order to keep the conservation of momentum, which is described in Newton’s
second and third law, the interaction partner of the ray needs to react with an equivalent
change of its momentum p~mirror .
p~mirror = ∆~
p = N ~~kin − N ~~kout = N ~(~kin − ~kout ) = N ~~k∆

(2.24)

The magnitude of this momentum can be written as:
n0 ~ω
n0 E
∆p = N ~~k∆ = N
=N
,
c
c

(2.25)

with n0 for the refractive index of the medium, c is the speed of light, ω is the angular
frequency and E defines the photon energy. For the sake of completeness, the momentum
associated with the ray is formulated according to Minkowski’s definition [172] see eq.
2.25 and not as Abraham [1] did. The eq. of the momentum can be differently defined,
which is called the Abraham-Minkowski-controversy and is discussed in detail in [16,
19, 20, 208, 289]. Following Abrahams definition, the refractive index of the medium is
written in the denominator of eq. 2.25. Minkowski postulated that the momentum of
the ray is transferred to the medium. This means, if the refractive index of the medium
increases the transferred momentum of the incident ray raises. Therefore, the refractive
index has to be written in the numerator as done in eq. 2.25, which is the most common
definition used in the theory of optical tweezers [10, 12, 38, 208]. However, the optical
force exerted by the ray on the mirror surface is
n0 Pray
n0 dEray
F~ray =
=
~r.
c dt
c

(2.26)

P is the power of the ray, which is equivalent to the energy amount of the ray transferred
to the surface per unit time and the unit vector ~r defines the direction [10, 40, 221]. In
order to calculate the total force, the ray-surface interactions of all rays have to be
considered.
Let us assume that a focused laser beam is expressed by three rays 1a , 2a and 3a of
equal intensity, as shown in fig. 2.6. The focal point of the beam is located in front of
a spherical particle. Behind the focal point the diverging rays interact with the particle
surface. For simplification, the number of ray-surface interactions is limited to two. This
means a ray hits the particle, interacts with its surface and the refracted part interacts
with the particle surface on its back. Furthermore, the reflected parts of the rays 1a
and 3a are neglected. Hence, just the incoming and outgoing contributions of each
ray are considered. The second ray hits the surface perpendicularly. The major part
(approximately 90%) of this ray (2a ) is transmitted through the particle in Z-direction
without a change of its direction of propagation. On the other hand, the transmitted
parts (1b and 3b ) of ray 1a and 3a contain about 80% of the input intensity each. Both
rays change their direction of propagation. This is visualized by the two momentum
triangles shown in fig. 2.6, which show the momentum of the incident (black) and
outgoing (light grey) ray, as well as its changes (dark grey). Finally, applying eq. 2.24
and 2.26 and the interaction of a ray with a particle, shown in fig. 2.3 the net optical
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Figure 2.6: Interaction of three rays with a spherical particle of refractive index n1
within the environment characterized by the refractive index n0 <n1 .

force can be written as:
pbeam
F~sum =
((~
p1a − T12 p~1b ) + (~
p3a − T32 p~3b ) + (~
p2a − T22 p~2b )).
3

(2.27)

The values p~i are the unit vectors of the rays and Ti the Fresnel coefficients for transmission. The last element of the sum contributes to a force in Z-direction whereas the
other portions of the sum, resulting from ray 1 and 3, contain force components in X-,
Y- and negative Z-direction. Due to the axial symmetry of ray 1 and 3 the X- and
Y-components cancel each other and just the negative Z-components remain. The sum
of all three rays results in a net optical force F~sum acting on the spherical particle in
negative Z-direction. This force accelerates the particle in the backwards direction of
the incident beam, as visualized by the orange arrow in fig. 2.6.
Eq. 2.27 as well as fig. 2.3 and fig. 2.6 illustrate the procedure applied in the GOA.
Each ray interacting with the particle contributes an associated force. The net optical
force is obtained by the summation of all force contributions of each ray-surface interaction. If the particle shape is non-spherical, the equations become more complex since
the Fresnel coefficients have to be calculated separately for each ray-surface interaction.
Furthermore, if the profile of the incident beam is non-rotationally symmetric or if the
beam is affected by aberrations, the number of rays required for a sufficient precise approximation of the beam increases dramatically. These aspects are the key topics of the
implementation of GOA and are discussed in detail in chapter 3.

2.1.3

Optical systems and their monochromatic aberrations

Optical elements and systems, no matter what kind suffer from diffraction and optical
aberrations, which result in a spread focal area (point spread function - PSF ) instead of
a single geometrical focal point [274]. The origin of these aberrations can be traced back
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to various sources. Manufacturing related errors of the optical elements cause shape
tolerances, surface roughness and microscopic tool marks. They result in deviations of
the elements optical function from the designed one [21, 243]. Geometric tolerances of
the optical elements mounted in optic holders cause additional deviations. Furthermore,
the characteristics of a real beam compared to its theoretical prediction, as well as its
propagation through the optical system leads to various additional effects. This list
could be easily continued.
In this work the implementation of defects is focused on monochromatic wavefront aberrations [130, 274, 283]. The origin of monochromatic aberrations is due to the nonlinearity of the refraction of rays between two media with refractive indices n0 and n1 as
described in Snell’s law, see eq. 2.28.
n0 sin(α) = n1 sin(β)

(2.28)

The refraction angle β of a ray, which is incident on the surface at the angle α is linked
with the refraction indices of the interface and the sine function. This causes a nonlinearity in the relation of both angles to each other. For simplicity, optical systems
are often described applying the paraxial model. This model replaces Snell’s law with a
small-angle approximation, which is valid for rays close to the optical axis. If the angles
or the distance from the optical axis increase the errors due to this linear approximation
rise [180].
Neglecting diffraction effects, an ideal optical system images all rays originating from
an object point to an associated point in the Gaussian image plane (GBE). In order
to mathematically describe this fact, each point in the GBE can be considered as the
center of a spherical wavefront. Following this model, the optical system ideally converts the spherical wavefront originating from the object point into a spherical wavefront
converging to the image point. Optical aberrations will cause deviations of the wavefront curvature leading to non-spherical distorted wavefronts. These deformations can
be mathematically described by series expansions, which are well known as Seidel aberrations [49, 130].
To link Seidel aberrations with GOA, as discussed in detail in chapter 3, the optical
path difference (OPD) and the geometric spot radius (GEO) can be utilized. The OPD
indicates the size of the lead or residue of an aberrated wavefront compared to its ideal.
Following Wyant’s [283] definition, which is consistent with the results obtained by interferometric measurement techniques, fig. 2.7 illustrates the OPD and its sign convention.
If the radius of curvature of the aberrated wavefront is small compared to the ideal, the
OPD is positive (OP D+ ). The center of curvature is located in front of the focal point.
Consider a wavefront with small curvature (large radius of curvature) compared to the
ideal, the OPD is negative (OP D− ). The OPD can be computed directly using wavefront aberration theory [274]. First, assume rotational symmetric optical systems, as it
is the case in conventional optical tweezer setups [74, 183, 267]. This allows the following
definition of the wavefront aberration (WA) in polar coordinates [274, 283].
W A(x0 , ρ, θ) = W200 x20 + W111 x0 ρ cos θ + W020 ρ2 + W040 ρ2 + W131 x0 ρ3 cos θ
+W222 x20 ρ2 cos2 θ + W220 x20 ρ2 + W311 x30 ρ cos θ

(2.29)

The value x0 is the field coordinate normalized to the maximum field position in the
image plane. ρ is the radial coordinate normalized to the systems exit pupil. θ is the
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Figure 2.7: Definition of the optical path differences (OPD+ and OPD− ) between the
principle planes HH’ and GBE.

polar angle. The indices at the wavefront aberrations show the dependency on the power
of the coordinates x0 , ρ and the angle θ. The eight elements of the sum are related to
WAs of unique symmetry and are called piston (W200 ), tilt (W111 ), defocus (W020 ),
spherical aberration (W040 ), coma (W131 ), astigmatism (W222 ), field curvature (W220 )
and distortion (W311 ).
If the image height is zero, as is the case for on-axis focusing applications, eq. 2.29 can
be simplified to field independent WAs [283].
W A(ρ, θ) = W11 ρ cos θ + W20 ρ2 + W40 ρ4 + W31 ρ3 cos θ + W22 ρ2 cos2 θ

(2.30)

Consider a single lens, the outgoing wavefront can be of complex shape depending on
design, manufacturing and alignment errors. Apart from the huge number of possible
reasons for non-ideal imaging behavior, commonly used lenses and optical systems show
well defined aberration patterns. By use of interferometric measurements, these patterns
can be identified and used to mathematically describe the optical aberrations and how
they affect the optical functionality [274] and the performance of an optical tweezers as
well. Equations 2.29 and 2.30 describe the WA, which can be directly transferred to the
OPD. The coefficients Wi are used to scale the OPD in wavelength units.
The OPD of each ray causes a broadening of the lateral spot size in the image plane.
This generates a unique spot pattern for each type of aberration. To achieve a mathematical framework for the spot calculation one has to substitute eq. 2.30 in the natural
exponential function. A new value, the wavefront error (WE ) is obtained.
W E(x0 , ρ, θ) = e−i2πW A(x0 ,ρ,θ)

(2.31)

This eq. transfers the wavefront aberration (WA) to a frequency representation oscillating between zero and two π. If the WA increases the frequency of the WE oscillation
rises. To visualize how WAs affect the shape and size of the focal point, the point spread
function (PSF ) is convenient to use [243]. The PSF can be computed by the Fourier
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transform of the WE.
Z
P SF (x, y) = F{W E(ω)} =

W E(ω)e−i2πW (x0 ,ρ,θ) dω

(2.32)

As indicated by its name, the PSF describes the response of a signal transferring system
to a point like input. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show single optical aberrations and a combination of them visualized as the PSF, OPD and the WE. All aberrations are computed
for on-axis positions, i.e. without the field dependency given by the value x0 in eq. 2.29.
The aberrations, shown in fig. 2.8 are piston, tilt and distortion. All of them cause a
linear phase term added to the ideal wavefront. The shape of the wavefront and thus
the PSF remains unchanged [283]. Due to the field independence of the aberrations
discussed here, tilt and distortion seem identical, see eq. 2.29 and fig. 2.8. Apart from

Figure 2.8: Optical aberrations, which add a linear phase values to an ideal wavefront.

the aberrations presented in fig. 2.8, which can be classified to 1st order optical aberrations, higher order aberrations often occur in optical imaging and trapping systems as
well. These aberrations are shown in fig. 2.9 and are known as Seidel aberrations [231].
According to their exponential dependencies on the field and radial coordinate x0 and
ρ, as well as the polar angle θ, the higher order aberrations are: astigmatism, defocus,
field curvature, spherical aberration and coma. All of them add a non-linear phase term,
as visualized by the wavefront error and the associated optical path difference. These
aberrations result in a broadening of the focal spot with characteristic patterns.
Astigmatism, for instance, is due to non-perfect axis symmetric optics causing a slightly
cylindrical optical phase. This results in wavefronts of different curvatures leaving the
optics.
Defocus and field curvature add the same phase term for on-axis points. Defocus can
be traced back to an image plane which is axially shifted relative to the focal point.
Field curvature has its origin in the nature of curved optical surfaces as most lenses and
mirrors have. Assuming a plano-convex lens, the focal length for rays leaving the lens
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Figure 2.9: Optical aberrations (Seidel aberrations), which add a non-linear phase
values to an ideal wavefront.

is equal and independent of their field position. To fulfill this relationship, the focal
points of all rays need to be positioned on a curved image plane, which is known as the
Petzval sphere [93]. The fourth power dependency on the radial coordinate characterizes
the spherical aberration. Due to the higher refraction angle of rays exiting a lens at its
edges, their intersection points with the optical axis are different. Marginal rays are
focused in front of and paraxial rays behind the focal point, which can be determined
as the point of least confusion.
The Seidel aberration coma, shown in fig 2.9, has a unique spot pattern. This wavefront
error is typical for adjustment related errors caused by tilted or decentered optical elements. The PSF looks non-symmetrically and off-axis rays are focused away from the
optical axis and form a comets tail like pattern. The last example, given in fig. 2.9,
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is a combination of aberrations. The PSF looks quite chaotic but the OPD and the
WE show symmetric patterns. The WE can be experimentally obtained using wavefront sensors like interferometers [23, 167] or other phase measurement setups [210]. The
methods available for directly measuring wavefronts and the mathematical description
presented in this section enable the investigation of how optical aberrations affect the
performance of optical tweezers.

2.2

Optical tweezers

This section gives an overview about the different types of optical tweezers and the optical components necessary for the optical setup. Furthermore, techniques for monitoring
particles and cells, as well as methods utilized for force calibration of the optical trap
are introduced. The applications optical tweezers are used for are presented afterwards.
The last part of this section focuses on the research performed regarding how optical
aberrations affect the performance of optical tweezers.

2.2.1

Overview: Setup and types of optical tweezers

The operating principle of optical tweezers is based on the generation of a potential well
by meticulously tailoring and focusing a laser beam. If a particle is located close to this
well, radiation forces accelerate the particle in the direction of its center. Furthermore,
diverse non-optical forces act on the particle ranging from friction, gravity up to forces
introduced by Brownian motion. They all form an equilibrium point at a specific position inside the well. In this case one can speak of a stable optical trap since additional
forces are required to remove the particle.
Starting with the first experimental investigation of optical forces in 1970 [9] A. Ashkin
developed a single beam gradient trap, which was able to hold latex particles in two
dimensions inside a test chamber made of glass. Two dimensional trapping means, that
the latex spheres are stably trapped in lateral direction (X-Y-plane) but pushed against
the glass cell wall to fix them in Z-direction. Due to the small focusing angle no potential well was generated in Z-direction to form a three dimensional trap. Thus, the
particles were accelerated in beam direction by radiation pressure. 16 years later [14]
Ashkin published the first results of real three dimensional optical trapping using a high
NA objective lens (NA=1.25). Up to now, this configuration is commonly used in standard optical tweezer setups [83, 138, 183, 267], see fig. 2.10. Starting with the light
source, optical tweezer applications require high energy densities. By the development
of the first laser source [159] in the early 1960s this requirement was satisfied. Usually,
for optical tweezing applications lasers beams with a Gaussian transverse electromagnetic (TEM00 ) mode are used [14, 28, 242]. If the object to be optically trapped is a
biological specimen the right choice of the wavelength is important. Due to the high
transparency of biological cells the near infrared (NIR) spectral range is well suited.
For non-biologic applications laser sources of any other emission wavelength (strongly
depending on the optical properties of the particle) which provide enough output power
are applicable [204]. In general, lasers with an output power in the range of few tens of
milliwatts are required to trap and hold a particle [183]. Beside the mostly used TEM00
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of a standard optical tweezers setup with trapping laser source,
beam expander and objective lens for high NA focusing to create the optical trap
(enlarged view bottom side) and the observation (green) of the trapping volume.

mode higher Laguerre-Gaussian modes, especially the so called Donut mode (TEM∗01 )
are applied in optical tweezer setups [10, 288]. These modes provide higher axial trapping forces [79, 80, 94, 183] compared to laser modes carrying intensity on the optical
axis. Furthermore, Laguerre-Gaussian laser beams carry orbital angular momentum
[101, 102, 204, 206]. Thus, it is possible to generate torque to an optically trapped
particle [101, 204, 228].
Without additional modifications the second device necessary for optical manipulation
is a high NA focusing lens, usually an objective lens [14, 183]. Due to the majority
of optical trapping applications established in biologic fields [116, 267], the specimen is
surrounded by a liquid or suspension. Therefore, immersion objective lenses with NA
>1 are commonly used. The high NA is required due to the interplay of scattering
and gradient forces. The higher the NA the lower the scattering force. These lenses
are commercially available and can be used for both, imaging the specimen and highly
focusing the trapping laser beam.
To adapt the diameter of the trapping laser to the input aperture of the objective lens
additional optics and devices like beam expanders are integrated into the beam path.
Steering optics is used to tune the position of the focus and thus to move an optically
trapped object within the sample chamber. If no imaging of the specimen is required,
photodiode quadrant detectors are utilized to verify if an object is trapped. In order
to characterize the optical trap, see section 2.2.3, this kind of detector is often used to
detect oscillations of the particle caused by Brownian motion [5, 183].
The main functions required for optical trapping applications are provided by inverted
light microscopes [5, 242, 267]. Minor modifications like the integration of a dichroic
mirror for coupling the trapping laser beam into the microscope beam path (see fig. 2.10)
or the insertion of optical filters are necessary. Due to the common platform of optical
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tweezers and light microscopes, as well as the variety of modifications and extensions
done in the last three decades, optical tweezers have become a powerful tool with unique
properties. One of the most innovative approache used to enhance the functionality of
optical tweezers is the application of a spatial light modulator (SLM) [111]. Motivated
by the new possibilities (multiple trapping of particles, particle movement and rotation),
the phase of the trapping beam can be manipulated in a controlled manner by the integration of SLMs in the optical tweezers setup which was done by several research groups
starting in the late 90s [63, 71, 100, 176, 218]. The intensive research on SLM based optical tweezers, known as holographic optical tweezers, enables fascinating opportunities
in a wide variety of applications. This is discussed later on in this chapter.
If the application allows a free beam path in one direction another approach can be
used. A second focused beam is incident from the opposite direction and compensates
the scattering forces introduced by the first optical tweezers. Setups combining two
objective lenses to form a stable optical trap are called counter propagating optical
tweezers [90, 116, 222]. The idea again can be traced back to A. Ashkin [9]. Two
counter-propagating focused laser beams form an equilibrium of optical forces at their
interaction point. Instead of using two objective lenses [31, 222] a fiber based tweezers [48, 95] or other setups [209, 279, 292] are possible. Optical trapping setups using
counter-propagating beams allow the application of low NA lenses, i.e. for beams converging at relatively small angles. This result in large working distances compared to
single beam gradient traps.
Another common approach for the generation of stable optical traps is the application of
fibers. The advantages of fiber optical traps are the small size compared to conventional
tweezers, the high degree of integration due to the flexible beam guiding and the comparatively low cost. Unfortunately, the realization of sufficiently high focusing angles is
challenging [203]. Thus, often counter propagating beams [48, 56, 240] or crossed [47]
fiber setups are applied to improve the stability of the trap.
Two dimensional optical manipulation (trapping and movement) is achieved for particles positioned on surfaces [107, 254] or waveguides [148, 291]. In order to overcome the
need for more than one optical fiber the geometry of the fiber core and tip is optimized.
The aim is to redistribute the intensity away from the optical axis to outer regions of
the beam [144, 192, 257].
Optimizing the trapping efficiency in terms of decreasing the size of the focal spot produced by objective lenses, fibers or other optical components is theoretical limited by
diffraction effects [86]. This limit can be circumvented with the transition to near-field
optical tweezers. First optical manipulation was demonstrated with small particles on
a high refractive index surface using total internal reflection (TIR) [124]. In scanning
near field optical microscopy the interaction of the fiber tip with the substrate was investigated with regard to optical forces [59, 161, 191]. Further research on evanescent
fields and optical forces was realized with waveguides [125, 148] and nanometer sized
apertures [197]. Since techniques for micro- and nano- structuring are available nowadays, the specific structuring of surfaces suited for trapping applications is in the focus of
intense research [117, 181, 290]. For deeper insight and detailed explanations following
review articles are recommended [108, 118, 216, 233].
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Measurement techniques for particle detection

Different techniques and methods for the detection and imaging of small particles in
the frame work of optical tweezers are presented here. Furthermore, the calibration
of optical tweezers by measuring indirectly the optical force is discussed. In general,
the detection of the object to be optically trapped with sufficient spatial and temporal
resolution is a necessary condition for its analysis and investigations to be performed
[183, 267].
For the determination of the lateral position of a micro-sized object coherent and incoherent radiation sources are applied. This leads to different approaches for the signal
detection. Consider incoherent illumination, a commonly used method is to image the
particle on a quadrant photo diode [76, 175, 237]. Small movements of the particle are
transferred to current changes of the photo diodes associated quadrant. This method is
able to detect movements in the nanometer range with a high sampling rate (few 100
kHz).
Due to the integration of optical tweezers in light microscopes the imaging of particles
is realized with the microscopes objective lens and a CMOS or CCD based imaging sensor. In comparison to photo diodes, standard imaging sensors have low image recording
rates (20 to 100 frames per second) depending on the imaging sensor, the kind of connection to the computer as well as the computer itself. High speed cameras are really
fast (up to 10000s of frames per second) but quite expensive. The application of digital
image processing routines enables subpixel resolution [17] and real time object tracking
[41, 52, 88, 128].
An overview about the history of position measurement techniques using coherent light
sources is given in [267]. Polarization based interferometry [252] is based on the same
principle as differential interference contrast used in microscopy. The circularly polarized trapping beam is subdivided into two parts of orthogonal polarization. Due to the
phase function of the trapped object, the polarization of both beams has changed relative to each other. By combining the beams an elliptical polarization state result which
contains information about the trapped object.
In the late 90s, the back focal plane interferometry was developed as a result of already
utilized methods such as the polarization based interferometry and the quadrant photo
diode based particle detection [3, 84, 269]. This technique is based on the detection of
the interference pattern caused by the trapping laser and the stray light scattered by
the trapped particle. The relative position of the particle to the trapping laser beam
can be obtained by this method. Thus, optical forces can be computed directly from
these measurements and the knowledge of the particle surrounding.
Finally, three dimensional position detection is obtained by applying the back focal plane
interferometry [212, 223] and considering the Gouy phase shift [86]. This phase shift
of value π occurs if a Gaussian beam propagates through its waist. The knowledge of
the phase difference between the scattered light and the trapping beam can be used
to determine the axial position of the particle [223]. Beside this method, several other
approaches based on two photon fluorescence [77], evanescent wave fluorescence [43] and
others [183, 267] are applied for axial particle position measurements.
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Force calibration

Each precision tool has to be characterized and calibrated to provide accurate results.
Due to the non-contact working principle of optical tweezers, novel methods were developed and optimized in terms of increasing the accuracy of the position and force
measurement [183].
Usually the position and movement of an optically trapped particle contain information
about the force and stiffness of the optical trap [267]. The techniques used for force measurements and thus for the calibration can be classified into active or passive working
principles. Within a region of a few hundred nanometers the behavior of an optical trap
can be approximated by Hooke’s law. It states that the force exerted by a spring to an
attached weight depends linearly on the distance. This linear dependency is described
by the spring constant, which has to be determined in order to characterize the stiffness
of the optical trap.
The Brownian motion of small particles in a gaseous or liquid surrounding depends on
the size, mass and shape of an object. Furthermore, the characteristics of the entire
medium like the viscosity, density and temperature has to be known. If these values are
available both, the spring constant and the position of the optical trap can be directly
obtained from the particle oscillation (amplitude and frequency) and its power spectrum
[24, 37, 58, 85, 267].
The following methods are based on actively influencing the particle position. The determination of the optical trap stiffness can be realized by placing the trapped particle
in a laminar flow. Alternatively, the particle can also be pulled slowly through the surrounding medium. Once the particle leaves the trap, the maximum holding force can be
calculated from the relative speed of movement and the Stokes’ law of friction. Simultaneously, the shift of the particle position due to changes of the relative flow velocity,
allows the calculation of the trap stiffness [37, 136, 237].
The information about the optical force exerted on a particle, is also contained in the
amount and the angular distribution of the scattered light. The scattering pattern directly results from the momentum transferred to the particle [91, 241, 258]. Deviations
from the theoretical assumptions made in this method like the non-ideal Gaussian beam
profile, the shape of the particle and non-perfect homogeneous surrounding medium affect the scattering pattern and represent inaccuracies [267]. Another approach to directly
measure optical forces and calibrate the trap is to use an additional already calibrated
optical trap [220]. Stretching objects with known spring constants like two tethered
particles or DNA molecules can be applied as well [220, 272].
Factors, which affect the calibration accuracy, are focus of scientific work up to now.
The influence of the distance between the specimen and the cover slip is intensively
studied and results in a hydrodynamic correction [78]. Thermal drifts of the mechanical
assembly of optical tweezers are studied and compensated [36]. The effect of manufacturing related errors or optical aberrations on the trapping performance is also focus of
current research [68, 69, 122].
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Applications of optical tweezers

This section gives a brief overview about optical trapping applications. Biology is one
of the most important fields for the utilization of optical tweezers. In 1987 [13, 15] A.
Ashkin’s work was motivated by studies on biological specimen like organelles, viruses
and bacteria. The aim was to study the specimen without destroying them. This was
made possible by the invention of optical tweezers [9, 14].
Due to the similar components required for optical tweezing and microscopic studies,
the merge of both techniques allows the simultaneous manipulation and observation of
biological objects. As mentioned earlier, a wavelength in the range of 800 to 1100 nm
(NIR) where most biological matter is transparent [251] is suited for optical manipulation. Optical forces can be tuned between few tens of femtonewtons up to hundreds
of piconewtons. Together with the principle of contactless force transmission intense
research in biological fields was promoted [251, 267].
For instance, the function of the movement mechanism used by cells which is called the
molecular motor (Dynein arm: few tens of nanometers in length) was investigated [232].
The possibility to combine optical tweezers with spectroscopic measurement techniques
enables the identification of optically trapped cells (2 to 3 µm in diameter) with Raman
[285] or fluorescence spectroscopy [34]. As discussed in section 2.1.2, the ability to exert
torque on small objects was used to distinguish healthy red blood cells (flat disc with 7
µm in diameter) from those infected with the Malaria virus [62] or to study the cellular
invasion with malaria parasite [51]. Also the investigation of the function, structure and
genetic code of proteins, nucleic acids and enzymes like the DNA and RNA are focus of
intense research [74]. Optical tweezers can also be used for the indirect micromanipulation in terms of moving mechanical micro grippers to trap cells and prevent those from
damage caused by laser radiation [6]. More insights in biological applications are given
in detailed review papers [183, 246, 251, 267] and text books [11, 116, 204].
In assembly and manufacturing technologies growing demands for contactless positioning
of small objects force the utilization of optical tweezers as a tool. The processing of carbon nano-tubes [211], the integration in the assembly procedure of the two photon polymerization processes [112, 132, 200], the support of manufacturing of nano-mechanical
systems and structures [106, 262] and the utilization for parallel assembling processes
[162] are just few examples. The simultaneously trapping and individual manipulation of
several objects in parallel, realized by holographic optical tweezers is used in a variety of
applications [53, 65, 100, 140, 145]. Applying this technique, microscopic objects can be
positioned precisely within complex and three dimensional structures [166]. Thus, axial
positioning without steering optics is possible. Furthermore, the integration of SLMs in
the optical tweezers setup enables the introduction of torque to an object. That way, a
Gaussian laser beam with TEM00 mode can be transferred to a beam carrying torque
[92, 204].
Optical trapping in air is quite challenging compared to a liquid environment and was
achieved first by Omori and co-workers in 1997 [198]. Due to the low viscosity of gases
and the lack of its stabilizing effect on the particle, stable optical trapping is difficult
[156, 198]. In addition, the missing buoyancy force results in almost full gravitational
forces acting on the particle [198] and the high relative refractive index of the particle
and its surrounding increases the scattering force and destabilizes the optical trap [278].
Moreover, the non-homogeneous heating of the particle by the highly focused trapping
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laser beam induces photophoretic forces [55, 70], which are significantly larger than the
optical forces [234]. Finally, the particle supply is a non-trivial task since the adhesive
forces between the particle and another interface are usually in the range of hundreds of
nanonewtons [103, 169]. This force value can hardly be overcome with optical tweezers.
Great effort is spent on the modification of the surfaces in order to reduce the adhesive forces [169] or on the application of high frequency oscillations e.g. by use of an
ultra-sonic transducer [143]. Inspite of these challenges several applications emerged.
Successfully optical trapping [120, 168, 169, 198, 217], rotation [147] and transport of
particles [234] over long distances (0.5 m) [235] underline the usability of optical tweezers
in gaseous surroundings. In addition, the optical trapping of airborne particles enables
Raman spectroscopic investigations [205, 271, 278] for single aerosol characterizations.
The demands in the growing field of applications optical tweezers are used for require
more customized solutions for the implementation in optical systems. A. Ashkin started
in 1986 with standard high NA objective lenses [14] for trapping of particles. In 1999
SLMs were implemented in optical tweezers setups to increase its functionality and efficiency [100, 218]. Up to now, the setup of optical tweezers remains unaffected: The
optimization of the system in terms of efficiency enhancement is just done barely. This
improvement and the adaption of optical systems to specific optical trapping tasks implies the extension of standard optical design procedures. New merit functions with
their scope on optical forces and torque have to be implemented [121]. Thus, integrated
design procedures can overcome specific hurdles and may open new fields of applications
optical tweezers can be used for.

2.2.5

Effect of optical aberrations on the performance of optical tweezers

Each optical component integrated in the optical trapping system introduces aberrations. The sum of all these non-ideal contributions may result in noticeable negative
effects, which made the optical trapping complicated or impossible.
One of the most frequently appearing aberration is due to the refractive index mismatch of the specimen environment and its boundary, a coverslip for instance. The
non-linearity of the law for refraction (eq. 2.28) causes spherical aberration [49, 93] as
illustrated in fig. 2.11. The green rays represent the ideal wavefront focused in one focal
point. Due to the refraction at the glass-water interface (see the inset in fig. 2.11), the
rays are refracted and propagate with higher angles (red line) relative to the optical axis.
Thus, the focal point is distorted and the steepness of the potential well necessary for
optical trapping decreases tremendously. The example, shown in fig. 2.11, is overstated
but clearly visualizes the effect of refraction due to the refractive index mismatch.
In 1995 Felgner and coworkers found out that forces introduced by an optical tweezers
strongly depend on the distance between the trapping position and the coverslip. If the
distance increases the axial trapping efficiency decreases exponentially [75]. Rohrbach
and Stelzer [224] developed a wave optics based theoretical model for the simulation of
how optical trapping forces, the trap stiffness and the steepness of the potential well
are affected by spherical aberrations. The simulation results predict what Fällman [72]
found out in experiments performed short time later. By optically trapping using a
high NA objective lens and the comparison to trapping realized with low NA lenses,
he showed that with increasing distance from the cover slip the influence of spherical
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Figure 2.11: Spherical aberration due to refraction at the interface between two media
glass (n1 =1.5) and water (n0 =1.33), as usual for optical tweezers.

aberrations increase and optical trapping becomes difficult. Due to their optimization
low NA lenses are more suited if the trapping depth increases.
The degree of overfilling the aperture of the objective lens with the trapping laser beam
is a useful approach to optimize the trapping performance. But the position of the optical trap inside the environment has to be considered for this optimization. Furthermore,
if the position of the coverslip changes the axial position of the trap shifts and depends
again on the degree of overfilling the aperture, as wells as the kind of the objective lens
[72].
Continuing the studies on spherical aberrations, few years later, the trap stiffness was investigated with respect to the applied objective lens for water- and oil-immersion lenses
[268]. The optical trap realized with the oil immersion objective lens suffers from spherical aberrations whereas the water-immersion objective lens maintains the trap stiffness,
even for larger distances.
Another approach to decrease the effect of spherical aberrations and increase the trapping efficiency is to optimize the refractive index of the immersion medium [219]. A
change of the refractive index by 0.01 shifts the axial position of the optical trap by
few micrometers. Optical traps, which operate in gaseous surrounding also suffer from
spherical aberrations. The reason for this kind of aberration is the jump of the refractive index at the wall of the sample chamber, as well as its distance to the focal point
[158, 255]. By tuning the refractive index of the immersion oil, which optically matches
the objective lens with the test chamber wall, the optical trap can be stabilized. In
addition, the change of the mechanical tube length was used to decrease spherical aberrations, as already done for optical trapping in liquid surroundings [126].
Optical tweezers are also affected by other aberrations, which are common in most optical systems. The aberrations coma, astigmatism and spherical aberration were added to
an experimental setup by visualizing the aberrations typical phase function on a SLM
display [225]. It was found out that the lateral trapping stiffness is hardly influenced
by moderate amounts of aberrations. The compensation of optical aberrations can be
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performed either by applying an SLM or, as was done before, by a deformable mirror
[202]. This is done by modifying the phase of the trapping laser beam. In addition, the
deformable mirror was used to change the axial position of the particle [201].
The frequent application of SLMs in optical tweezer setups allows for the improvement
of the trapping efficiency by aberration correction [281]. Using Shack-Hartmann sensors
to measure the phase of a distorted wavefront, aberrations can be iteratively minimized
by adding the conjugate phase of the distortion on the SLM [150]. This method was
enhanced further whereas the software developed to optimize the SLM in combination
with a wave front sensor is freely available [32]. Due to the steady improvements of
SLMs [134] and other active optical elements, the correction of aberrations, not only in
optical tweezing applications [7, 104, 154, 182] achieves even better results [42, 64, 280].
Another approach to optimize the trapping performance is to consider optical aberrations as early as possible, which means in the optical design process. That way the origin
of aberrations can be taken into account and considered in the optical design before the
systems components are fabricated and assembled [120, 122, 194].

Chapter 3

Methods
This chapter is divided into a theoretical and an experimental part. The simulation
of optical forces and its combination with ray based optical design is presented and
discussed in the first part. The measurement methods for characterizing the optical
components and the whole optical system are introduced in the second part.

3.1

Optical force simulation: Implementation

A focused laser beam can be approximated by a fan of rays. In order to theoretically
investigate optical forces and torque introduced by a ray which is incident onto a small
object its intersection point has to be known. Tracing the rays through the object and
considering each interaction leads to individual momentum transfers between the rays
and the object. Summing up over all ray contributions the net optical force and torque
acting on the particle results, see section 2.1.2.

3.1.1

Raytracing and general description of an ellipsoid

A ray can be mathematically described by use of a 1st order tensor. The parametric
~ and direction ~k:
form of a linear equation defines a ray with its starting point A

 



Xx
Ax
kx
 Xy  =  Ay  + t  ky 
(3.1)
Xz
Az
kz
In order to trace a ray through a defined volume, its environment has to be known and
objects acting as possible interaction partners have to be described numerically or analytically. In this work the general description of an ellipsoid is used to define the object,
see fig. 3.1. Using this mathematical definition of a closed quadratic surface, different
shapes, which are common in nature can be analytically described in an approximated
fashion. Starting with a sphere, also oblate, prolate and needle like object shapes can
be addressed.
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Figure 3.1: Ellipsoidally shaped body defined by its semi axes a, b, c in Cartesian
coordinates.

The standard equation of an ellipsoidally shaped body in Cartesian coordinates is given
by:
(x − Mx )2 (y − My )2 (z − Mz )2
1=
+
+
(3.2)
a2
b2
c2
with a, b, c as the semi axis of the ellipsoid and Mi as its center. To rotate a geometrically
described object its scalar field (Φ) has to be multiplied with the rotation matrix (Rn (α)).
The scalar field of an ellipsoid can be written as:
 (x−M )2 
x


Φ=

a2
(y−My )2
b2
(z−Mz )2
c2




(3.3)

The rotation matrix for a rotation by the angle α around an axis defined with the unit
vector ~n = (nx , ny , nz )T is:
n2x (1 − cos α) + cos α
 ny nx (1 − cos α) + nz sin α
nz nx (1 − cos α) − ny sin α


nx ny (1 − cos α) − nz sin α
n2y (1 − cos α) + cos α
nz ny (1 − cos α) + nx sin α

Rn (α) =

nx nz (1 − cos α) + ny sin α
ny nz (1 − cos α) − nx sin α 
n2z (1 − cos α) + cos α
(3.4)

and abbreviated for clarity:



a1 b1 c1
Rn (α) =  a2 b2 c2 
a3 b3 c3

(3.5)
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By the multiplication of the ellipsoids scalar field (eq. 3.3) with the rotation matrix (eq.
3.5) the following eq. can be obtained:


1=

(xa1 +ya2 +za3 )2
a2
(xb1 +yb2 +zb3 )2
b2
(xc1 +yc2 +zc3 )2
c2


(3.6)




This eq. allows one to analytically describe a two dimensional ellipsoidally shaped surface
by selecting the semi axes a, b and c according to the desired shape. The position relative
to the origin of the coordinate system can be defined with the values Mx , My and Mz
defining its center. The orientation of the ellipsoid can be determined with the rotation
angle α and the definition of the unit vector ~n.
In order to find the intersection points of a ray with the ellipsoid surface the linear
equation of a ray (eq. 3.1) has to be substituted in the scalar field of the ellipsoid (eq.
3.6). By applying the solution for quadratic equations the factor t in eq. 3.1 can be
calculated. Solving the quadratic equation, the following three cases for the value t can
occur. No solution means that the ray does not hit the object, one solution for t stands
for one intersection point at the outer limits of the ellipsoid (grazing incidence) and two
solutions for t represent two intersection points (entry and exit) of the ray with the
ellipsoid. A case discrimination shows which of both intersection points is the first and
the second.
If a ray hits the surface it is divided in two parts, a reflected and a refracted component.
To calculate the direction of these rays the laws for refraction (eq. 2.10) and reflection
(eq. 2.11) have to be applied. In addition, information about the surface of interaction
is required. The normal of the surface gives its orientation. Therefore, the gradient
of the ellipsoids scalar field has to be calculated. Using three dimensional Cartesian
coordinates the gradients components are the partial derivatives of the scalar field Φ,
which results in:
 ∂Φ   2a1 (a1 x+a2 y+a3 z) 2b1 (b1 x+b2 y+b3 z) 2c1 (c1 x+c2 y+c3 z) 
∂x
a2
b2
c2
2a2 (a1 x+a2 y+a3 z)
2b2 (b1 x+b2 y+b3 z)
2c2 (c1 x+c2 y+c3 z) 
=
∇Φ =  ∂Φ
(3.7)


∂y
a2
b2
c2
∂Φ
∂z

2a3 (a1 x+a2 y+a3 z)
a2

2b3 (b1 x+b2 y+b3 z)
b2

2c3 (c1 x+c2 y+c3 z)
c2

This vector is oriented perpendicular to the ellipsoids surface at the point of intersection.
For an incident ray (eq. 3.1) and by substituting the gradient (eq. 3.7) in the vectorial
law of refraction (eq. 2.10) and reflection (eq. 2.11) both rays can be calculated. For
each ray and its divided parts, the routine has to be repeated.

3.1.2

Calculation of optical forces

In this section the connection of the ray-surface interaction and the transfer of momentum is described. Following the previous sections, the intersection points of a ray with
an object, the surface normal at these positions and the refracted and reflected rays are
known. Using Fresnel’s equations the power associated with each ray can be computed.
The optical force caused by an incident ray can now be calculated using eq. 2.26.
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Due to multiple interactions of an incident ray with the particle surface, the force calculation has to be developed within an infinite series, as indicated in eq. 2.16 for the
ray intensities of the refracted and reflected parts. The contribution of a ray-surface
interaction to an optical force acting on the particle can be described step by step. An
incident ray carries a force:
n0 Pray ~r
F~ray =
.
(3.8)
c |~r|
The reflected part of the incident ray can contribute a force given by:
n0 RPray ~r00
.
F~ref l =
c
|~r00 |

(3.9)

The power of the reflected ray is obtained by weighting the power of the incident ray
Pray with the Fresnel coefficient for reflection R. All other optical force contributions
belong to the refracted ray, which is divided into an infinite number of internally reflected
rays. Those exit the particle again by refraction at the surface. The outgoing rays can
be computed by the following series, compare eq. 2.16, with k as the counter for the
internal ray-surface interactions.
m
n0 Pray X 2 k−1 ~rk0
F~trans =
T R
c
|~rk0 |

(3.10)

k=1

Due to the symmetry of the ray paths within a spherical object, the Fresnel coefficients
R and T for each ray-surface interaction have to be computed just for the first time and
remain the same for all other interactions. In case of non-spherical objects like ellipsoids
the coefficients have to be computed for each interaction. Furthermore, if the incident
ray is polarized, specific attention must be paid, especially for non-spherical particles.
If a ray hits a spherical particle, due to the symmetry given by a sphere the reflected
and refracted rays remain in the same plane, as shown in fig. 3.2 a). In this case the
polarization direction of the incident ray and its refracted and reflected parts remain the
same. If no common plane of the rays exists, see fig 3.2 b), the degree of polarization
will change for each ray. The Fresnel coefficients for transmission and reflection depend
on the polarization and in consequence on the plane of incidence. Thus, they have to be
computed for each interaction. On the other hand, due to the change of the rays local
coordinate system for each ray surface interaction, the allocation of the polarization
direction with respect to the incident beam has to be considered.
In case of an unpolarized incident ray the total optical force can be computed by:
m

X
~r0
n0 Pray ~r
~r00
F~tot = F~ray − F~ref l − F~trans =
( − R0 00 −
T 2 Rk−1 k0 )
c
|~r|
|~r |
|~rk |

(3.11)

k=1

Consider a polarized ray, two additional terms, one for each polarization direction emerge
in equations 3.8 to 3.11. Furthermore, the Fresnel coefficients are now specific for each
ray-surface interaction, as indicated by the counter k for internal ray surface interactions.
m
s0 ~r0 Y k−1
n0 Pray s~r
s00~r00 X
F~tot,s =
( − R0 00 −
T1 Tk−1 k 0 k
Rk )
c
|~r|
|~r |
|~rk |
k=1

(3.12)
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Figure 3.2: Multiple internal reflection of a ray that is incident on a spherical particle,
all rays stay in the same plane (blue area) a); Multiple interaction of a ray with an
ellipsoidally shaped particle without a common plane b).
m
p0 ~r0 Y k−1
n0 Pray p~r
p00~r00 X
~
Ftot,p =
( − R0 00 −
T1 Tk−1 k 0 k
Rk )
c
|~r|
|~r |
|~rk |

(3.13)

k=1

F~tot,s + F~tot,p
F~tot =
(3.14)
2
Eq. 3.12 and 3.13 describe the total optical force acting on a particle caused by the sand p-polarized component of the incident ray. The additional factors s and p compared
to eq. 3.11 are due to the change of the polarization direction for each additional part
of the incident ray. The Fresnel coefficients depend now on the interaction and are
indicated with the counter k. In addition, the coefficient for reflection R has to be
multiplied (k -1)-times with its predecessors. Finally, to obtain the overall optical force
introduced by the ray fan, one has to sum up over all rays and their interactions with
the object surface.

3.1.3

Calculation of optical torque

In order to calculate the total torque acting on a particle the procedure is quite similar
to the optical force calculation. In general, torque is introduced to an object if a force
~ can be
acts on it at a point away from its center of mass. The value of the torque M
calculated by the cross product of the external force F~ and the point of action ~r.
~ = ~r × F~
M

(3.15)
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Applying eq. 3.15 by substituting eq. 3.12 to 3.14 results in:
00 00
~ tot,s = n0 Pray ((X
~0 − X
~ M ) × s~r − (X
~0 − X
~ M ) × R0 s ~r −
M
c
|~r|
|~r00 |
m
0 0 Y
X
~k − X
~ M ) × T1 Tk−1 sk ~rk
Rkk−1 )
(X
|~rk0 |

(3.16)

k=1

for rays polarized perpendicular and
00 00
~ tot,p = n0 Pray ((X
~0 − X
~ M ) × p~r − (X
~0 − X
~ M ) × R0 p ~r −
M
c
|~r|
|~r00 |
m
0 0 Y
X
~k − X
~ M ) × T1 Tk−1 pk ~rk
(X
Rkk−1 )
|~rk0 |

(3.17)

k=1

for rays polarized parallel to the plane of incidence. The values Xk represent the interaction points on the particles surface and XM is the particle center. The total torque
acting on a particle is obtained by:
~
~
~ tot = Mtot,s + Mtot,p .
M
2

(3.18)

Due to the axial symmetry of ellipsoidally shaped objects each point on the surface has
the same center of mass whether the shape is spherical, oblate or needle like.
In order to be able to simulate motion dynamics of an optically trapped or manipulated
particle its moment of inertia has to be calculated, as well as the contributions of external
factors like friction, Brownian motion and other microscopic or macroscopic effects. This
is not done in this thesis but the used routine can be extended to this case within the
framework of a time resolved kinematic simulation, as done in [35].

3.1.4

Model for the description of optical systems

In this thesis, the model developed for the description of optical systems operates as
an interface between the optical design and the optical forces simulation. That way,
the effect of changes and modifications of the optical system on the optical trapping
capabilities can be simulated directly. Therefore, it is not necessary to describe each
optical element or surface of the optical system. This is done by use of commercially
available optical design software [146, 287]. Indeed, the wavefront leaving the output
aperture of the optical system is the input value for the force simulation and has to be
approximated by the model. In terms of GOA the wavefront is represented by a fan of
rays. They leave the system and are defined by their intensity, polarization, starting
position and direction of propagation.
The intensity distribution and the position of the rays exiting the optical system are
described by use of a two dimensional array of pixels. Each pixel contains the information about the intensity of the ray using double precision with 64 bits. The number
and size of the pixels determine the position or, more accurately, the starting point of
the ray. The polarization of the whole ray fan is described by two numbers, one for
each polarization direction. Thus, each ray has its own intensity and starting position
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but the same polarization state as its neighbours. This approximation is done to reduce
the computational effort but if necessary the model can be easily extended to consider
e.g. radially polarized beams. Assuming ideal focusing properties, each ray is focused
in one global focal point as shown in fig. 3.3. This model allows the approximation

Figure 3.3: Approximation of an ideal optical system focusing a Gaussian intensity
distribution.

of an arbitrary intensity distribution with sufficiently high sampling resolution. In the
present case, all rays are focused ideally in one focal point located on the optical axis.
The direction of the optical axis is oriented perpendicularly to the array of pixels. Its
n
lateral position is set to the coordinates x = m
2 and y = 2 . For specific applications
the direction and position of the optical axis with respect to the array of pixels can
be varied within the simulation. The direction of propagation of each ray is defined
by the coordinates of its associated pixel and the focal length. Similar to eq. 3.1, the
mathematical description of the rays can be written as a first order tensor.

 

 m

Rayx
P ixelx
2 − P ixelx
 Rayy  =  P ixely  + t  n − P ixely 
(3.19)
2
Rayz
P ixelz
f ocal length
The maximum NA of the system is determined by the half of the smallest array size, as
visualized by the yellow colored circle in fig. 3.3. Rotational symmetry is maintained
by choosing the center of the m × n array as the position of the optical axis. Besides
the approximation of arbitrary theoretically calculated intensity distributions the great
advantage of this model is the straight forward integration of experimentally obtained
measurement data. The pixel size and pitch of the used detector (e.g. CCD or CMOS
monochrome/RGB chip) defines the sampling of the array of pixels. The grey/RGB value
of each pixel represents the intensity of the corresponding ray. During the measurement
the lateral position of the camera chip has to be precisely aligned so that the optical axis
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is located at the center of the chip. The distance between the camera chip and the focal
point is equal to the focal length used as an input value for the optical force simulation.

3.1.5

Implementation of optical aberrations

Optical systems approximated by the model described in the last section are assumed
to be ideal. This means, all rays exiting the system are focused in one point located on
the optical axis. By the implementation of an additional mathematical quantity, which
considers the effect of monochromatic optical aberrations non-ideal optical systems can
be approximated in a more detailed manner.
The realistic performance of optical systems can be described by use of aberrated wavefronts. The value and sign of the optical path difference (OP D) determines the curvature
of the aberrated wavefront compared to its ideal. The OP D can be written as [284]:
OP D = coma(ρ3 cos θ) + sph(ρ2 )2 + f ocus(ρ2 ) + ast(ρ2 (cos2 θ))+
tilt(ρ cos θ) + pist + f ield(ρ2 ) + dist(ρ cos θ).

(3.20)

The values coma, sph, focus, ast, tilt, pist, field and dist represent scaling factors for the
strength of the monochromatic optical aberrations coma, spherical aberration, defocus,
astigmatism, tilt, piston, field curvature and distortion, respectively. The value ρ is the
radial coordinate in the exit pupil and θ is the polar angle.
Consider two points positioned in the exit aperture of the optical system at different
heights. If the optical system is assumed to be ideal, both points are focused in one
infinitesimal spot located on the optical axis, as visualized in fig. 3.4 with the green
rays. Aberrations introduce an OPD and as a result the intersection points of the rays
with the optical axis are located within an extended area. This area can be defined
laterally by the geometrical spot radius (GEO) and axially by a focal region, denoted
as ±∆L. If the height h of the ray starting point located in the exit pupil is large
compared to the GEO the model works well. As highlighted by the dashed red line,
if the height (∆h) is small compared to the GEO a negative OPD may result in a
diverging ray, which never intersects with the optical axis. This has to be considered in
the implementation of the optical force simulation. Following ray based optical design
software, the quality of an optical system can be defined by spot radii in the image
plane (GBE). For instance, a small on-axis spot radius is obtained by an optical system
with small aberrations. Monochromatic aberrations like coma, astigmatism, spherical
aberration can cause a broadening of the spot area, whereas tilt and distortion lead
to a shift of the spot position. The maximum value for the spot size follows from the
intersection point of an aberrated ray with the GBE located at the laterally largest
distance with respect to the optical axis. Since the GEO is determined just by one ray
the root mean square (RMS ) spot size is often used to evaluate the quality of an optical
system. The RMS represents an averaged value of all intersection point distances in
the GBE. Its value can be significantly smaller than GEO, but care has to be taken
since the RMS strongly depends on the ray density and the sampling grid (statistically,
hexapolar, Cartesian, etc.) chosen for the pupil plane. The RMS is exact for an infinite
number of rays traced through the system and gives physical information about the
energy density in the focal region. Fig. 3.5 shows the dependency of the RMS radius
on the ray density using an axial symmetric optical system designed in Zemax [287].
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Figure 3.4: Consequences of optical aberrations on the optical path difference (OPD)
and the geometrical spot radius (GEO) for two points located in the exit pupil.

All spot diagrams, shown in fig. 3.5, represent the same optical system. The number

Figure 3.5: Decreasing averaged spot size (RMS ) with increasing ray density (number
of rings: 3, 10, 30) using a hexapolar raster in the pupil plane [287]; the units are
micrometers.

of the considered rings of the hexapolar pupil raster increases from 3 (fig. 3.5 left) to
30 (fig. 3.5 right). Since the value for the GEO remains the same, the RMS deviation
decreases significantly. The maximum ray density is limited within the optical design
software [287] to the value of 200 which results in a value for the RMS of 8.4 µm. As
a consequence, the computing time also increases with rising ray densities. This has to
be considered in the optical force simulation routine as well.
Due to the strong dependency of the RMS error on the ray density, which is directly
linked to the sampling of the intensity distribution exiting the optical system, see fig. 3.3,
the value of the GEO is applied in this work to scale optical aberrations. Furthermore,
the Cartesian raster applied for the sampling grid is iso-energetic but may cause a nonsymmetrical weighting of the system edges. This would also distort the RMS value for
off-axis intensity distributions, like the Gaussian TEM∗01 mode.
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For the implementation of optical aberrations to the model described above, the OPD
is calculated by applying eq. 3.20 to each pixel of the exit pupil. This result in an array
of OPD values, which is normalized to its maximum value. It has the same dimension
and size as the intensity distribution of the system. Thus the OPD-matrix contains
information on the aberration for each ray or pixel.
Fig. 3.6 shows the geometric and angular relationships for the transformation of the
OPD to the focal shift ±∆L. GEO is used as a scaling factor. The focal shift causes
a change in the propagation angle of the ray relative to the optical axis and has finally
consequences for the momentum transfer. Since the values for the OPD are normalized
both focal shifts, ∆L0 and ∆L are now scaled with the user-defined maximum spot size
GEO. Thus, the chosen aberrations, which will affect the ideal optical system result in
the typical spot diagram with the specified spot size (GEO). The pixel specific value of

Figure 3.6: Geometric and angular relationships used for the integration of optical
aberrations to model non-ideal optical systems.

the spot height (GEO±
pixel ) in the GBE is obtained by applying the intercept theorem
to the geometric relationships, shown in fig. 3.6.
s
q
L
GEO+ (pixel) = (L − ρpixel
)2 + ρ2 − ρ2pixel + L2
(3.21)
GEO − 1
s
GEO− (pixel) =

(L +

L
ρpixel
GEO

−1

)2 + ρ2 −

q
ρ2pixel + L2

(3.22)

Now the starting point of a ray associated to a pixel in the exit pupil with height h is
known. The value GEO±
pixel determines the intersection point of the ray with the GBE.
The unknown negative focal shift −∆L0 can be obtained using the grey triangle, shown
in fig. 3.6. It forms the geometric relationship between the pixel height h, the positive
OPD+ and the resulting focal shift −∆L0 . Applying the Pythagorean theorem and the
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solution for quadratic equations the negative focal shift can be expressed as:
q
p
0
− ∆Lpixel,1/2 = L ± L2 + GEO+ (pixel)(2 ρ2 + L2 + GEO+ (pixel))

(3.23)

q
p
L2 + GEO− (pixel)(2 ρ2 + L2 + GEO− (pixel)).

(3.24)

∆L0pixel,1/2 = −L ±

Eq. 3.23 and 3.24 are used to add pixel specific focal shifts to the focusing properties of
the optical system. Those cause in sum a spot diagram with characteristic spot pattern
and the desired maximum spot size GEO.
It might be confusing to choose the kind of the optical aberration as input variables and
GEO to scale them. In general, the coefficients Wijk used in eq. 2.29 and 2.30 scale
the optical aberrations and have the unit of the wavelength [284]. This makes sense
in wavefront measurement techniques using interferometers [87] since the results are
encoded modulo two π. In this work the focal spot is measured using a CMOS camera
positioned in the focal plane. In this case the value GEO follows directly from the
measurement and the shape of the spot gives information about the kind of aberrations.

3.1.6

Optical force simulation

To summarize the last sections, for ray optics based force simulation a ray tracing routine
propagates rays through the object to be trapped. The optical system is described with
a two dimensional array of pixels placed at its exit pupil. Since the optical axis is
positioned in the center of the array the NA is defined by the array edge and the focal
length. To approximate optical aberrations, the focal length is modified with a focal
shift scaled by the spot size GEO. By using the general description of an ellipsoidal
body the particle is positioned initially at the focal point. Applying the vectorial law
for refraction (2.10) and reflection (2.11) as well as Fresnel’s equations (eq. 2.12 to 2.15)
at the interaction points, the momentum transfer between the rays and the particle can
be calculated. Finally, using eq. 3.14 and 3.18 optical forces and torque acting on the
particle can be computed.
In order to simulate optical tweezers, detailed knowledge about the forces acting in
the immediate surrounding of the focal area is required. To this end the particle is
virtually placed at several positions distributed on a sufficiently tight grid around the
focal area. For each position optical forces and torques are simulated by tracing all rays
of the optical system through the focal region. That way a three dimensional array of
optical forces and torques around the central trapping position is obtained. For particle
positions located far from the focal region the number of ray-particle interactions usually
decrease. This means less computational effort to create large force maps compared to
those simulated with higher sampling rate and smaller size. If the intensity distribution
exiting the optical system is rotationally symmetric to the optical axis it is convenient
to reduce the optical force matrix dimension to a two dimensional description. This
significantly reduces the computational effort. To give a rough estimation; if the intensity
distribution is sampled by an array of 100 times 100 pixels and if the raytracing routine
considers four internal ray-surface interactions 110000 rays have to be calculated. To
describe the neighborhood of the focal point with a three dimensional grid applying
40 points for each dimension 7.04 billion rays have to be traced in total. This huge
number requires high computational power to be solved within a short time span. This
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can be reduced by a massive parallelization of the routine that allows the computation
of single rays on multicore graphics processing units (GPUs) as done in many optics
simulations [73, 119, 164, 227, 249]. This is not done in this work but should be noted
as a starting point for further optimizations. The reduction of the problem to a two
dimensional description reduces the number of rays to a maximum value of 176 million
which is easily manageable by use of current computer technology.
Consider a standard optical tweezers application, a spherical particle placed in a liquid
environment has to be optically trapped. The parameters for such an optical force
simulation are given in tab. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Parameters used for the optical force simulation.

Shape
spherical

Diameter
10 µm

Material
PMMA

Medium
H2 O

Int. dist.
TEM00

Laser power
50 mW

NA
1.3

GEO
1 µm

Using these input parameters, the routine calculates optical forces for each desired particle position. The output is given as a two dimensional force map in Z- and X-direction,
see fig. 3.7. Each black cross is linked with a red line representing the result of the op-

Figure 3.7: Two dimensional map showing optical forces for 40 times 40 particle
positions using a resolution of 1.25 µm.

tical force simulation at this position. The direction of the red line shows the direction
of the force acting on the particle (green object) that is placed with its center of mass
on the black cross. The length of the line indicates the amount of the optical force.
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As suggested from the pattern formed by the red lines, the optical forces are concentrated to the focal point marked with the two black lines. They visualize the focal point
with a focusing angle of 77.8◦ for a NA of 1.3. The maximum optical force acting on the
particle in negative Z-direction is F−z = 16 pN and in X-direction Fx = 29 pN. Since
the particle is placed in a liquid environment its buoyancy leads to a net gravity force of
less than one pinconewton. Thus, the particle can be optically trapped and held stably
from any direction. This is visualized in fig. 3.8, showing cross sections along the optical
and the X-axis of the force map presented in fig. 3.7. Both diagrams show optical forces

Figure 3.8: Sections along the optical axis at X = 0 (left) and along the X-axis at Z
= 58 µm (right) showing optical forces acting in Z- and X-direction, respectively (liquid
surrounding medium).

acting on the particle positioned on a grid in the direct neighborhood of the focal point.
If the particle is placed on the optical axis in front of the focal spot (positive forces in fig.
3.8 left), the particle is pushed in positive Z-direction until it reaches the close proximity
of the focal point. Due to the forces acting in negative Z-direction the particle is pulled
backwards (negative forces in fig. 3.8 left) if it is placed further back. Neglecting gravity,
the particle is held stably at the equilibrium point between positive and negative optical
force components. The same principle can be applied for the optical forces acting in
lateral (Fx ) direction, see the force diagram right in fig. 3.8. Within a range of ±5 µm
around the optical axis, the particle is pushed to the equilibrium point. If the particle
is located within this the region it will be accelerated in the direction of the focal point
and thereby to the position of the optical trap. On the other hand, if the particle is
placed outside this region it will be pushed away from the optical trap.
A stable optical trap should always show a force curve shape as visualized in fig. 3.8.
Consider all three dimensions, the point of zero crossing optical forces has to be enclosed
by high force peaks with positive and negative sign. Furthermore, the attracting force,
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optical tweezers are known for, is achieved with optical force components acting in negative Z-direction, that means in the opposite direction of the incident light.
In the previous example the PMMA particle is suspended in a liquid surrounding. This
nparticle
leads to a comparatively small relative refractive index of nrel = nmedium
=1.11. If the
particle is placed in air, the relative index of refraction increases. Keeping the focusing
angle the same, leads to an increase of the refraction angles and thus the amount of momentum transferred from the light to the particle raise. Accordingly, the optical forces
achieved with the same input parameters as given in tab. 3.1 (except the surrounding
medium) are noticeably larger, see fig. 3.9. The optical force achieved in X-direction is

Figure 3.9: Optical forces acting in Z-(left) and X-(right) direction using similar input
parameters as given in tab. 3.1, (gaseous surrounding medium).

increased to Fx = 35 pN (Fx,H2 O = 29 pN) and in negative Z-direction to F−z = 20 pN
(F−z,H2 O = 16 pN). Furthermore, the forces acting in positive Z-direction are twice as
high compared to a liquid surrounding. This makes optical trapping more challenging
because the particle is accelerated towards the focal point and may have too much kinetic
energy to be stopped by the retro driving optical force. Furthermore, the photophoretic
force contributes an additional force component in positive Z-direction (section 2.2.4)
which affects the trapping curve shape but is not considered by the applied optical force
simulation. In contrast, the optical forces acting in X-direction, see fig. 3.9 right, are
symmetrically distributed around the optical axis and generate again a stable optical
trap. This illustrates, the orientation of the optical trap relative to the gravity or other
external forces has to be taken into account as well.
In both scenarios discussed above, the object to be trapped is assumed to be of spherical
shape. If the material of the particle is not birefringent the net torque generated by an
optical tweezers using a laser beam of TEM00 mode is zero [155, 270]. Suppose that the
particle to be trapped is not spherical and is placed in the surrounding of the optical
trap slightly tilted. The axes of symmetry of the particle do not coincide with the global
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coordinate system of the optical trap. Hence torque is introduced to the particle and it
starts to rotate until a symmetric orientation is reached.
In the following example the object is ellipsoidally shaped and again made of PMMA.
Two of its semi axes are 5 µm and the third has a length of 12.5 µm. In addition, the
long axis is orientated along the optical axis but rotated around the X-axis by 30◦ . All
other parameters are the same as given in tab. 3.1. The relative position in space is
visualized in fig. 3.10. The red lines represent once again the optical force acting on the

Figure 3.10: Optical forces and torque introduced to an ellipsoidal object with semi
axes a = b = 5 µm and c = 12.5 µm rotated by 30◦ around the X-axis.

object placed with its center of mass at the position of the cross. Despite its ellipsoidal
shape the object is pushed to the focal point and will be stably held. However, the blue
lines visualize the axis of rotation and their length indicates the strength of the optical
torque. The majority of them show in positive X-direction whereas the object is oriented
with its tip diagonally down, see the three dimensional inset in fig. 3.10. Applying the
right-hand-rule to the blue lines one could imagine that the ellipsoid experiences a torque
which rotates it back in the X-Z-plane. As soon as the particle is oriented along the
optical axis the net optical torque becomes zero and it is stably held in this orientation
and at this position.
The simulation routine presented in this section is used later on in chapter 4 to discuss
the influence of several input parameters like the intensity distribution in the exit pupil,
the NA, optical aberrations, etc. to the optical forces. Finally, the simulation is used as
a tool in the optical design process.
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Iterative optical design process

In this section the process of the development of an optical tweezers is described. Starting from the application and its goal concepts are derived and transferred to optical
start systems used for the design process. Optimizing both optical systems in order
to maximize the ratio of force per laser power, the final optical tweezer systems are
developed to be highly efficient and adapted to the application.

3.2.1

Building the start system

At the beginning of each optical design process stands the application and the demand
the optics has to fulfil. In optical trapping applications usually the goal is to optically trap and hold microscopic objects. To generate first concepts, essential boundary
conditions and requirements are deduced from the intended application. Defined specifications are useful in order to not start the development from scratch but rather relate
to an existing solution and optimize it. Furthermore, the reduction of the optical functionality to the essentials necessary for optical trapping may result in a highly adapted
and efficient optical tweezers. Tab. 3.2 lists important parameters, which have to be
known to find suitable concepts for getting started with the optical development process.
Once the concepts are assessed they can be transferred to the optical design process.
Assume that the optical trapping application is similar to the example considered for
Table 3.2: Specifications of optical trapping systems.

Surrounding Environment Object to
medium
be trapped
Gaseous

Trapping
chamber

Size

Liquid

Wall thickness

Shape

Vacuum

Working
distance

Material

2D/3D
Movement
of object
No

Yes (time
multiplexing, spatial
multiplexing)
-

Number of
objects to
be trapped
Single
(on
axis
trapping)
Several
(time multiplexing,
spatial multiplexing)
-

Rotation of
object
No (symmetric
beam
Yes (polarization, angular optical momentum)
-

optical force simulation in section 3.1.6. This example is selected due to its similarity
with conventional optical tweezers applications [183, 267]. It can be summarized by the
following specifications according to tab. 3.2. The surrounding medium is liquid assuming a refractive index of 1.33. The environment the particle is embedded is a microfluidic
channel with a wall thickness of less than 170 µm. Optical trapping is planned to be
close to the wall-liquid interface. The object to be trapped has a spherical shape with 10
µm in diameter. It is made of PMMA or fused silica, assuming isotropic and dielectric
material conditions. The 2D/3D movement of the object should be possible within a
two dimensional field of 500 µm side length. The number of objects to be optically
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trapped is one. According to the last column of tab. 3.2 the rotation of the object is
not intended. Finally, the particle has to be observable within the full field as claimed
for optical manipulation.
Based on these specifications one can start with a simple concept, containing all important components like the trapping laser source, beam preparation, steering and shaping
optics, high NA focusing and observation optics [183, 242].
But in the end, optical trapping is realized by highly focusing an incident laser beam.
Due to the liquid surrounding a trapping chamber is required. This is planned to have
walls of thickness less than 170 µm, which allows the application of standard high NA
immersion objective lenses. Since the working distance is close to the interface, oil immersion objective lenses can be used [22]. They are corrected for microscopic imaging in
liquid media within a large field of view and they provide high focusing angles. As laser
source a Nd-YAG (neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet) solid state laser with an
emission wavelength of 1064 nm and Gaussian intensity profile can be used [25, 236, 260].
Thus biological specimen can be optically manipulated as well [138, 183, 184, 207]. For
the movement of the particle within the microfluidic channel, the whole sample chamber
can be precisely moved utilizing a piezoelectric stage [131, 183, 266]. Finally, for the
observation task the same objective lens as applied for the generation of the optical trap
can be used. By introducing an additional illumination source coupled into the beam
path with a dichroic mirror the observation can be performed with a camera positioned
in the image plane of the objective lens. The concept shown in fig. 3.11, illustrates an

Figure 3.11: First concept deduced from the specification of an optical tweezers for
trapping inside a microfluidic channel.

optical setup suited for optical trapping and observation of the specimen in parallel. Due
to the demand of imaging the same field in the image plane as used for optical trapping
a standard objective lens is chosen. If the simultaneous observation is not important,
the focusing optics can be designed itself with respect to an optimization in terms of
high optical trapping efficiency neglecting the imaging function. In the present case
other options for optimizing the trapping efficiency have to be found. For instance, a
beam shaping element can be introduced behind the telescope optics. This could be a
diffractive optical element used for optimizing the intensity distribution of the beam.
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In the next step the system can be modeled in the optical design software. In this work
Zemax [287] is used for optical design. By applying standard optical components for
the assembly of the optical system low costs are maintained. Optimizing the system in
terms of small spot sizes within a field of one times one millimeter provides sufficient
trapping forces in the desired trapping region.
For the verification of the optical forces theoretically achievable with this system, the
intensity distribution in the exit pupil is exported as a two dimensional array of pixels,
see section 3.1.4. This array, the focal length and the value for the maximum spot size
(GEO), as well as estimations regarding the kind of optical aberration are applied as
input for the optical force simulation. By optimizing these parameters in terms of a
maximum ratio of force per photon, the optical design software and the force simulation
are used in an iterative manner. That way the merit function used in the optical design
software is extended to achieve maximum optical forces per used laser output power.

3.2.2

Expanding the merit function

The development of optical tweezers is initially close to optical lens and system design.
The maximum (GEO) and averaged (RMS ) spot size has to be minimal all over the image plane. This assures the generation of steep potential wells visible as high intensity
gradients. Furthermore, optical aberrations have to be minimized in order to achieve
symmetric and stable optical traps all over the field of interest. Consider that these
goals are achieved within the optical design process using commercial software [287].
As mentioned earlier, the intensity distribution inside the focused beam plays a crucial
role in the achievement of high optical forces. This fact is clarified in fig. 3.12, showing
diagrams of optical forces for three different intensity distributions (TEM00 , plane wave,
ring shaped beam) using the input parameters given in tab. 3.1. The close correlation
between the optical forces and the intensity distribution in the systems exit pupil becomes obvious. All distributions form a stable optical trap with a positive force peak
followed by zero crossing and the concluding negative force peak. The lateral forces
Fx of all considered distributions show quite similar curve shapes whereas the Gaussian
input results in the highest lateral forces. Regarding the axial forces, see fig. 3.12 left,
differences occur referring to the peak amplitudes, the shape and size of the force curve.
The Gaussian intensity distribution forms the weakest optical trap whereas both, the
uniform and ring shaped intensity patterns, result in a very steep force gradient around
the focal point. The steep curve shapes are tantamount with a high trapping stiffness
and thus beneficial for optical trapping applications. This behavior is discussed in detail
in chapter 4 and can be summarized with an important statement for the merit function
of optical trapping systems. The redistribution of the intensity of the beam from its
center to the edges seems to be a key parameter to optimize an optical system in terms
of high optical forces. This means that an ideal system with a high NA is not optimized
simultaneously for the generation of an efficient optical trap. Focusing high intensities
with high angles is rather beneficial for stable optical traps.
At this point the iterative nature of the design process becomes clear. The optical system and its components have to be optimized in terms of good imaging properties first.
Within the optical force simulation, the intensity distribution at the exit pupil of the
system can be optimized to achieve a steep optical force gradient. Back to optical lens
design optimizing the off-axis imaging quality of the system will increase the trapping
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Figure 3.12: Axial (Fz ) and lateral (Fx ) optical forces achieved with the same system
as described in tab. 3.1 and fig. 3.7 but with three different intensity distributions:
Gaussian (red), uniform (green) and ring shaped (blue).

efficiency further. Since the optimization of optical systems is always a tradeoff between
different objectives, one cannot give a general rule for an optimizing strategy valid for
all optical trapping systems. However, it is obvious that optical systems with high numerical aperture and good imaging quality for outer field points should be well suited
also for optical trapping applications.

3.3

Optical characterization

This section deals with the experimental measurement methods applied to characterize
the quality and optical functionality of the optical systems and components used in this
thesis. The characterization of the surface quality is done by interferometric measurements. Caustic and spot measurements are applied to determine the optical function of
the optics.

3.3.1

Optical measurements of the surface quality

For the determination of shape tolerances and surface roughness of the optical components, a white light interferometric setup is used. Its working principle is based on
the interference of light waves. The beam exiting the light source is divided in two
parts. One part, the measurement beam, is reflected on the surface of the measurement
object and interferes with the second part of the beam, which works as a reference.
Thus the information about the curvature, as well as the micro and macro roughness of
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the optical surface is coded in the interference pattern. To obtain a three dimensional
representation the relative distance between the surface and the measurement system
is varied within a range equal to the height of the surface profile. Since the coherence
length of the light source is short compared to the scanning range, interference occurs
just at specific surface heights. By scanning along Z-direction the interference pattern
shifts over the surface profile and information about the whole surface can be collected.
The shorter the coherence length, the higher is the axial measurement resolution. A
detailed description of the fundamentals describing white light interferometry is given
in [57, 141, 282].
To briefly discuss the method and its performance, a spherical concave mirror manufactured inside a copper substrate by ultrahigh-precision micro-milling process [247] is
investigated. The region of interest is set to the center of the curved mirror surface.
Further parameters are an axial scanning range of 2 µm in combination with a field
of view of 1.2 mm2 around the center of the curved mirror. In fig. 3.13 the surface
data is visualized in a color coded two dimensional plot. The curvature of the concave

Figure 3.13: Surface plot and two cross sections of a concave mirror.

mirror surface (radius of curvature 0.2 m) is clearly visible in all plots shown in fig.
3.13. Furthermore, the tool marks of the milling process become visible in the surface
plot. This micro roughness can be measured and recognized more clearly if the tilt and
the ideal curvature is subtracted from the measurement. This finally leads to the three
dimensional plot of the mirror surface, shown in fig. 3.14. The line shaped traces show
the three dimensional trajectories of the milling tool which are typical for the chosen
manufacturing strategy. The average surface roughness inside the field of view is Ra =
53.8 nm. This measurement method is quite powerful for the determination of micro and
macro surface roughness. In addition, the curvature of the surface can be determined
by applying a stitching algorithm, which allows for the piecewise measurement of larger
elements with high lateral resolution. Using the raw-data of the measurement in technical computing software [163] more complex mathematical operations can be applied
to investigate the surface profile. Finally, the measured optical surface can be directly
compared with the design data of the optical component.
This method is applicable to optical surfaces, which have a sufficient reflectivity. Even
the Fresnel reflections at the surface of transparent optical elements like lenses contain
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Figure 3.14: Three dimensional surface plot of the concave mirror adapted by removing a tilt between the mirror and the white light interferometer, as well as the mirrors
curvature.

enough signal intensity for this kind of measurement. One important restriction is the
optical quality of the surface in terms of low surface roughness. To achieve a closed
surface of data points representing the measured surface, a high NA objective lens helps
for the collection of sideward reflected light with higher spatial frequencies compared to
the specular reflected light. Since the spatial angle is also limited for high NA lenses
the slope of the surface should be as flat as possible and the average surface roughness
Ra should be below 1 µm. Thus, highly diffuse surfaces and steep edges reflect the light
within a broad angular spectrum which cannot be covered by the objective lens and its
limited NA. In this case, the intensity collected is too small to generate a signal response.
In addition, a high surface curvature results in the same effect. Rays reflected on the
measurement surface with high angles miss the NA of the objective lens and cannot be
detected.

3.3.2

Characterization of the optical functionality

If a Gaussian beam interacts with an optical element its phase function and intensity
distribution will be influenced. Each optical element is designed to fulfill a well-defined
optical function in terms of modifying e.g. the input beam with respect to its phase or
intensity distribution, polarization state and direction, the spectral properties, etc. in a
desired fashion. In this work the intensity distribution and phase function of an incident
Gaussian beam is changed by use of refractive beam shaping optics. Its functionality
can be verified by measuring and comparing the input and output intensity distribution.
Furthermore, a parabolic focusing mirror is applied to generate the optical trap.
To be well prepared for this kind of measurements, the characteristics of the used laser
beam have to be known. For the determination of the properties of a laser beam (beam
quality factor M 2 , beam width, divergence and profile, etc.) an international standard
ISO 11146 [114] is used for the experimental setup and measurement procedure. The
Gaussian beam produced by the laser source is focused with a lens of a precisely defined
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focal length. The intensity distribution of the beam is measured at several axial positions within and outside the Rayleigh length according to the standard [114]. For the
measurement a camera with sufficiently high resolution and small pixel size has to be
used. In the present setup a CMOS camera (model: UI-1240SE, by IDS [110]) with a
resolution of 1280 times 1024 pixels is applied. The pixel size is 5.3 µm with a dynamic
range of 8 bit. The camera is mounted on a manually driven linear stage to precisely
adjust the axial measurement positions. With this equipment, shown schematically in
fig. 3.15 the quality factor M2 , the beam waist and the Rayleigh length can be calculated. The precise knowledge of the beam parameters is the starting point for further

Figure 3.15: Schematic of the setup used for intensity measurement, applying a laser
source with Gaussian output beam (TEM00 ) and a CMOS array for detection mounted
on a manually driven linear stage.

steps like the design process of the optical elements, the optical characterization of the
manufactured optics and the alignment of the optical system.
Assume a beam shaping device, which transforms a collimated Gaussian input beam
into a collimated ring shaped intensity distribution. In order to verify the optical functionality of the beam shaper the measurement setup shown in fig. 3.16 can be utilized.
Since the phase of the incident beam is expected to be a plane wave with Gaussian
intensity distribution, the first surface of the beam shaping element has to be located
precisely at the beam waist of the incident laser beam. In order to ease the alignment,
the Rayleigh length of the incident beam should be selected as long as possible. In the
present example the beam is transformed to an annularly shaped intensity distribution
with zero intensity on the optical axis. The axial position of the camera is selected to be
in the far field region. This means that the distance is large compared to the aperture of
the beam shaping optics [86]. In addition, by changing the axial position of the camera
and constantly measure the intensity distribution, the degree of the beam collimation
can be observed and adjusted.
This leads directly to the caustic measurement, which is applied to investigate the phase
function of a beam. The setup is similar to that described for the characterization of
laser beams [114], see fig. 3.15. By incrementally moving the camera in axial direction
through the focal region the focusing power of a lens or a mirror can be characterized.
In order to demonstrate the function of the setup, fig. 3.17 shows the measurement of
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of the setup used for beam shaping, applying a laser source
with Gaussian output beam (TEM00 ), a beam shaping optical element and a CMOS
array for detection mounted on a manually driven linear stage.

the caustic of a real optical system. A Gaussian beam is shaped by a refractive double
axicon. Due to fabrication inaccuracies, the resulting collimated ring illumination is not

Figure 3.17: Caustic measurement of an optical system affected by manufacturing
related errors.

ideal, i.e. the ring is not closed. The manufacturing errors can be directly observed.
The second axicon surface is divided in several triangular shaped segemnts instead of a
closed conical surface. The aberrated intensity distribution propagates along the optical
axis and is focused by use of a high NA focusing lens. Several intensity measurements
were made within the focal region with an increment of 50 µm. Fig. 3.17 shows the
caustic in the focal region. In addition, the intensity distributions measured at the focal
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point, as well as immediately in front of and behind the focus position are shown right
in fig. 3.17. Intensity measurements performed at 11 positions form the caustic shown
left in fig. 3.17. The element is illuminated from the bottom and the beam propagates
upwards along the optical axis in positive Z-direction. The high focusing of the annularly
shaped intensity distribution to a focal spot and the subsequently diverging propagation
of the beam is clearly visible. As highlighted by the intensity measurements on the right
side of fig. 3.17, the system suffers from manufacturing related aberrations. They lead
to a broad non-symmetric spot and an inhomogeneous segmented ring shaped intensity
distribution.
These intensity and caustic measurements are used to characterize the optical systems
and their components. Furthermore, they can be applied to verify the correct alignment
of the optical elements within the tweezers setup. Tilted or decentered optical elements
e.g. can be easily aligned since tilt result in a coma-shaped spot pattern and decentered
elements cause a non-symmetric intensity distribution.

Chapter 4

Experimental and numerical
results
In this chapter the development of two different optical tweezers suited for optical trapping in gaseous and liquid environments, as well as the influence of optical aberrations
on the optical trapping performance are discussed.
By applying the optical force simulation, the behavior of optical tweezers is investigated
in view of several parameter variations (NA, intensity distribution, refractive indices).
Based on these considerations two optical tweezers are designed, characterized and the
optical trapping is experimentally verified. These results are compared with optical force
simulation. The reasonable agreement of the theoretical predictions and experimental
results verifies the correct function of the optical force simulation routine. This enables
the investigation of the behavior of optical tweezers in the presence of optical aberrations, which is discussed in the final section 4.4 of this chapter.

4.1

Optical force simulations

In this section the results of optical force simulations are presented and discussed. The
focus of the investigations is the influence of fundamental parameters like the refractive
indices of the particle and the surrounding medium, the shape of the particle, the NA
of the focusing lens and the intensity distribution.

4.1.1

Influence of the refractive index

If a ray is incident on a surface between two optically different media, the ray is divided
into a refracted and a reflected part. The angles of refraction and reflection, as well as
the intensities of the beams determine directly the amount of momentum transferred
from the incident beam to the surface. The angle of the refracted part depends on
the relative refractive index of both media and the angle of incidence, see eq. 2.10.
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(vectorial law of refraction). Due to Fresnel’s equations (eq. 2.12 to 2.15) the amount of
the intensity of both rays is a function of the refractive indices and the angle of incidence
as well, visualized in fig. 2.4.
Since the majority of optical tweezer applications is the trapping of particles within a
liquid environment (n0 ≈ 1.33), the dependency of the refraction angle from the angle of
incidence and the refractive index of the particle (n1 ) is visualized in fig. 4.1. Consider a
physical interface between two media with low and comparatively high relative refractive
index. In the first case the angle of refraction is almost identical to the angle of incidence,
which is illustrated with the linear relationship between both angles at the backside of
the surface plotted in fig. 4.1. This case is exploited in oil immersion based microscopy
where a physical interface between two media with almost identical optical properties
is formed. For an increase of the relative refractive index the relationship between the
angle of incidence and the refraction angle becomes non-linear, visualized with the curved
shape of the surface plotted in fig 4.1. This behavior is described by Snell’s law (eq.
2.28), [86]. The general statement of fig. 4.1 is that for an increasing relative refractive

Figure 4.1: Refraction angle as a function of the angle of incidence and the refractive
index of the particle (surrounding medium n0 = 1.33).

index between the object and its environment the refraction angle rises. Therefore, the
direction of propagation of the incident ray and hence its momentum changes.
Consider a physical interface between two media oriented in the X-Y-plane and a ray
that propagates in the X-Z-plane. The power of the ray is Pray = 10 mW and it is
unpolarized. The direction of propagation of the refracted ray changes for an increasing
angle of incidence relative to the X-Z-plane. Applying eq. 2.26, the optical force that is
introduced by a ray on the surface can be written as:
n0 T Pray 0 n1 RPray 00
n0 Pray
F~ray =
~r −
~r −
~r ,
c
c
c

(4.1)

~r is the unit vector for the incident ray, ~r0 and ~r00 are the unit vectors for its refracted and
reflected components, respectively. Applying this equation for a parameter run of the
refractive index of the second medium n1 and the angle of incidence, the optical force
acting on the interface in Z-direction can be visualized by a surface, plotted in fig. 4.2.
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For an angle of incidence of 90◦ the optical force is zero since the ray does not interact
with the surface. A ray which hits the surface perpendicularly (angle of incidence of 0◦ )
is partly reflected such that a part of its momentum is transferred to the surface and
cause radiation pressure. This can be experimentally measured [12, 38, 289]. For an
increasing refractive index of the second medium the optical force rises. This behavior
can be traced back to the increase of the reflection coefficient (eq. 2.12 and 2.13) and
thus an increase of the momentum transfer from the ray to the medium [172]. On the

Figure 4.2: Optical forces acting on a plane interface (positive Z-direction) between
two different optical media (n0 = 1.33) for incident plane wave (P = 10 mW) as a
function of the angle of incidence and the second medium (n1 ).

other hand, if the angle of incidence increases, the transmitted part of the ray is refracted and its direction of propagation changes. This deflection results in an additional
momentum transferred to the surface. If the refractive index of the medium increases
the angle of refraction increases as well and hence the contributions to the optical forces
rise, see fig. 4.2. The Fresnel coefficients determine the value of how much the reflected
and transmitted part of the incident ray contribute to the momentum transfer. In sum,
the momentum transfer contributions given by the Fresnel coefficients and the change
of the ray direction of the refracted and reflected ray cause the non-linear curve shape
of the optical force.
The significant influence of the particles refractive index (n1 ) on the optical forces is
clearly visible, see the steady increase of the optical forces plotted in fig. 4.2. Furthermore, the surrounding medium (n0 ) also affects the optical forces as already pointed out
in section 3.1.6.
In the case of a spherical particle instead of a single planar surface follows that for lower
refractive indices of the surrounding medium the optical forces acting along the optical
axis increase. In contrast, the retro driving forces decrease which makes optical trapping
in gaseous surroundings more challenging compared to trapping in liquids.
Since optical forces depend on the refractive index of the particle medium (n0 ) and its
surrounding (n1 ) this fact is studied in detail by use of the optical force simulation.
Ashkin already published in 1992 [10] that the gradient and scattering force strongly
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depend on the relative refractive index. Further work is spent in studying this effect for
negative refractive indices [4, 115]. In this work the investigations are confined to materials of the particle and its surrounding usually applied in optical tweezers applications.
The Parameters used for the simulation are given in tab. 3.1 section 3.1.6. The laser
power is assumed to be 50 mW distributed over the whole beam according to the used
intensity distribution. The beam is unpolarized and has a Gaussian profile sampled with
101 times 101 pixels. The focusing angle is 77.8◦ , which gives a numerical aperture of
NA = 1.3 for a liquid environment and NA = 0.98 for gaseous surrounding. In terms of
optical aberrations, the optical system is assumed to be nearly ideal with a geometric
spot radius of GEO = 1 µm caused by spherical aberrations. The particle is of spherical
shape with a diameter of 10 µm. The waist of the Gaussian beam we21 is defined by the
decrease of the maximum intensity I0 to a value of eI02 . As frequently applied in the
literature, the truncation ratio T is given by the ratio of the beam waist to the radius
R= D
2 of the system input aperture.
T =

w1
e2
D
2

(4.2)

For the optical force simulations the waist of the Gaussian beam is half of the radius
of the input aperture which leads to a value of T = 0.5. Tab. 4.1 lists the material
combinations used for the optical force simulation in the liquid and gaseous environment.
The results are shown in fig. 4.3.
Table 4.1: Relative refractive indices used for optical force simulations regarding
liquid and gaseous surrounding (n0 = 1.33; n0 = 1) of typical, as well as fictive applied
particle materials (n1 ).

nrel,f luid
n1
/
medium
nrel,f luid
n1
/
medium
nrel,gas
n1
/
medium
nrel,gas
n1
/
medium

1.09
1.45
/
SiO2
1.5
2.0 / fictive
1.1
1.1 / fictive
1.57
1.57
/
PS

1.11
1.48
/
PMMA
1.6
2.13
/
fictive
1.2
1.2 / fictive
1.7
1.7
/
LaF

1.18
1.57
/
PS
1.8
2.39
/
fictive
1.33
1.33
/
H2 O
2.0
2.0 / fictive

1.25
1.66
/
SF1
2.0
2.66
/
fictive
1.4
1.4 / Silico. oil
2.5
2.50
/
fictive

1.3
1.73
/
LaF
2.5
3.33
/
fictive
1.45
1.45
/
SiO2
-

1.4
1.86
/
LASF9
1.48
1.48
/
PMMA
-

It is obvious that for both environments the curve shapes look quite similar except the
magnitudes of the optical forces. The forces acting on the particle in X- and positive
Z-direction (red and blue curve) non-linearly increase for rising refractive index of the
particle. Large forces in X-direction laterally stabilize the optical trap whereas the
increase of forces acting in positive Z-direction (green curve) cause a non-symmetric
trapping curve shape see fig. 3.8 and 3.9, which destabilizes the trap. All forces are
zero at a relative refractive index of nrel = 1 since no optical interface between the
environment and particle exists.
In contrary to the increasing trend of Fx and F+z the back driving forces (F−z ) reach a
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Figure 4.3: Maximum optical forces acting along (+Fz ) and contrary (F−z ) to the
optical axis as well as perpendicular (Fx ) to it, simulated for liquid (left) and gaseous
(right) environment.

maximum at a relative refractive index of roughly 1.33. That means for optical tweezing
applications in a liquid environment (fig. 4.3 left) using the parameters mentioned above,
beads made out of flint glasses or other materials with refractive index of approximately
n1 = 1.7 are supposed to achieve a highly stable optical trap. If the refractive index of
the particle is less than 1.7, the trap is still stable just the ratio of the forces acting in
X- and Z-direction varies but not within a crucial range. However, caution is advised if
the refractive index becomes larger than values of two, although the variety of optically
transparent and homogeneous materials with this specification is quite small. Particles
of high refractive index are strongly pushed forward to the equilibrium position of the
optical trap and may achieve such high amount of kinetic energy that their movement
cannot be stopped by the back driving force.
The dependency of the optical forces on the refractive indices presented in fig. 4.3 right
is similar for gaseous surroundings at the first glance. In this case the refractive index
of the surrounding is nearly one and thus the relative refractive index is the same as
the refractive index of the particle to be trapped. That way keeping all simulation
parameters constant the maximum optical trapping force (F−z ) is achieved for particles
with a refractive index of 1.33. Hence the trapping of liquid aerosols like water droplets
results in a beneficial ratio of forward pushing and back driving optical forces. As the
focusing angle is kept constant for all simulation it should be mentioned that the NA of
the system increases for media with larger refractive indices. This will be addressed in
the next section.

4.1.2

Influence of the numerical aperture

Most optical tweezer setups utilize high NA objective lenses [183, 267] to create the steep
intensity gradient required for optical trapping. To overcome limitations of the working
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distance or to expand the lateral field of optical manipulation, low NA focusing optics
are studied to apply them for optical tweezers [54, 245]. In order to get an impression of
how the optical trapping force (F−z ) suffer from rays incident with low angles a variety
of numerical apertures are simulated. Focusing optics applied in liquid and gaseous
environment are theoretically investigated and the results are visualized in fig. 4.4.
and tab. 4.2 lists the corresponding focusing angles. The same input parameters are
Table 4.2: Numerical apertures (NA) and associated focusing angels (α) for liquid
and gaseous surrounding (n0 = 1.33; n0 = 1).

NA
(n0 =1.33)
α/◦
NA
(n0 =1.33)
α/◦
NA
(n0 =1.0)
α/◦
NA
(n0 =1.0)
α/◦

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

26.8
1.2

31.8
1.25

37.0
1.3

42.6
1.33

48.8
-

55.8
-

64.5
0.6

70.0
0.65

77.8
0.7

83.0
0.75

0.8

0.85

36.9
0.9

40.5
0.95

44.4
0.99

48.6
-

53.1
-

58.2
-

64.2

71.8

81.9

-

-

-

used for the simulations as performed previously, see tab. 3.1. The light travels along
the optical axis, which is equivalent to positive Z-direction. Once again, a Gaussian
input intensity distribution with truncation ratio T = 0.5 is selected. First we consider

Figure 4.4: Lateral and axial optical forces as a function of the NA for liquid (left)
and gaseous (right) environment.

optical tweezers, which use immersion objective lenses, see fig. 4.4 left. By increasing
the NA of the system and hence the focusing angle, optical forces acting in positive
(blue curve) and negative (green curve) Z-direction rise. This behavior starts from a
value of NA = 0.6 which corresponds to a focusing angle of 26.8◦ in a liquid environment
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(n=1.33). Focusing lenses with values of less than NA = 0.6 are not able to create a
three dimensional optical trap for the applied simulation parameters. Nonetheless, due
to the optical forces which act in positive Z-direction it is possible to realize optical
manipulation in two dimensions as Ashkin did in 1970 [9]. Thereby the particle is
optically pressed against the wall of the test chamber.
The red curves represent the forces acting in lateral direction. In both cases lateral forces
decrease for an increasing NA of the focusing optics. This means, for optical trapping
using a low NA objective it is favorable to laterally trap the particle. In this case gravity
acts perpendicular to the optical axis.
Optical trapping in gaseous surrounding is more challenging compared to more dense
(optically and volumetric mass) environment as already discussed in section 2.2.4 and
mentioned in section 3.1.6. Again, the optical forces acting in positive and negative
axial direction rise with larger focusing angles, see fig. 4.4 right. Interestingly, the
trapping force (F−z ) reaches nearly the same values for angles larger than 70◦ (NA =
0.94) compared to the liquid environment. In contrast to this, the threshold for the
generation of a three dimensional optical trap would be achieved only with focusing
angles larger than 53◦ (NA > 0.8). This focusing angle is twice as high compared to
optical trapping in fluidic media.
In conclusion, the ratio of the axial optical forces (F−z and Fz ), shown in fig. 4.4 favors
more stable trapping conditions in optically dense media if the same NA for the focusing
optics is applied. Thus, the requirements on the focusing angle for optical tweezing
applications in gaseous environments are significantly higher in contrast to fluid based
optical traps. As mentioned earlier, a powerful parameter for increasing the trapping
forces is to optimize the intensity distribution of the focused beam which is the topic of
the next section.

4.1.3

Influence of intensity distribution

The intensity distribution used for optical tweezers, defines the angle resolved amount
of intensity focused by the focusing optics. That means, expressed in parameters used
for the optical force simulation, intensity values located at the edge of the array of pixels
are focused with angles large compared to those pixels positioned near the center. Based
on the simulation results presented in fig. 4.4 high trapping forces can be achieved by
increasing the system NA. In other words, increasing the focusing angle of high intensity
values can lead to the same result. Thus, a redistribution of the beam input intensity
could be a beneficial approach to increase the trapping performance without applying
expensive high NA objective lenses [26, 79, 120, 199, 228].
The easiest way to increase the intensity at the edge of the beam is to expand the
trapping laser beam and overfill the limiting system aperture [183]. As defined with
eq. 4.2 in section 4.1.1 the ratio of the beam diameter to the system aperture can be
expressed with the truncation ratio T. To simulate its influence on the optical forces, the
truncation ratio is incrementally increased starting from a Gaussian beam with a waist
one third of the aperture (T = 1/3) up to a plane wave (T = infinity). The same input
parameters as specified by tab. 3.1 are used. By choosing a gaseous surrounding and a
minimum NA of 0.8 in combination with a Gaussian beam profile of truncation ratio T
= 0.5, the optical tweezers should not be able to create a stable optical trap, see fig. 4.4
right. By increasing T higher intensity values are moved to the outer regions of the beam.
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This can be experimentally realized using a beam expander positioned in the beam path
right in front of the objective lens. The results are represented by optical forces acting
in X-direction, as well as in positive and negative Z-direction (red, blue and green curve)
and are visualized in fig. 4.5. By increasing T above values of 0.5 optical forces acting in

Figure 4.5: Optical forces as a function of the truncation ratio T of a Gaussian beam
(TEM00 ) in gaseous environment using NA = 0.8.

negative Z-direction (green curve) rise and form an optical trap. Simultaneously, optical
forces that push the particle in light direction (blue curve) increase as well, whereas
optical forces acting in lateral direction slightly fall off. Obviously, the redistribution of
the intensity to the edge of the beam is a powerful parameter to optimize the trapping
performance of optical tweezers. Without replacing the focusing optics with a higher
NA objective lens the optical system could be optimized to form a stable optical trap.
Since that strategy seems to work, the next logical step is to investigate how the optical
trap reacts if the intensity on the optical axis is minimized while keeping the total
intensity constant. By applying a beam shaping optical element like a diffractive optical
element, axicon lens or SLM the intensity redistribution can be realized. The Gaussian
intensity gradient, shown in fig. 4.5, represents a smooth decrease of the intensity at
the center to the edge. It might be useful for this simulation to realize a ring shaped
intensity distribution. Thus, the maximum value of the whole beam intensity can be
transferred to its edge, see fig. 4.6. The thickness of the rings is varied between one
and 20 pixels with a maximum outer ring diameter of 101 pixels. Again, the same input
parameters for the force simulation are applied as given in tab. 3.1. The redistribution of
high intensity values from the optical axis to the edge of the beam leads to a significant
increase of optical trapping forces as indicated by the green and blue force curves in
fig. 4.6. The highest optical trapping force is achieved with the ring distribution of
smallest thickness. In this case the total power of the beam is carried by its outer
border. Increasing the thickness of the ring leads to a rising number of rays carrying
high intensities which are focused at lower angles. Simultaneously the intensity at the
edge decreases, since the total power of the beam is distributed over the whole array
of pixels. As a result, the trapping forces become smaller. The optical force acting in
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Figure 4.6: Optical forces as a function of the ring thickness in gaseous environment
using NA = 0.8.

positive Z-direction (Fz ) follows the same trend and decrease for larger ring diameters
but noticeably steeper. Therefore, the ratio of positive and negative axial forces becomes
smaller which means the shape of the axial trapping profile becomes more symmetric.
Thus, by the redistribution of the intensity to the outer regions of the beam limited by
the systems aperture higher trapping forces can be achieved but the optical force curve
shape in general becomes slightly non-symmetric.
The lateral optical forces (red curve) remain nearly the same since all rays are focused
within an area of 1 µm. Consider a cross sectional area oriented perpendicularly to
the optical axis and located at the focal point each focused intensity distribution would
nearly look identical.
To conclude, a ring shaped beam profile with zero intensity on the axis and maximum
intensity at the edge (limiting system aperture) leads to the highest optical forces acting
in negative Z-direction. But simultaneously, the stability of the trap is slightly decreased.
This behavior has to be considered especially for optical trapping application in gaseous
surroundings.

4.1.4

Particles of different size and non-spherical shape

The ray optics based model applied in this work is valid for particles large compared to
the wavelength. Large means that the value a, see eq. 4.3, has to be greater than 10 to
20 [10, 109].
2πr
a=
(4.3)
λ
r is the radius of the particle and λ the wavelength of the incident light. Using a laser
source with an emission wavelength of 1 µm GOA should provide accurate results for a
spherical particle with a radius down to 3 µm.
Due to the ray optics based approach of GOA the optical forces are independent of
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the size of the object to be trapped. If a spherical particle is placed in the focal point
the angle of incidence of the rays is independent of the size of the particle. To prove
that fact simulations are performed with the input parameters as described above (tab.
3.1; liquid surrounding, NA = 1.3, Gaussian beam with T = 0.5, geometric spot radius
GEO = 1 µm) for a variety of particle diameters starting from 3 up to 100 µm. The
optical forces acting on the particle in lateral and axial direction remain the same for
all considered particle sizes.
This result represents the contrary to the increasing cross sectional area of a particle
with growing diameter interacting with an ideal plane wave, see section 2.1.1. In the
case of focused light fields a beam is focused within an area usually smaller than the
particles diameter. Thus, the extension of the beam is small compared to its size and
the whole ray fan interacts with the particle, which explains the independence of the
particle size and the optical forces.
During the previous investigations we considered spherical particles. If the particle
becomes non-spherical like an oblate or needle, its orientation has to be taken into
account as well. The first shape studied is an oblate shaped object placed in the XZ-plane oriented with its large cross sectional area perpendicular to the incident beam
which propagates along positive Z-direction. Another shape to be considered is a needle
shaped object oriented along the optical axis. The orientation of both objects is varied
incrementally by tilting them around the Y-axis between angles of 0◦ and 100◦ . Since the
objects have rotational symmetry and are tilted around their center, which corresponds
to the optical axis the result for the tilt angles 80◦ and 100◦ should be the same. Optical
forces are plotted in fig. 4.7 as a function of the tilt angle for an oblate (left) and needle
(right) shaped object. Optical forces acting on both objects show a similar behavior

Figure 4.7: Optical forces acting on an oblate (left) and needle (right) shaped object
made of PMMA suspended in liquid surrounding for tilt angles around the Y-axis.

while changing the object orientation relative to the trapping beam. At a rotation angle
of 90◦ (long semi axis equal to optical axis) the highest trapping forces are achieved
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for both object shapes. If the orientation of the object is perpendicular (0◦ ) to the
optical axis optical trapping becomes challenging for oblate and impossible for needle
shaped objects. For increasing rotation angles between 0◦ and 90◦ optical forces acting
in lateral direction (red curve) roughly decrease while axial forces rise. Due to the strong
dependency of the optical forces on the shape and orientation of non-spherical objects,
optical trapping has to be theoretically investigated before an optical trapping system
is started to be developed.

4.2

Optical system for trapping of particles in air

The motivation for the development of an optical tweezers suited to trap particles in a
gaseous surrounding originates from the functional enhancement of a nano-positioning
and nano-measuring machine (NPMM) [160]. This machine was engineered within the
framework of a collaborate research center [61]. Since the position accuracy of this
machine is in the sub-nanometer range, a precise tool is required for the positioning of
microscopic particles on a glass wafer or other substrates. If small objects are picked
up by a micro gripper they stick on its surface due to adhesive forces and cannot be
released. Optical tweezers do not suffer from this effect and are well suited to be utilized
as a micro tool to trap, hold, transport or manipulate and finally release microscopic
objects.
In this section the process of the development of an optical system highly adapted to
this application is described. Starting with the application, necessary requirements,
boundary conditions and constraints are derived to create the optical concept. Based on
the experiences that have been gained from the optical force simulation a starting system
is developed and optimized using the iterative optical design process. After the systems
components were designed, optimized and fabricated their quality and optical function is
verified using interferometric and caustic measurements. Once the whole optical system
is adjusted, optical trapping of spherical fused silica particles is performed. Note, in the
previous simulations particles made of PMMA are considered as well. The refractive
index of PMMA (n=1.4816 @ 1070 nm) is slightly higher compared to fused silica (n
g
= 1.4496 @ 1070 nm). Furthermore, the density of fused silica (ρ = 2.201 cm
3 ) is large
g
compared to PMMA (1.18 cm3 ). This means if an optical tweezers is able to stably
hold a particle made of fused silica, it should be able to easily trap PMMA particles of
the same size and shape. The experimental results achieved with the developed optical
system are compared with the theoretical predictions obtained with the optical force
simulation.

4.2.1

Development of the optical system: Concept

Starting from the application the tool should be used for optical manipulation of single
particles within gaseous surrounding. For the experimental work initially two kinds of
particles are used, one kind is made of fused silica and the other of PMMA. In both
cases the shape is spherical with a minimum diameter of 3 µm. The working distance
(WD), which means the space between the tool and the object to be optically trapped,
has to be sufficiently large (i.e. > 1 mm). That way collision between the optical micro
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gripping tool and the surface the particle has to be placed on should be avoided. The
volume of the optics itself should be comparable to standard objective lens and it has to
provide the possibility for observation. In addition to minimize the heat input into the
NPMM, the optical trapping system has to be energy efficient in terms of a high ratio
of optical force per incident laser power. These requirements and further details can be
summarized with respect to tab. 3.2 to the following specification sheet.
• Optical trapping of single particles in gaseous surrounding.
• Working distance: WD > 1 mm.
• Particles: transparent material (fused silica, PMMA), diameter in the range of
several micrometers, spherical shape.
• No movement or rotation of the particle planned.
• Numerical aperture: NA > 0.8 (minimum focusing angle of 53◦ ).
• Size of trapping system: comparable to an objective lens, which means a cylindrical
volume with a maximum diameter of 30 mm and length of 60 mm.
• Energy efficient optical system (maximum trapping force per incident laser power).
• Observation optics: verification if object is trapped.
As pointed out by the simulation of optical forces acting on a spherical object placed
in gaseous surrounding for different numerical apertures, see fig. 4.4 right, three dimensional optical trapping is only possible for values of NA ≥ 0.8 using a Gaussian
beam with truncation ratio T = 0.5. A value of NA = 0.8 for a gaseous environment
corresponds to a focusing angle of 53◦ . Consider the transition of rays from the focusing
lens material to air the critical angle to avoid total internal reflection (TIR) is about 41◦
for glasses with refractive indices of 1.5. For an optical interface between media with
high (glass) and low (air) refractive index, the refraction angle of 53◦ is achieved with
an angle off incidence of 32◦ , which is significantly less than the critical angle, see the
dotted black line visualizing the Fresnel coefficients for transmission illustrated in fig.
2.4. Note, the surface normal is assumed to coincide with the optical axis which may
change for the final lens design. In addition, the Fresnel losses increase for angles of
incidence larger than 10◦ , see fig. 2.4.
To achieve an energy efficient optical trapping system, the investigation of the influence of different intensity distributions on the optical forces, see section 4.1.3, leads to
a concept realizing a non-Gaussian i.e. ring-shaped beam profile. Within this research
project [61] a previous optical system suited for trapping of particles in liquid surrounding was already developed [193, 194]. Thereby the incident light beam is transformed
by an axicon into a divergent annularly shaped intensity distribution propagating along
the optical axis. This ring is focused by use of an aspheric surface 650 µm behind the
optics. Both optical functions are combined within a monolithic optical element made of
PMMA. By directly linking the optics to a microfluidic channel using deionized water as
index matching material no TIR occurs on the back of the optics. The system provides
a maximum NA of 1.25 which corresponds to a focusing angle of 70◦ . Since this system
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is suited to optically trap only in liquid surrounding and does not offer the possibility for
simultaneous observation, a new system has to be designed. Based on the requirements,
findings and preliminary investigations the following concept has been developed (fig.
4.8). Since the laser source to be used for optical trapping has Gaussian profile (TEM00 ),

Figure 4.8: First concept of the optical system for trapping (green ray path) particles
in gaseous environment and observation (orange ray path) in parallel.

a suitable optical element for the redistribution of the intensity from the optical axis
to the edge of the beam is required. This can be done with an optical function implemented either in a reflective or refractive optical surface. A further possibility for the
implementation of a beam shaping function is the use of a diffractive optical element.
In contrast to the trapping system developed previously [193], the system presented in
fig. 4.8 suggests a collimated ring shaped distribution generated by the beam shaping
element. In the center of the system space is left for the integration of imaging optics.
However, due to the interface between the optics and the gaseous surrounding, care has
to be taken to prevent the optical performance from losses caused by TIR. Since the
focusing optics has to enable the observation of the trapped particle as well, the orange
beam path visualized in fig. 4.8 can be utilized.
Based on detailed studies of diffractive optical elements to shape the ring profile it turns
out that the efficiency of the lithographically manufactured elements is not sufficient.
Thus, the Gaussian to ring beam shaping task is realized using a refractive axicon. By
adjusting the center of such optical elements to the optical axis an incident Gaussian
beam is initially shaped to an interference phenomenon called Bessel beam [66, 67, 139].
If the tip of the axicon is oriented towards the light source, the Bessel beam is formed
inside the optical element. Further propagation of the beam beyond the region of interference results in a ring profile with increasing diameter. To achieve a collimated ring a
second axicon with inverted slopes can be applied.
Since the homogeneity and the collimation of the annular intensity distribution depends
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strongly on the alignment of both axicons relative to each other, as well as to the incident laser beam a monolithic optical element is beneficial. The alignment in this case is
transferred to the manufacturing process and only the precisely fabricated double-axicon
has to be aligned relatively to the incoming laser beam. Often the geometric tolerances
feasible in the manufacturing process are significantly higher compared to the adjustment process afterwards. Especially angular errors of the axicon slopes and the tilt of
the axicons relative to each other strongly affect the quality of the ring illumination
[122]. These considerations lead to the monolithic design shown in fig. 4.9. If a colli-

Figure 4.9: Double axicon used for Gaussian to ring beam shaping.

mated ray fan is incident on the first axicon surface each ray is refracted with the same
angle relative to the surface normal. The second axicon surface is located at the back
of the element and has the same slope angle. The incident ray is refracted by the same
angle just with different sign. Therefore, the axicon material, the slope angle and the
length of the double axicon define the diameter of the ring shaped intensity distribution
leaving the component.
The collimated annularly shaped beam can be focused ideally (without spherical aberration) using ellipsoidal surfaces (refractive index sequence: glass, air). In contrast, the
focusing of off-axis field points may be difficult using such an aspherical surface. As
indicated in fig. 4.8, the intensity of the laser beam used for optical trapping is concentrated on its edges. Consequently, the center area of the ring-shaped beam is open for
the integration of a second optical function.
The required focusing angle for optical trapping in gaseous surrounding cannot be
achieved using single plano-convex lenses made of standard optical materials (refractive index below 1.7). Realizing the focusing angle either with two or more optical
surfaces leads to an increased system complexity and higher costs. If materials with
high refractive index are applied, the Fresnel losses increase resulting in the demand
for anti-reflection coatings. These considerations lead to the application of a reflective
surface for focusing the collimated ring allowing focusing angles up to 90◦ .
A parabolic mirror surface is well suited to ideally focus an incoming collimated ray
fan. Since only the outer region of the incident beam has to be focused just a section of
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the parabolic mirror is required, as shown in fig. 4.10. The central area is not needed

Figure 4.10: Required section of the parabolic mirror with the radius r for ideally
focusing the ring distribution at a focal point with the working distance WD.

for focusing a ring shaped beam and can be used for the implementation of an imaging
system. The slope at the inner aperture of the parabolic mirror defines the maximum
focusing angle, i.e. the NA of the focusing system. Higher NAs result in the need for
larger curvature of the parabolic mirror with the consequence that the working distance
is reduced and the free range in its center shrinks. On the other hand, if the radius of
curvature of the paraboloid raises the WD again decreases but the inner aperture remains constant. This is important since the inner aperture of the parabolic mirror limits
the diameter (and thus the NA) of the observation optics. For the observation of the
radial area nearby the focal point of the parabolic mirror the imaging optics must not
block the trapping beam path. In response to the condition of limited space available
inside the NPMM the optical concept is adapted accordingly, see fig. 4.11. The trapping
optics consists of two optical elements used for beam shaping and beam focusing. Due to
the same but inverted slope of the second axicon surface a collimated annularly shaped
beam leaves the element. This ring propagates in free space until it is focused ideally
without aberrations by a segmented parabolic mirror.
For observation, an additional illumination beam is incident on the particle sideways.
The trapped particle acts like a point source and the scattered light, is deflected to the
observation optics located outside the trapping system. The outer dimension of the 45◦
plane mirror and its distance to the trapped particle determine the maximum NA of
the imaging system. As indicated with the orange beam path in fig. 4.11, the 90◦ -beam
deflection leads to a distortion of the image. The reason can be traced back to geometric
relationships regarding the vicinity of the trapped particle relative to the plane mirror.
The distortion can be optimized by adapting the angle of the mirror so that the beam
is axially symmetric after the 90◦ beam deflection. Unfortunately, this optimization is
just valid for exact one distance of the particle to the center of the mirror. Since the
main task of the observation optics is to verify if a particle is optically trapped, the
imaging quality has not to be as good as achieved with a highly optimized microscope
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Figure 4.11: Final concept of the optical system for trapping (green ray path) of
particles in gaseous environment and integrated plane mirror for observation (orange
ray path).

imaging system. Thus, an image distortion can be accepted since it can be partially
compensated afterwards using image processing techniques.
In principle, it is possible to exploit the scattered light of the trapping laser for observation. The separate illumination laser source, shown in fig. 4.11 is necessary to make
the observation independent of the trapping laser and the changes of its intensity. If e.g.
an optically held particle should be released, the trapping laser will be switched off and
observation immediately is impossible, which has to be avoided.
The optical components conceptually presented in fig. 4.11 are the starting point for
the iterative optical design process which is discussed in the following section.

4.2.2

Development of the optical system: Iterative optical design process

The development of systems suited for optical tweezing applications requires new merit
functions implemented in the optical design process. This is different to conventional
lens design, since a new value, the optical force has to be considered and optimized. The
classical design process is extended by the optical force simulation based on GOA [123].
In order to start with the design process, the concept derived from the specifications
given in the previous section has to be optimized. The crucial design parameters are the
sufficiently large WD and the NA of the parabolic mirror. Since the size, especially the
outer radius of the trapping system is limited a compromise between the WD and the
NA needs to be found. This tradeoff leads to parameters, which have to be optimized
for a sufficient trapping performance of the system.
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• Inner and outer diameter of the ring shaped intensity distribution: 10 to 25 mm
(free space for observation optics restricts inner diameter; size of the trapping
system and mounting limits outer diameter).
Since the annular intensity distribution is realized with a double axicon, its slope angles,
the material and the length of the component directly define the ring diameter. Furthermore, the waist of the Gaussian beam has to positioned at the first axicon surface
and determines the thickness of the annular intensity distribution, see fig. 4.9.
• Focusing angle and distance between last surface of the parabolic mirror and the
object to be trapped.
The parabolic mirror, which focuses the collimated ring is specified by the radius of curvature and the segment radii. It is obvious, see fig. 4.10, that outer rays are focused with
lower angles compared to rays located closer to the optical axis. As a consequence, high
NA focusing can be achieved by ring distributions with smaller diameters. In addition,
larger radii of curvature of the parabolic mirror are required which is advantageous for
the manufacturing process.
For the material of the axicon PMMA is chosen since it is well suited for the milling
processes and provides high transparency within a broad spectral range. The slope angle
of both axicons is set to 45◦ . In order to mount the components with standard optic
holders, the outer diameter of both components is set to 25 mm. Due to the handling
of the components during the manufacturing process and the mounting later on, the
optically active area is limited to a maximum diameter of 20 mm. The length of the
double axicon and the parabolic mirror is initially set to 35 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Enough space is left between both elements to integrate the observation optics.
The focusing mirror has a parabolic shape defined by a conic constant of -1. Its radius
of curvature is -4 mm. The section of the paraboloid starts at 3.15 mm from its center
which yields an inner aperture radius of 5 mm. These parameters lead to a free working
distance of 1.1 mm. Fig. 4.12 shows the conceptual drawing of the system start design. The green area marks a cylindrical volume with a diameter of 20 mm within the
trapping laser beam will propagate. Surfaces within this area which interact with the
beam are planned to be of optical quality. The system presented in fig. 4.12 has a clear
aperture with a radius of 5 mm available for the integration of additional observation
optics and provides a maximum NA of 0.9 for the trapping beam. Consider a Gaussian
beam is incident on the first axicon tip. Due to the relocation of the high intensities at
the center of the Gaussian profile to the outer regions of the ring shaped distribution,
they are focused with comparatively low NA. If an inverted axicon is applied for the ring
generation, higher intensities propagate at the inner edges of the ring. This will result
in higher trapping forces but the manufacturing of an accurate inverted tip is difficult.
Thus, the double axicon, as illustrated in fig. 4.12 is preferred. Consequently, the NA of
the system is not a sufficient information to describe the trapping potential generated
by the system. Instead the intensity values of the annular distribution have to be linked
to the focusing angles in order to calculate the trapping forces.
This is achieved using the optical force simulation tool where the intensity distribution
is expressed as an array of pixels, each linked with an associated focusing angle, see fig.
3.3. The intensity distribution generated behind the parabolic mirror at 100 µm in front
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Figure 4.12: Start design of the optical system for trapping particles in gaseous
surrounding.

of the focal point is computed by the optical design software [287] and used as input
for the force simulation. Further input parameters applied for the force simulation are
a laser power of P = 50 mW, a refractive index of n= 1.4496 @ 1070 nm (fused silica)
of the spherical particle with a diameter of 10 µm and as given by the optical design
software a value for the spot radius of GEO = 1 µm. Optical forces acting on the
particle in axial and lateral direction are visualized in fig. 4.13. The maximum optical
trapping force (acting in negative Z-direction) achieved with this system design is 29.5
pN. Optical forces acting in Z-direction (fig. 4.13 left) form a stable optical trap with
steep force walls. Neglecting external forces like gravity, the particle will be trapped optically on the optical axis (X = 0) at the position Z = 100 µm. As indicated with both
optical force curves (gravitational force acting on particle 11.31 pN, optical force F−z =
29.5 pN), there is still potential left to optimize the system in terms of increasing the
working distance. Based on the considerations concerning the relation of the WD with
the parameters of the parabolic mirror, shown in fig. 4.10, the WD can be increased by
decreasing the radius of curvature. In parallel, the section of the parabolic mirror has to
be adapted such that the inner aperture radius is kept constantly at 5 mm. The results
are visualized in fig. 4.14.
The variation of the radius of curvature from 4 to 3 mm leads to an increase of the working distance from 1.1 to 2.7 mm. In contrast, the trapping force drops from 29.5 to 17.1
pN using an input laser power of 50 mW. Furthermore, the ratio of optical forces acting
in positive and negative Z-direction significantly rise. Thus, a highly non-symmetric
axial optical trap occurs. Further optimizations using the iterative optical design process finally lead to a radius of curvature of 3.5 mm, which means a good compromise
between a sufficiently large working distance and a stable optical trap. Applying this
value a working distance of more than 1.8 mm can be achieved. Moreover, the ratio of
the axial optical forces responsible for trapping the particle compared to the scattering
forces pushing the particle away is also favorable, see green the curve in fig. 4.14 left. To
summarize the optimal parameters of the parabolic mirror, a suitable working distance
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Figure 4.13: Optical force simulation (gaseous surrounding) of the first system design.
Optical forces acting in axial (left) and in lateral direction (right).

Figure 4.14: Optical forces and working distance as a function of the paraboloid
radius of curvature.

with a stable optical trap is maintained with a radius of curvature of 3.5 mm and by
using a section of the parabolic surface starting at 3.75 mm from its center. This leads
to an inner aperture of 5 mm (free space for the observation optics) and an entrance
aperture for the collimated ring distribution of 10 mm.
Since the maximum length of the system should not exceed 60 mm (length of standard
objective lenses [259]), the space for the integration of additional optics is limited. The
current length of the double axicon is 35 mm and 10 mm for the parabolic mirror. This
results in a length of 15 mm available for the observation optics. Remembering the
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concept shown in fig. 4.11, the imaging beam path leaves the trapping system sideways.
In order to leave enough space to not block the observation beam path, the trapping
system has to be optimized in that way too.
One approach to increase the space left for the observation optics, is to decrease the
length of the double axicon. Considering the current setup, if the cross-sectional area of
the first axicon is equivalent to the size of a Gaussian beam, the inner diameter of the
collimated ring leaving the second axicon is 6.1 mm. In addition, the inner part of the
ring contains less intensities than the outer area. The focusing angle generated by the
parabolic mirror rises if the distance between the ray to be focused and the optical axis
decrease. Consequently, by reducing the length of the double axicon to 30.9 mm the
inner diameter of the annular intensity distribution is adapted to the inner aperture of
the parabolic mirror. These modifications finally lead to a maximum optical trapping
force of 29.7 pN and an axial optical force ratio of 2.4 as shown in fig. 4.15. The dia-

Figure 4.15: Optical force simulation of the final system design. Optical forces acting
in axial (left) and in lateral direction (right).

grams presented in fig. 4.15 look quite similar to those shown in fig. 4.13, representing
optical force simulations of the first system design. But in contrast to the first design
the working distance is increased from 1.1 to 1.9 mm. Furthermore, the length available
for additional observation optics is extended from 15 to 19 mm which represents almost
one third of the whole system length.
The conceptual drawing of the optical trapping systems final design is shown in fig. 4.16.
By arranging both components directly next to each other, the total system length is
40.9 mm. A cylindrical volume of 19.1 mm in length is left for the integration of a mirror
to deflect the imaging beam path by 90◦ . The slope angles of both axicons are set to
45◦ and the material between these surfaces is supposed to be PMMA. Variations of the
slope to higher angles lead to increasing Fresnel losses as shown in fig. 2.4. Decreasing
the slope angle requires a larger double axicon length to achieve the same ring dimensions at its exit. The diameter of the first axicon is set to 4 mm providing enough cross
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Figure 4.16: Final design of the optical system for trapping particles in gaseous
surrounding.

sectional area to efficiently shape Gaussian beams with diameters up to 2 mm ( e12 ).
The parabolic mirror has a radius of curvature of 3.5 mm. For the mirror a section
starting at 3.75 mm from its origin is applied. This yields to an inner aperture of 5 mm.
With an outer aperture of 10 mm the thickness of the parabolic mirror follows with 10
mm. These parameters completely describe the geometry of the trapping system.
As indicated with the conceptual drawing of the optical system presented in fig. 4.11,
the observation of the object to be optically trapped is realized outside the trapping
system. An integrated mirror deflects the imaging beam laterally out of the system.
Due to the inner diameter of the collimated ring shaped intensity distribution leaving
the double axicon, free space with a cylindrical volume of 10 mm in diameter and 20 mm
length is available. The geometry of the mirror is adapted accordingly. The diameter
of the mirror is set to 10 mm and the total length is 15 mm. To realize a 90◦ beam
deflection, the mirror surface has an angle of 45◦ . For the mounting of the component
a conical hole is designed on its back. This hole is the counterpart to the second axicon
surface resulting in a self-alignment, see fig. 4.17. The distance between the mirror and
the double axicon is not drawn to scale. In order to easily mount the mirror on the
second surface of the double axicon, a threaded blind hole is introduced at the center of
the conical shaped cavity.
Due to the non-symmetric shape of the mirror the farthest distance between the object
to be trapped and the mirror edge is applied to determine the maximum NA. Assuming
a total system length of 60 mm and a working distance of the parabolic mirror of 1.9
mm, the maximum NA for the observation optics is 0.17. Applying the Abbe diffraction limit, this value is sufficient to image particles with 10 µm in diameter. For the
externally placed imaging system a standard two lens setup with a CMOS camera is
used.
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Figure 4.17: Mirror for the 90◦ deflection of the imaging beam path.

4.2.3

Characterization of the optical components: Surface measurements using white light interferometry

All optical elements, the double axicon, the parabolic mirror and the 45◦ plane mirror
were fabricated by the company LT-Ultra [153]. The double axicon is made of PMMA
with a diamond turning process. For the parabolic mirror the same process is used. Its
material is OFHC (Oxygen-free high thermal conductivity) copper with an additional
gold coating as protection layer and for higher reflectivity. The 45◦ plane mirror is made
of an aluminum alloy (AlMgSi1) that is highly resistant and with high reflectivity. Thus,
no additional coating is required. For optical mounting the double axicon, shown in fig.

Figure 4.18: Optical components: double axicon a), parabolic mirror b) and 45◦
plane mirror c) mounted on the double axicon.

4.18 a), it is assembled with an optical adhesive [190] on a lens adapter. Since most
energy of the incident Gaussian beam is concentrated on the optical axis and hence
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distributed by a comparatively small region of the first axicon, the quality of the tip has
to be as high as possible. Therefore, the first axicon surface is located inside the adapter
to prevent damages of the tip.
Fig. 4.18 b) shows the unmounted parabolic mirror from its back (upper image) and
front (lower image). The gold coating added to the parabolic surface increases the reflectivity approximately by 5 % in the visible and by 0.3 % in the near infrared spectral
range. These reflectivity enhancements have minor importance since the main purpose
of the gold coating is to minimize the corrosion of the copper surface. The 45◦ plane
mirror is shown in fig. 4.18 c). It is mounted on the tip of the second axicon surface by
applying an optical adhesive [190]. Due to the self-aligning connection of the 45◦ plane
mirror and the double axicon just the orientation of the mirror relative to the optical
setup has to be adjusted later on.
In order to verify the shape accuracy and roughness of the optical surfaces, each component is optically characterized using white light interferometry. Starting with the double
axicon, a roughness of Ra ≤ 20 nm is verified for both conical surfaces. To obtain this
value the measurement data is post-processed by subtracting the curvature of the cone
and a measurement tilt error as well. The tilt error is due to misalignment of the optical
component relative to the objective lens of the white light interferometer. After these
post processing steps a plane surface results and its average depth variations can be used
to compute the surface roughness, see fig. 4.19. The false color image presented in fig.

Figure 4.19: White light interferometric measurement of the second conical surface
of the double axicon.

4.19 left, shows the data for the plane surface of the second axicon. The traces of the
diamond turning process are clearly visible and are oriented perpendicularly to the axis
of symmetry for both axicon surfaces. Consider the tilt of the traces relative to the Xand Y-profiles (fig. 4.19 right) a tool mark period of 10.8 µm ± 1.7 µm follows from the
peak to peak distances. This potentially results in a Fresnel lens like diffraction pattern
which has to be clarified with caustic measurements.
For the investigation of the axicon tips, the component is placed inside the white light
interferometer oriented along the direction of the objective lens and its depth scan movement. Due to the small radius of curvature of both tips and the limited NA of the
objective lens, the reflected light is just collected within a comparatively small region.
Nonetheless, the curvature of both tips is apparent and visualized in a three dimensional
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graphic, shown in fig. 4.20. The blue areas represent regions where no data is available.
The extraction of several cross sections result in a radius of curvature of 70,3 µm ± 14.2
µm for the first and 0.53 mm ± 0.05 mm for the second axicon tip. The region of data

Figure 4.20: White light interferometric measurement data of the first a) and second
b) axicon tip visualized in three dimensions.

points available for the inspection of the first axicon (fig. 4.20 left) is more than 10 times
smaller compared to the second one (fig. 4.20 right). This fact results from the higher
radius of curvature of the first tip. Since the measurement beam is incident vertically,
the major part of the beam is reflected and propagates nearly horizontally. These rays
can not be collected by the objective lens. Just the rays which are incident directly on
the axicon tips contribute to the measurement data.
For the 45◦ plane mirror a surface roughness of Ra < 6 nm is verified experimentally.
Due to the steep slope of the parabolic mirror and the limited working distance of the
white light interferometer no measurement data could be achieved. Because of the good
agreement between the measurement results of the double axicon and the plane mirror
with the values specified by the manufacturer [153], the surface quality of the parabolic
mirror is assumed to be within its specifications.

4.2.4

Optical setup for trapping and observation of particles in gaseous
surrounding

The laser source used for the optical trapping experiment is an Ytterbium doped fiber
laser with an emission wavelength of 1070 nm [113]. The beam quality factor is verified
to be better than M2 = 1.1 and the laser radiation is linearly polarized with a contrast
of 92% between both polarization directions. Fig. 4.21 visualizes the optical setup
schematically. The diameter of the beam leaving the collimation optics is 5.87 mm ±
0.11 mm ( e12 ) at its waist. In order to match the beam with the first axicon, its diameter
is reduced to 1.96 mm by use of a 3:1 telescope. For beam quality improvement a spatial
filtering is implemented at the Fourier plane of the telescope applying an aperture of
200 µm in diameter. After leaving the telescope the beam is refracted at the first
surface of the double axicon and is transformed to a divergent ring. The second axicon
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surface collimates the divergent beam and results in a collimated ring shaped distribution
with an inner and outer diameter of 12.84 mm ± 0.18 mm and 14.93 mm ± 0.1 mm,
respectively which matches well with the values obtained for the final optical design.
The ring propagates around the 45◦ plane mirror and hits the parabolic surface of the
focusing mirror. Finally, the beam is focused at a distance of 2.05 mm behind the
parabolic mirror. These components represent the optical tweezers with a telescope
used for beam preparation. Between both elements a 45◦ plane mirror is integrated

Figure 4.21: Optical setup for the optical trapping (green) and observation (orange)
of particles in gaseous environment.

to realize simultaneous observation. The observation laser beam (λ = 532 nm) hits the
trapped particle at a particular angle of incidence relative to the optical axes. This angle
is optimized for maximum scattered intensity available for both observation directions.
The side observation is realized with an objective lens providing super long working
distance and a magnification of 8. Hence the particle is imaged through an IR filter
onto a CMOS array. Axial observation is realized by a 90◦ beam deflection via the
45◦ mirror. By applying a two lens imaging setup with an IR filtering the object to
be trapped is imaged onto another CMOS sensor. To determine the optical resolutions
achieved in both observation directions a USAF test chart [265] is applied as imaging
target. In lateral direction (objective lens) line pairs of the group 7 element 3 can be
resolved which corresponds to a maximum resolution of 3.1 µm. For observation in
axial direction (45◦ plane mirror), the target lines of the group 6 element 5 are imaged
as separate objects onto the CMOS sensor. This yields to a maximum resolution of
4.92 µm. Both resolutions achieved with the optical systems presented in fig 4.21 are
sufficient to resolve a particle with a diameter of 10 µm. It should be noted that single
particles, which scatter light act as point sources and thus, the position of significantly
smaller objects can be determined as well.
To avoid that the laser beam used for observation directly hits the CMOS sensors it
has to be oriented in between. As mentioned before, the angle of illumination can be
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optimized in terms of maximum scattering intensity for both observation directions.
Using Lorenz-Mie theory, as described in section 2.1.1 the scattering pattern of a plane
wave (λ = 532 nm) scattered by a spherical fused silica particle of 10 µm in diameter
is computed and visualized in fig. 4.22 right. The angle of incidence of the observation
laser source is selected such that both observation directions match the side slopes of
the scattering pattern. For an angle of incidence of α = 20.9◦ at least three scattering

Figure 4.22: Schematic drawing of the optical setup applied for the observation (left)
and the scattering pattern (right) based on Lorenz-Mie theory for unpolarized (unpol)
radiation and for the polarization directions oriented perpendicular (TE) and parallel
(TM) to the plane of incidence.

lobes contribute to the intensity available for the observation in both directions. In
addition, the ratio of forward to sideward scattering is optimized to provide maximum
stray light intensity. The influence of the angle of incidence on the particle brightness
can be observed directly in the trapping experiments for both directions. The optical
setup used for optical trapping and observation in parallel is presented in fig. 4.23. The
collimated trapping laser beam leaves the fiber collimator and propagates downwards
through the telescope and the double axicon until it is focused by the parabolic mirror.
Fig. 4.23 b) shows the side observation applying an objective lens and a CMOS camera.
The axial observation is presented in the upper section of fig. 4.23 b). The laser source
hits the trapped particle and the stray light propagates through the output aperture
of the parabolic mirror and is deflected by the 45◦ plane mirror. This beam is finally
imaged onto the CMOS camera.
In order to reduce the impact of externally introduced turbulences an enclosed air volume
is maintained by a customized test chamber. The stability is provided by transparent
glass walls (microscope cover slides) with a height of 76 mm, a width of 26 mm and a
thickness of 1 mm. The walls are assembled at the edges with double-sided tape. For
the front wall, cover slides with smaller lateral dimensions and a thickness of 170 µm are
applied. Thus, the spherical aberrations are minimized. The particle supply is realized
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Figure 4.23: Optical setup for optical trapping a) and observation b), as well as the
test chamber c) with particle supply on the top.

using a small tube connected with a hose and a syringe filled with air and the particles
as powder. By compressing the syringe, the particles are accelerated through the hose
and leave the tube directly above the position of the optical trap.

4.2.5

Characterization of the optical system: Intensity measurements

According to the procedure described in section 3.3.2, the focal spot and the caustic of
the system is measured by a CMOS based sensor. For the well aligned optical trapping
system the caustic is recorded step by step within an axial range of 2.5 mm around the
focal point. Intensity measurements were performed incrementally each 50 µm. Fig.
4.24 presents the caustic within an axial range of 500 µm measured around the focal
point. The focal spot of the system is presented enlarged top right. One pixel located at
the center of the sensor (5.3 µm) is illuminated perfectly. Investigations of several spot
measurements lead to a full width half maximum (FWHM) focal spot size of 27 µm ±
3 µm.
Interestingly, the annularly shaped intensity distributions recorded in front of and behind
the focal point show different widths and shapes, see the intensity distributions measured
at a distance of the focal point of ± 200 µm, shown in fig. 4.24 right. To investigate
the relationship of the ring width and its position on the optical axis further intensity
measurements were performed at larger distances. The thinnest ring width is achieved
at a position located 200 µm behind the focal point. For positions larger than 200
µm the ring width increases and is comparable to those measured in front of the focal
point. This behavior can be traced back to manufacturing errors and the physical
nature of Gaussian beams. The assumption made, that the trapping laser beam leaves
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Figure 4.24: Caustic measurement of the optical trapping system and intensity distributions recorded at the focal region.

the collimation optics as a plane wave is just an approximation. In fact, the beam always
propagates as a convergent or divergent wavefront which causes the differences of the
ring shape especially around the focal region.
For the experimental determination of the working distance, the intensity is measured
directly behind the parabolic mirror and at the position of the smallest spot size. The
displacement of the CMOS sensor between both positions is used to calculate the working
distance. The internal setup of the CMOS camera model UI-1240SE contains a cover
glass in front of the CMOS chip. Between this cover glass and the CMOS chip a volume
filled with air of approximately 500 µm thickness is left free. This arrangement leads to
a parallel beam offset, which has to be considered. Finally, a working distance of 2.05
mm is achieved. This value is 150 µm larger compared to the designed working distance
of 1.9 mm. Due to measurement tolerances, as well as missing geometries and tolerances
of the internal camera setup, which is not specified by the manufacturer [110] an error
of 10 % should be estimated for distant measurements of strong diverging beams. This
finally yields to a working distance of 2.05 mm ± 205 µm.

4.2.6

Optical trapping in gaseous surrounding

For optical trapping experiments spherical fused silica particles with a diameter of 10 µm
g
were used [277]. The gravity is 9.81 sm2 and for a volumetric mass density of 2.201 cm
3
a gravitational force of 11.31 pN acting on the particle results, neglecting friction and
buoyancy. This force has to be overcome in order to optically hold a particle. Furthermore, since the particle falls into the optical trap, its momentum has to be compensated
as well. The experimental setup shown in fig. 4.23 indicates that gravity acts on the
particle perpendicularly to the optical axis. This orientation has two advantages: the
particle supply can be realized easier compared to an optical setup oriented vertically.
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Secondly, the optical holding force, which has to act towards gravity is realized with
the lateral optical forces, see fig. 4.15 right. This force is 10% higher compared to the
optical forces acing in negative axial direction.
Using this configuration without the additional laser source applied for illumination, the
side observation shows the caustic of the trapping optics, see fig. 4.25. The trapping
beam propagates from left to right. Due to the reflection of the laser beam on the
entrance wall of the sample chamber the bright area left occurs. The caustic becomes
visible by particles falling downwards through the focused trapping beam. Fig. 4.25 is
generated from a video of 50 min recording time and 20 frames per second. If a particle
falls through the beam it scatters the light and causes a visible trajectory of grey values
on the image recorded with the CMOS sensor. By use of image processing afterwards,
all frames are copied into matrices. If the matrix elements have values above a defined
threshold they are copied in another matrix, which is shown in fig. 4.25. This matrix
has only the values one representing an occupied element or zero for empty elements.
The parabolic mirror is located at the position Z = 0. By highlighting the shape of

Figure 4.25: Side observation showing the caustic of the optical trapping system
(oriented from left to right) by particles which become visible while falling downwards
through the focused beam.

the caustic with the red colored lines, the circle positioned at their intersection point
qualitatively marks the location of the optical trap. Once a particle is trapped optically,
a bright spot will occur inside this region.
To visualize optical trapping, the videos recorded with the camera are processed again.
Now, the length of stay is visualized by adding up all frames of the video to a new matrix
of gray values, see fig. 4.26. Comparing the gray values of the particle qualitatively with
the bright areas caused by stray light on the left hand side of fig. 4.26 its high brightness
becomes clear. For the observation of the particle without an additional light source it
is definitely noticed by the CMOS imaging sensor if a particle is optically trapped. As
mentioned before, it is advantageous to use a separate illumination source for the observation. The image recording procedure is the same as applied for fig. 4.25 and 4.26, but
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Figure 4.26: Optical trapping of a spherical fused silica particle with 10 µm in diameter in gaseous surrounding; the gray values represent intensities above a certain
threshold depending on their length of stay in arbitrary units.

the intensity provided by the illumination laser source is much less. The trapping laser
power is varied within a range of few mW up to 2 W. Thus, even the scattered light for
such high intensities by far exceeds the dynamic range of the CMOS chip. Especially the
higher laser power can cause damage to the sensor. NIR-filters are implemented in front
of each sensor and the additional laser source provides the illumination of the particle.
The NIR trapping laser source has an analogue knob to tune the laser power. A display shows the pump-diode current. To link the diode current to the output laser
power several measurements were performed using a silicon-photodiode based sensor
[45]. The sensor is placed at several positions within the beam path and directly behind
the parabolic mirror. As a result, the relation between the diode current and the laser
power at the focal position is obtained. It has been found that one third of the laser
beam power is lost by propagating through the system starting from the fiber collimator
to the exit aperture of the parabolic mirror. The laser power values given in this section
represent always the power at the position of the optical trap.
Optical trapping of single particles is observed in axial and lateral direction presented
with the 6 frames shown in fig. 4.27. First, the particle is optically trapped with a
laser power of 1 W. By incrementally reducing the laser power, stable optical holding is
verified down to values of 29.8 mW ± 1 mW. The frames shown in fig. 4.27 are recorded
while the trapping region is illuminated with the additional observation laser (frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser source, λ = 532 nm) whereas its beam center is adjusted to the
trapped particle such that it shines as bright as possible. By varying the angle of incidence of the illumination laser while maintaining the overlap of the beam center with
the particle to be trapped fluctuations of the particle brightness due to scattering can be
observed. As discussed in the previous section, according to the scattering pattern the
angle of incidence is optimized, see fig. 4.22. Specific attention has to be paid to avoid
reflections of the illumination laser beam at the optical elements or its mountings. Both
frame series show a bright spot on the center left which is caused by the entrance of the
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Figure 4.27: Optical trapping (green arrow) of a spherical fused silica particle with
a diameter of 10 µm in gaseous surrounding and a free particle passing by (red arrow)
observed in axial (top) and lateral (bottom) direction.

illumination laser beam in the test chamber. While optically holding a particle (green
arrow in fig. 4.27) a free particle (red arrow in fig. 4.27) passes by in upward direction.
This means that turbulences inside the trapping chamber cause a drag and accelerate
free particles upwards. As observed frequently, if the particles reach the upper region of
the chamber they turn around along a loop shaped trajectory and fall down at the edges
of the sample chamber. The same process happens at the bottom of the test chamber
until the particles rise again at the center of the chamber.
The movement speed of free particles at the focal region is measured and has a value
of 0.6 mm
s for a laser power of 50 mW. This behavior supports the particle supply since
particles pass the region of the optical trap in repetitive manner. Furthermore, the
speed and the trajectories of the particles strongly depend on the dimension of the test
chamber and the trapping laser power. The movement of particles only starts by turning
on the trapping laser and gets faster by increasing the laser power. However, the most
crucial factor is the depth of the chamber. A value of 4 mm is determined to be optimal.
If the depth is increased, the volume of the chamber rises so that the particle density
decreases and particles are traveling through the trapping region rarely. In contrast, if
the distance between the front and rear wall is chosen to be less than 3 mm, the particle
speed rises until optical trapping becomes nearly impossible.
Due to the regular occurrence of optical trapping of multiple particles in parallel, this
fact is discussed in the following. Since the particle supply is realized by use of a syringe filled with air and fused silica spheres, the compression of the syringes volume
leads to a particle flux through a hose that ends in a needle. The exit of the needle is
located above the optical trap but despite precise alignment, optical trapping is realized
in statistical terms. Hundreds of particles leave the syringe needle and fall through the
focal region of the optical trap until the flow conditions start to distribute them. In
some cases, it happens that more than one particle is trapped at the same time and at
slightly different positions. Fig. 4.28 shows three large bright spots located in the focal
region. This area is visualized enlarged in the inset at the top right. Again the grey
value gives information about the length of the stay. Obviously all three particles are
not held at the same position and none of the particle is trapped at the position of the
main trap shown in fig. 4.26. Multiple optical trapping is mostly observed within an
area of 200 times 200 µm but sometimes even further out. In addition, the existence of
local traps is underpinned during the experiments. Particles that are trapped at these
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Figure 4.28: Multiple optical trapping of fused silica particles with 10 µm in diameter
in gaseous surrounding; the gray values represent the length of stay of the trapped
particles.

positions execute oscillating movements. The laser output power required to optically
hold particles with the local traps is higher compared to trapping particles with the main
trap. Once the laser power is set to values below 50 mW the locally trapped particles
leave their positions along the particle stream in the chamber. This behavior triggers
the interest in further investigations of non-ideal optical trapping conditions caused by
tolerances in the alignment process and of the optical elements itself, as well as trapping
as an interaction of optical and non-optical forces, see section 4.4.
Therefore, the optical force simulation is applied using the intensity distribution measured 300 µm in front of the focal point. The simulation result shows channel like
structures of optical force vectors acting in positive X-direction, see fig. 4.42 in section
4.4. These optical force components and the non-optical forces generate a force equilibrium where particles can be trapped [120, 122]. The optical tweezers presented in this
section is applied in section 4.4 to clarify these observations and to study how optical
aberrations affect the trapping performance.
Based on the knowledge earned with this system, a second optical tweezers which enables
the trapping of particles in liquid environment is discussed next.

4.3

Optical system for trapping of particles in liquid environment

The application this optical tweezers has to be used for is to assist a measurement method
which requires high magnetic fields. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
serves as a method to analyze the structure and dynamics of molecules and atoms
[27, 214]. This method is very briefly explained in this work, more detailed information
is given in several text books [105, 142]. Just the fundamental principle is described.
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An atomic nucleus has a spin and can absorb and transmit electromagnetic energy.
By applying a constant magnetic field B0 , the nuclei located in the field are aligned
accordingly. If an additional magnetic field B1 with a different orientation is applied
in pulsed mode (MHz or radio frequency range) the orientation of the nuclei spins are
perturbed relative to the original applied constant magnetic field B0 . Once the B1
field is turned off each nucleus starts a precession [142] movement back to its initial
orientation given by the B0 field. Due to the fact, that each accelerated charge emits
radiation [165], the precession of the nuclei causes a specific response, which depends
on the nuclei, its surrounding and the applied magnetic fields [142]. If the properties
of the nucleus and the fields are known, its molecular surrounding can be determined.
The samples investigated with this method usually are of microscopic size and often
located in liquid solvents. Optical tweezers can serve as a tool to manipulate the object
of interest in terms of adapting its position, rotation and orientation.
For this purpose, an optical system has to be developed, which must consist of nonmagnetic materials like glass, PMMA or copper. Furthermore, the system has to enable
optical trapping in liquid surroundings embedded in a sample chamber with a wall
thickness of almost 1 mm. This wall consists of several optically transparent layers
having slightly different refractive indices [244]. The sample chamber serves as an NMR
probe and is optimized for high resolution and high sensitivity NMR measurements as
well as sufficient transparency for optical applications.

4.3.1

Development of the optical system: Concept

The optical boundary conditions and constraints for the development of the optical
tweezers are very strict since the system has to be integrated within an existing setup
made for non-optical purposes. According to table 3.2 the specifications to be met can
be listed as follows.
• Optical trapping (and spinning) of single particles in liquid surrounding.
• Working distance: WD ≈ 1 mm through a stack of optically transparent layers.
• Solvent located inside sample chamber accessible from two sides, see fig. 4.29.
• Numerical aperture: limited by Helmholtz (HH) coil, NA ≈ 1.09 (focusing angle
of 55◦ ).
• Trapping of single particles made of optically transparent material (fused silica,
PMMA, birefringent, etc.), diameter in the range of one to few 10 µm, spherical
and ellipsoidal shape.
• Rotation of particles planned in the final stages of the project.
• Size of trapping system: semi cylindrical volume (radius 35 mm, length 70 mm).
• Optics and mounting made of material suited for high magnetic fields and with
minor effect on magnetic environment (field homogeneity).
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Figure 4.29: Optical environment, µ-HH coil probe [244].

First, the microfluidic environment formed by the coil chip is discussed in view of its
optical properties. The wall of the sample chambers top chip consists of 4 layers starting from the top: 500 µm borosilicate glass BF33 [230], 150 µm polyurethane (PU), a
matching liquid (≈ 15 µm) which adapts the refractive indices of PU and BF33. The
last layer has a thickness of 210 µm and consists of borosilicate glass D 263 T eco [230]
which belongs to the sample insert that finally contains the solvent and the particle (50
µm distance to D 263 layer) to be optically trapped. Hence, the shortest distance from
the top of the probe to the object has a length of 925 µm. The maximum NA is limited
by a coil made of copper with an inner diameter of 1.1 mm. This leads to a maximum
focusing angle of 55◦ . The bottom chip has an optically equivalent setup. These are the
inner constraints.
The outer limitations the optical system must meet are due to its integration in the bore
of a superconducting magnet providing a magnetic field of 11.74 T [33]. A cross section
of the magnet is shown in fig. 4.30. The scheme shows the outer environment of the
optical system. This superconducting magnet has a bore of 70 mm in diameter. Within
this bore the µ-Helmholtz (HH) coil probe mounted on a standard probe head has to be
precisely aligned to the center of the magnet marked with the arrow in fig. 4.30 denoting
the trapping position. Since the probe is mounted on a printed circuit board made of
opaque material the trapping volume is accessible just from one side which is a further
restriction compared to the list given before. This and the geometry of the circuit board
lead to a semi cylindrical shaped volume with 70 mm in length and 35 mm radius which
determines the maximum outer dimensions of the optical system and its mounting.
The particle to be trapped is of spherical or ellipsoidal shape made of optical transparent
media. Due to the buoyance force that has recognizable values in a liquid compared to
a gaseous environment, objects with sizes of few 10 µm can be optically trapped. Considering a spherical particle with 30 µm in diameter made of PMMA, the net gravity
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Figure 4.30: From left to right: sketch of the superconducting magnet (Bruker Avance
III) and its cross section A-A with enlarged center region and probe head with mounted
µ-HH coil probe.

force that acts on it in a liquid surrounding is 25 pN, which is still in the order of optical
forces.
Once a particle is trapped no position changes or the trapping of multiple particles in
parallel is intended. However, the possibility to introduce torque on the particle should
be provided. As mentioned in tab. 3.2, torque can be generated with a circularly polarized trapping beam for particles with birefringent properties. Since the volume available
for the optical system is comparable small this polarization state is planned to be introduced externally by use of a quarter wave plate.
It is obvious that the trapping laser source also has to be located outside the magnet,
which requires a beam supply and preparation. This can be done via free space propagation using mirrors and lenses or with a fiber based optics that is suited to work in high
magnetic fields. The fiber based solution will be preferred in this work since the alignment effort is small compared to large distance free space propagation. Furthermore,
the particle is planned to be optically trapped outside the magnet. Once a particle is
optically held, the whole probe head along with the optical system will be inserted in
the bore.
To focus on the optical tweezers, the beam supply is not discussed in this work, rather a
laboratory setup is used to achieve the experimental verification of the optical tweezers.
The optical system developed to trap in gaseous surrounding is optimized in terms of
high trapping efficiency. By the redistribution of the on-axis intensity of a TEM00 beam
to its edges, the scattering force decreases and the stability of the optical trap rises.
This approach is used again. The optical trapping has to be realized perpendicular to
the magnet bore and the laser source should be placed outside the magnet. Thus, a 90◦
beam deflection has to be implemented in the optical system. Finally, the laser beam
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has to be focused inside the µ-HH coil probe. Therefore, the optical system has to provide three optical functions: 1. beam shaping, 2. beam deflection and 3. focusing. In
contrary to the system discussed in the previous section, the observation of the object to
be trapped is not planned. Thus, the optical components marked with the green beam
path shown in fig. 4.8 are used as a starting system for the iterative design process.
Taking into account the external environment of the magnet bore, the concept shown in
fig. 4.8 can be adapted to the scheme shown in fig. 4.31. Consider the concept up right

Figure 4.31: Concept of the optical system (green: double axicon, blue: prism,
orange: parabolic mirror) for trapping of particles inside the µ-HH coil probe mounted
on a PMMA adapter (grey).

in fig. 4.31, the laser beam propagates upwards from below and is shaped by a double
axicon (green component) to a collimated ring distribution. A right angle prism (blue
component) deflects the beam by 90◦ into a parabolic ring mirror (orange component).
Finally, the ring distribution is focused at the position of the parabolic mirrors focal
point. The µ-HH coil probe has to be precisely positioned (see fig. 4.31 top and bottom
right) so that the focal point of the parabolic mirror and the position of the particle in
the microchannel nicely match.

4.3.2

Development of the optical system: Iterative optical design process

As the concept of the optical system has similarities to the system discussed in previous
section 4.2, the new design has not to be developed from the scratch. The trapping beam
has to be focused through the wall of a microfluidic channel. Since the concept shown in
fig. 4.31, suggests an optical transition between a gaseous surrounding (inside parabolic
mirror) and the micro channel wall, the focused beam will be refracted. This interface
will introduce spherical aberrations which prevent perfectly focusing as provided by
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parabolic mirrors. Fig. 4.32 illustrates the introduction of aberrations for three cases
applying an focusing angle of 55◦ . The first example, illustrated in fig. 4.32 left, shows

Figure 4.32: Rise of spherical aberrations by introducing a cover slip (central example)
and the µ-HH coil probe (right).

ideal focusing in free space. The rays (blue) propagate from left to right and are perfectly
focused in one point, see the spot diagram below. A geometrical spot radius of GEO =
0 µm occurs. If a cover slip (thickness of 170 µm) is placed 2 mm in front of the focal
point, spherical aberrations are introduced which is shown in the spot diagram in the
middle of fig. 4.32. Finally, fig. 4.32 right, shows spherical aberrations if the µ-HH coil
probe is introduced. The spot radius significantly increases to a value of GEO = 82.1
µm. In order to theoretically verify if this value allows optical trapping an optical force
simulation is performed. Using a spot radius of GEO = 82.1 µm spherical aberration
as the kind of the optical aberration, the measured intensity distribution to be focused
taken from the previous setup (see fig. 4.24 bottom right) and the parameters for this
optical system, optical forces are calculated for the three cases presented in fig. 4.33.
It is obvious, the introduction of spherical aberrations leads to a strong decrease of
optical forces acting in positive and negative direction. Furthermore, a local second
force maximum rises beside the main optical trap, which makes the optical trapping
even at higher laser powers challenging. These simulation results imply the modification
of the optical tweezers concept to avoid this huge amount of spherical aberrations.
As suggested in fig. 4.32, the introduction of a planar optical interfaces to the focused
ray fan results in a broadening of the spot due to the non-linearity of Snell’s law. This
can be circumvented by means of two different approaches.
First, the planar surface can be replaced by a spherical shaped interface. This can be
realized with a droplet lens placed on the top of the µ-HH coil probe. To maintain
perpendicular incidence its radius of curvature must be the sum of the wall thickness
plus the droplet lens sag. If this condition is violated the position of the focal spot will
axially change and spherical aberrations will be introduced. Since the total optical path
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Figure 4.33: Axial optical forces for aberration free (blue curve) and spherical aberration affected (green and red curve) focusing properties.

length starting from the probe surface to the trapping position amounts 925 µm and the
lens sag is limited due to tight space restrictions, the droplet lens radius of curvature
will end up at few mm. This lens size means a non-standard optical component and
thus it has to be manufactured. Furthermore, if such a lens is available, its position has
to be perfectly aligned with respect to the focused ray fan and the probe. Both efforts,
the manufacturing of the droplet lens and its alignment, can be avoided with another
approach, which will be treated in this thesis.
The high jump of the refractive index of the optical interface between the µ-HH coil
probe glass wall and the gaseous surrounding can be significantly reduced by linking
the focusing optics and the microfluidic channel as done by Oeder [194]. This trapping
optics has a monolithic design with a total length of 59 mm and provides beam shaping
and focusing. Since the system exceeds the internal space left for the optics inside the
magnet and the function of 90◦ beam deflection is not available, the design has to be
modified accordingly.
Fig. 4.34 shows the final system design of the optical tweezers. The total system length
is 55 mm and its width is 26.2 mm. Due to the manufacturability, the optical system is
divided in three components instead of one monolithic optical element. First, a Gaussian
beam is incident on the first axicon surface (slope angle 45◦ ) and is shaped to a divergent
ring profile. This ring distribution is collimated at the flank of the double axicon (angle
8.243◦ ) by total internal reflection (TIR). The 90◦ beam deflection is realized with a
right angle prism, which is a standard optical component. Finally, the collimated and
ring shaped beam is focused into the µ-HH coil probe by a segmented parabolic lens with
a radius of curvature of 3.4 mm. All optical components are assembled using optical
adhesive [190]. Thus, the alignment effort is transferred to the manufacturing process,
which is the same strategy as applied for the optical tweezers suited to trap in gaseous
environments. After the alignment of the optical tweezers to the incoming beam, it has
to be linked to the µ-HH coil probe using deionized water as index matching fluid.
The design of the whole system (see fig. 4.29 and fig. 4.34) is performed with the optical
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Figure 4.34: Design of optical tweezers showing optical components (left) and the
applied materials and geometries (right).

design software [287] and the optical force simulation as applied in the previous section
4.2.2. A spot size of GEO = 5.5 µm for the system shown in fig. 4.34 is obtained. Due
to refractive index mismatches between the layers of the µ-HH coil probe the aberrated
focal spot is mainly caused by spherical aberrations.
The spot size and the simulated intensity distribution 100 µm in front of the focal point
are used as the input parameters for the optical force simulation, see fig. 4.35. To
keep comparability with the optical tweezers discussed in chapter 4.2, the particle to
be trapped is of spherical shape, with 10 µm in diameter and made of fused silica. A
laser power of 50 mW is applied. Both optical force curves show stable optical trapping
conditions in axial (fig. 4.35 left) and lateral (fig. 4.35 right) direction. Compared
to fig. 4.33, the axial trapping force has a steep force gradient and no local maxima.
The maximum trapping force theoretical achievable with this design is 15.7 pN, which
represents almost the half of the force achieved with the tweezers optimized for gaseous
surrounding (29.7 pN). However, considering the lower relative refractive index between
the particle and its surrounding medium (see section 4.1.1) this result predicts stable
optical trapping. Once the design data is transferred to CAD data, the components are
planned to be manufactured externally.
The double axicon and the TIR lens are manufactured by the company LT-Ultra [153]
whereas the right angle prism is purchased from Thorlabs [259].

4.3.3

Characterization of the optical components

The right angle prism is purchased with standard optical quality which means a surface
roughness of Ra < 10 nm. All optical surfaces are polished and uncoated. The plane
surface and the cone, as well as the tip of the double axicon were measured using white
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Figure 4.35: Optical force simulation (liquid surrounding) of the final system design.
Optical forces acting in axial (left) and in lateral direction (right).

Figure 4.36: White light interferometric measurement data of the plane surface a)
and the tip b) of the double axicon.

light interferometry. For the plane surface, shown in fig. 4.36 a) a roughness of Ra
= 5.86 nm is obtained. Due to the steep flank of the tip, this measurement method
is not suited for the verification of the geometry. The false color image shown in fig.
4.36 b), illustrates the few data points achieved with the white light interferometer.
Since the optical function of the second axicon surface is based on TIR, each surface
defect cause decoupling of light. For the determination of the surface roughness several
measurements were performed at different positions. By mathematically subtracting the
axicon curvature a plane surface is obtained. This leads to a surface roughness between
13 nm ≤ Ra ≤ 31 nm. Both surface profiles illustrated in fig. 4.37, show the curvature
of the conical shaped second axicon overlaid with the tool marks (orientation: upper
left to bottom right). These marks will cause a decoupling of a certain amount of the
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Figure 4.37: White light interferometric measurement data of second axicon surface
using magnification of 20x a) and 50x b) visualized in three dimensions.

Figure 4.38: White light interferometric measurement data of the TIR lens planar
output surface a) and the parabolic shaped surface b) visualized in three dimensions.

intensity of the internal propagating beam.
The TIR lens is measured at both planar surfaces and at the parabolic profile as well.
Whereas the roughness measured at the planar surfaces has values of Ra < 9 nm, the
parabolic surface once again shows tool marks with ripples of the same scale. One
exception is the center region of the planar output surface. The final stage of the
lathing process becomes visible, see fig. 4.38 a) with a peak of 200 nm in height.
Unfortunately, high fitting tolerances occur during the subtraction of a parabolic surface
from the measurement data. Thus, the value of the surface roughness will be falsified.
Since the tool marks are similar to those measured at the conical surface of the double
axicon, the roughness Ra of the TIR lens parabolic surface is expected to be in the same
scale, which means values below Ra = 31 nm.
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Optical setup for trapping and observation of particles in liquid
surrounding

The main components of the optical tweezers system were assembled by applying an
optical adhesive [190]. Due to the natural perception of symmetries of the human eye
[263], the alignment of the components to each other is done using a stereo microscope.
First, the circularly shaped plane surface of the double axicon is aligned and glued on
the square shaped prism leg surface. The optical adhesive is hardened using UV exposure. Since the outer diameter of the double axicon equals to the legs of the prism
the alignment can be precisely realized. Next, the TIR lens is assembled to the second
leg surface of the prism. The alignment is comparable to the central positioning of a
circle within a slightly larger square shaped area. Fig. 4.39 shows the assembled optical
tweezers. The optical system is mounted afterwards on a multi axis platform providing

Figure 4.39: Photograph of the optical tweezers.

six degrees of freedom: three for translation and three for rotation. The orientation
of the optical tweezers can be adjusted using the axes of the stage in such a way that
the double axicon axis of symmetry is identical to the optical axis of the laser beam.
Therefore, the leg surface of the right angle prism can be used for the first alignment
step. The incoming laser beam has to be reflected in itself. Then, the system is shifted
laterally so that the incoming laser beam is incident on the tip of the double axicon,
see the red beam paths in fig. 4.40. Due to TIR on the optical tweezers output surface,
the caustic, as well as the focal intensity distribution cannot be determined. Thus, the
optical trapping experiment itself will verify the proper alignment of the optical system.
The whole optical setup is shown schematically in fig. 4.40 left. The trapping laser beam
propagates from the top downwards. Its diameter is reduced to 1.96 mm by use of a
telescope, as described in section 4.2.4. The beam hits the tip of the double axicon and
a Bessel beam is formed inside. The divergent ring beam propagates inside the double
axicon until it is collimated at the second conical axicon surface. Since the slope of the
second axicon is designed for a collimated incident beam, its waist must be located at
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the tip of the first axicon. The collimated ring shaped beam is then reflected by 90◦
at the glass-air interface of the prism hypotenuse. Finally, the beam is focused by the
parabolic surface of the lens.
In order to simplify the optical trapping experiment for the verification of the functionality of the optical tweezers an optical equivalent microfluidic channel is used to
emulate the layer stack of the µ-HH coil probe. Ray tracing simulations have shown
that the different layers do just barely affect the spot size. Mainly, the aberrations are
introduced by the refraction of the beam on the interface between the output surface
of the TIR lens and the first layer of the probe. By assembling a 500 µm thick cover
slip with two 150 µm thick cover slips using optical adhesive, the wall of the µ-HH coil
probe is approximated. The microfluidic channel is realized with a halved spectrometer
cuvette glued on the assembled wall. This sample chamber is shown in fig. 4.40 within
the enlarged view. It is optically linked to the output surface of the TIR lens by using
an index matching fluid. Due to its high purity, which result in a natural evaporation
without any residues, deionized water is preferred for the matching fluid and for the surrounding medium of the particle. As illustrated with the green beam path in fig. 4.40,

Figure 4.40: Schematic drawing (left) and photograph (right) of the optical setup.

an additional laser source is applied to illuminate the sample volume. The same setup
as described in section 4.2.4 is used to observe the particle but this time the observation direction is perpendicular to the illumination and not optimized for high scattering
intensities. For the particle supply the same strategy is applied as used for the optical
trapping in gaseous surrounding. Particles are added to the liquid surrounding again by
applying them with a syringe but this time suspended in deionized water. Thus, optical
forces acting in lateral dimension are exploited once again to trap the particle, see fig.
4.35 right. These forces (FX = 26.5 pN) are clearly larger compared to the optical forces
acting in axial direction (F−Z = 15.7 pN).
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4.3.5

Optical trapping in liquid surrounding

Spherical fused silica particles with a diameter of 10 µm [277] are applied for optical
trapping. Due to the buoyancy of water a net gravitational force of 6.16 pN acts on
the particles. Since the optical trapping is realized side wards, the optical forces acting
in lateral direction have to overcome this value for stable optical holding, see fig. 4.35.
Compared to the optical trapping in gaseous surrounding, the kinetic energy of the
particle should be smaller since the friction between the particle and the water molecules
will damp the movement.
The trapping laser source is set to an output power of 1 W. Particles are supplied
to the liquid environment by use of a solution of deionized water. Once a particle is
optically trapped, the laser power is incrementally reduced to find the minimum value
required for optical trapping. Due to the liquid environment the laser power available
at the trapping position cannot be determined. The almost similar setup of this system
compared to the tweezers described in section 4.2 gives an indication how the power
loss can be estimated. The main loss of the incident beam will happen at the tip of the
double axicon due to Fresnel reflections. For the other optical interfaces of the optical
tweezers and the sample chamber, the refractive index mismatch is comparably small
and the Fresnel losses can be neglected. Another appreciable source for intensity losses
are the optical surfaces which have to provide TIR. The surface roughness will partially
violate the condition of TIR and light can couple out. However, this effect can not be
observed in such a scale that it has to be considered. Finally, an intensity loss of 33% is
assumed for the determination of the laser power at the focal region.
As indicated with the optical setup shown in fig. 4.40, the optical trapping is observed
in axial direction. Once the particles are supplied to the medium they fall slowly to the
ground. If they reach the focal position of the optical tweezers they will be trapped.
Fig. 4.41 shows a sequence of 10 frames while a particle is optically held (indicated
with the green arrow) and a free particle (red arrow) passes by. The same fact happens

Figure 4.41: Optical trapping (green arrow) of fused silica particle with 10 µm in
diameter in liquid surrounding and free particle (red arrow) passing by observed in
axial direction.

compared to the optical trapping in gaseous surrounding. Due to the heating of the
surrounding medium with the focused laser beam, a convection process starts and the
particles move upwards. Compared to the previous setup, the particle speed is slower.
This is indicated by the frame numbers in fig. 4.41. Each second frame is shown. The
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framerate is 15.5 frames per second. Within 20 frames the free particle moves over a
distance of 500 µm. This results in a particle speed of 0.4 mm
s , which is one third less
).
Probably
the speed will rise
compared to the speed in gaseous surrounding (0.6 mm
s
for particles made of PMMA due to their lower weight.
The optical trapping is achieved in a reproducible manner several times. During the
experiments a laser power of 170 mW necessary for optical holding is determined. As
mentioned earlier, this value has to be decreased by 33% to achieve the expected laser
power at the focal point. This result in 112 mW, which is the minimum laser output
power required to trap a spherical fused silica particle with 10 µm in diameter using
this optical setup. The optical force simulation predicts a lower laser power which
indicates the presence of non-ideal system properties like optical aberrations potentially
introduced by alignment errors of the optical tweezers or manufacturing related issues.
This topic is discussed in detail in the following section. However, the correct function
of the optical system is demonstrated. The next step would be the replacement of the
sample chamber with the µ-HH coil probe and further optical trapping experiments to
investigate the reasons for the high laser power required for optical trapping.

4.4

Investigation of the impact of optical aberrations

During the optical trapping experiments performed with both optical tweezers, deviations to the theoretical predictions frequently appear. The laser power required for
optical holding, especially for the optical trapping in liquid surrounding is significantly
larger than the theoretical value. Furthermore, multiple optical trapping of particles
in gaseous surrounding at positions beside the main optical trap indicate differences
between the experiment and the theory. To clarify these deviations or at least to give
potential indications why discrepancies appear, the effect of optical aberrations specifically introduced to the system designed for optical trapping in air is investigated.

4.4.1

Well-aligned optical tweezers

The first situation to be investigated is an optical system suited to trap particles in
gaseous surrounding. The intensity distribution is measured 300 µm in front of the
focal point by use of a CMOS sensor. The recorded intensity distribution, its distance
to the focal point and a geometrical spot size equal to the experimentally determined
FWHM spot size are the main input values for the optical force simulation. The measured intensity distribution used for the optical force simulation shows an annular but
inhomogeneous and non-rotational symmetric shape. Since the system components are
well adjusted and a Gaussian beam of good quality (M2 = 1.1) has been used for illumination, the non-ideal distribution can be traced back to errors of the optical components
applied in the trapping system. The original image recorded with the CMOS camera
has a resolution of 1280 times 1024 pixels. The selection located at its center, see fig.
4.42 top right, is extracted since no intensity values, except noise are present outside. To
keep the computational effort reasonable, the resolution of this selection is reduced by a
factor of 3 using a cubic interpolation algorithm to achieve an image with a resolution
of 101 times 101 pixels.
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Figure 4.42: Optical forces acting in axial and lateral direction on spherical fused
silica particles with 10 µm in diameter using an intensity distribution measured 300
µm in front of the focal point for laser power of 50 mW and a gaseous surrounding.

Obviously, the graphical illustration of optical forces acting in axial direction, see fig.
4.42 left, shows apart from the small local force maximum an almost perfect optical
force profile. The shape of the curve around the equilibrium point located at Z = 182
µm is very steep and beneficial for optical tweezing applications. Due to the orientation
of the optical tweezers, optical trapping is achieved perpendicularly to gravity. Hence,
the optical forces acting in lateral direction, shown in fig. 4.42 right, have to overcome
the gravitational force. The shape of the simulated function has almost ideal properties. It has to be mentioned, that diffraction effects and real beam profiles (Gaussian
beams) are not considered in this geometrical optics approach. In addition, both diagrams shown in fig. 4.42 represent the cross section of the optical forces through the
focal point and along the optical axis. They do not show all the information necessary
to describe off-axis optical trapping. A two dimensional map (area of 50 times 50 µm)
that shows optical forces acting on a spherical particle, see fig 4.43 gives more information in this respect. Since the optical trap is orientated horizontally and realized inside
a test chamber made of glass additional non-optical forces occur. The optical axis is
oriented along the Z-direction whereby the focused beam propagates form the bottom
upwards. The gravity acts along positive X-direction but is small compared to the drag
that acts on the particle in the opposite direction. Thus, a net (non-optical) force acts
on the particle in negative X-direction. Consider the areas located left below and right
above the point X = 0 and Z = 100 µm, optical forces act in opposite direction to the
net external forces and have values of the same scale. Taking the net external force
into account, several positions arise where the forces which act on the particle create a
balance of powers. Thus, particles can be trapped at these positions. This observation
is supported by experimental observations. As mentioned before, if a particle is held
optically in a local trap its position is not stable. Furthermore, by varying the laser
output power the particle moves along a trajectory with the same slope compared to the
silhouette formed by the red force vectors shown in fig. 4.43. This helps to explain the
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Figure 4.43: 2D map of the optical forces acting on spherical fused silica particle with
10 µm in diameter.

existence of multiple optical traps with the orientation of the optical axis perpendicular
to gravity.

4.4.2

Positioning and orientation tolerances

The optical system can be divided into three groups, the beam delivery, the trapping
system and the observation optics. The beam delivery system consists of the fiber collimator connected to the NIR laser source via an optical fiber and the 3:1 telescope with
the spatial filtering located at its Fourier plane. Precise alignment of the beam delivery
optics, as well as of the whole system is necessary. Deviations can lead to a wrong
beam height and position, a non-collimated beam leaving the telescope as well as to an
oblique beam path. The wrong positioning of the aperture used for spatial filtering can
introduce a (non-)symmetric airy pattern distributed around the trapping beam and
significant intensity losses. In this section the beam delivery system is assumed to be
well adjusted. Because of the independence of the observations optics this part can also
be excluded from the considerations of the trapping forces.
The alignment of the system developed to trap particles in gaseous surrounding consists
of a double axicon and a parabolic mirror. Since the alignment of the two axicons relative
to each other is fixed due to the monolythic design, the alignment effort is significantly
reduced [122]. Thus, the position and orientation of the double axicon and the parabolic
mirror have to be verified. Fig. 4.44 shows combinations of tilt and position tolerances
of both components. The first case presented in fig. 4.44, represents the ideal alignment
of the trapping system. The incident beam hits the center of the first axicon and is
shaped to a symmetric ring. This divergent ring is collimated by the second axicon and
ideally focused with the parabolic mirror.
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Figure 4.44: Ideal setup (1), positioning (2, 3) and tilt (4, 5, and 6) tolerances of the
double axicon and the parabolic mirror.

Due to the monolithic design of the double axicon, the collimated output is maintained
if a shift error occurs (see sub image 2 in fig. 4.44). The same behavior follows for small
lateral positioning errors of the parabolic mirror (see sub image 3 in fig. 4.44). These
errors do not result in a broadening of the focal spot compared to the correctly aligned
system. However, the ring shaped intensity distribution is not symmetric anymore and
the focusing angles show a non-symmetric behavior as well. This directly affects the
trapping performance.
To investigate this effect, a particle is trapped and held by use of the ideally aligned
optical system. Next, by slightly shifting the double axicon relative to the beam center the collimated intensity distribution becomes non-symmetric. During this process
the particle remains trapped but changes its position along a trajectory similar to the
caustic shown in fig. 4.25. It should be noticed that, due to the reduction of trapping
performance by specific mis-alignment of the system, the laser power required for stable optical trapping increases. Thus, the laser power applied for this experiment is 77
mW, which is more than twice as high as required for optically holding particles in the
well-aligned optical trap. Fig. 4.45 shows the position of the particle and its movement
during the mis-alignment. For the well aligned system the particle is trapped at X ≈ Z
≈ 2 mm. Mis-alignment of the system by stepwise shifting the double axicon below the
optical axis, results in the particle movement highlighted with the red arrow in fig. 4.45.
This movement is reversible within a range of few 100 µm. As the particle reaches the
position Z ≈ 1.5 mm it leaves the trap along the flow direction (negative X-direction).
The intensity distribution of the system is measured 300 µm in front of the focal point.
Immediately after the trapping experiment the intensity distribution is measured while
aligning the double axicon back to the center of the beam. These data is used as input for the optical force simulation. Fig. 4.46 shows the intensity distribution used as
input (bottom) and two force maps, one for the aligned system (up left) and the other
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Figure 4.45: Movement of the trapped particle (red arrow) to smaller values of X and
Z during a vertical shift (X-direction) of the double axicon introducing non-symmetric
intensity distribution.

for the mis-aligned system (up right). The left map shows the optical forces which are

Figure 4.46: Optical forces acting on a spherical fused silica particle with 10 µm in
diameter for two input intensity distributions (aligned system left, sub image 1; misaligned system right, sub image 8) and the associated intensity distributions (bottom)
measured 300 µm in front of the focal point.

symmetrically distributed as a result of the focused symmetric ring profile. The particle
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is trapped at the center. As indicated by the force map shown right in fig. 4.46, the
movement of the particle is probably due to a combination of the net external (nonoptical) force and the optical force generated by the trap. The area highlighted with the
blue ellipse marks optical force vectors that act in opposite direction to the net force.
Imagine, this grid represents a potential that describes a force gradient, the direction of
the particle movement in negative X- and Z-direction agrees well to the direction given
by the blue ellipse. Inside the elliptically shaped region the optical force and the net
external force build a balance of powers where a particle can be trapped.
In contrast to the lateral mis-alignment of system components, the tilt of the double
axicon or the parabolic mirror leads to an increase of the spot size. Small tilt errors
(sub image 4 in fig. 4.44) of the double axicon lead to a non-collimated ring distribution
leaving the second axicon surface. As a consequence rays propagate not parallel to the
optical axis are not ideally focused by the parabolic mirror. In addition, larger tilt errors result in more complex aberrations. Some rays propagating at the edge of the beam
miss the first axicon and are refracted at the front shell surface of the double axicon
(red ray in sub image 5 in fig. 4.44). These rays partially do not hit the focusing mirror.
The worst case scenario represents sub image 6 in fig. 4.44. In this case the parabolic
mirror is tilted relative to the incident beam. Thus, the direction of propagation of
each ray is not consistent with the axis of the parabolic mirror. This error results in a
non-homogeneous broadening of the spot size with coma like shape. It should be noted
that coma is an inherent aberration of parabolic mirrors. The increase of the spot size
leads to a flattening of the intensity gradient and thus, to decreasing optical forces. In
addition, a non-symmetric spot shape results in a corresponding shift of the optical trap
position.
To experimentally study this case, a fused silica sphere is optically trapped and held by
use of the aligned optical tweezers. By tilting the double axicon around the Y-axis, rays
that do not exactly propagate in the X-Z-plane leave the second axicon in a direction
oriented non-parallel to the optical axis. These rays cause a coma like aberration in the
focal plane of the parabolic mirror, see fig. 4.47. For illustration of the non-collimated
ring distribution leaving the double axicon it is tilted around the Y-axis by 3◦ . The
oblique rays propagating inside the ring are difficult to see for smaller tilt angles, e.g.
for 1◦ as used for the ray optics based simulation and for the experiment.
During the experiment the particle is optically held with a laser power of 31 mW. While
tilting the double axicon the position of the particle varies along negative X-direction
as visualized in fig. 4.48. In addition, the trapped particle starts with small oscillations
until it leaves the optical trap. This indicates once again the existence of local traps
formed by optical and non-optical forces. The movement of the particle and the associated force map simulated by using the intensity distribution recorded at the focal point
and by considering an OPD due to coma-aberrations is shown in fig. 4.48. The distance
of the particle movement until it leaves the trap is approximately 100 µm in negative
X-direction. Once again, the movement seems to be due to the formation of a balance
of powers between the optical force, the flow force and gravity, which is highlighted by
the blue ellipse in fig. 4.48.
The coma aberration introduced by tilting the double axicon, cause a non-symmetric
ring profile which leads to a distorted focal spot, see fig. 4.47. This in turn affects
the optical forces acting in axial and lateral direction. The symmetric curve shape of
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Figure 4.47: Tilt of the double axicon by 3◦ (for illustration) relative to the incident
ray. Intensity distribution at the focal point for a tilt of the double axicon by 1◦
measured and simulated using raytracing software.

Figure 4.48: Movement of the trapped particle (along the red arrow) to smaller
values of X and Z during tilt (around Y-axis) of the double axicon to introduce coma
aberration. The inset shows the force map obtained by optical force simulation using
experimental data as input.

the lateral optical forces becomes non-symmetric and the value of the optical forces decreases, compare fig. 4.42 and 4.49. The trapping forces acting in negative Z-direction,
visualized left in fig. 4.49 are significantly lower compared to the well aligned optical
tweezers, see fig. 4.42. The curve shape of the optical forces acting in lateral direction
(fig. 4.49 right) turned to a non-symmetric profile for the introduced coma like aberration. Especially the values of forces acting in positive X-direction decrease. These forces
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Figure 4.49: Optical forces acting in axial and lateral direction on spherical fused
silica particles with 10 µm in diameter using an intensity distribution measured 300
µm in front of the focal point of coma-aberrated optical tweezers for laser power of 50
mW.

have to overcome the non-optical net force present in the trapping chamber. Their decrease directly affects the performance of the current optical trap realized in horizontal
direction.

4.4.3

Spherical aberrations

Each optical system or component, which introduces spherical or even planar refractive
optical surfaces suffers from spherical aberrations, see section 2.2.5. Consider a perfect
parabolically shaped focusing mirror and an ideally collimated incident beam no spherical aberrations occur. As indicated with fig. 2.11, spherical aberrations are also caused
by the introduction of a thin glass plate inside a focused ray fan. This happens for both
optical tweezers setups since trapping is realized inside a test chamber with walls made
of optically thicker media compared to the surrounding medium of the particle. Due to
free optical parameters of the sample chambers, which allow the adaption of the channel to the final application the systems are not optimized with respect to this source
of aberration. The thickness of the entrance glass wall to the focal point determines
the amount of spherical aberration introduced. In both optical tweezer systems, the
position of the entrance glass wall is fixed, since it is in direct contact to the focusing
optics. Note, for the optical trapping in liquid surrounding, the distance between the
glass and the focal point influence the spot size due to spherical aberrations as well.
The optical tweezers developed in this work are planned to be applied for different test
chambers and hence, the thickness of the entrance glass or its layer composition may
change. Thus, for the optical trapping in gaseous surrounding the relationship of the
geometrical spot size GEO to the glass thickness is investigated using ray tracing simulation [287]. For a focused ray fan with a NA of 0.85 various glass walls are inserted in
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front of the focal point. Their thickness is varied from zero to 2.51 mm. The geometrical
spot radius linearly increases with the rise of the wall thickness, see fig. 4.50 left. Using
a ray density of 20 [287] the RMS value of the spot is almost 1.6 times smaller compared
to GEO. These values and the intensity distribution measured at 300 µm in front of the
focal point without a glass plate are used as input for the optical force simulation. Three
dimensional optical trapping is theoretically ensured up to a wall thickness of 1.5 mm
using borosilicate glass (N-BK7), see fig. 4.50. A wall thickness of 1.5 mm corresponds

Figure 4.50: Relationship between the spot radius to the thickness of the wall made
of N-BK7 for NA of 0.85 in gaseous surrounding (left) and associated optical forces for
laser power of 50 mW (right).

to a GEO of 120 µm. For this spot size the optical force acting in negative Z-direction
drops below a value of 0.01 pN. Since the force is directly proportional to the laser power
an increase by the factor 20, which is equal to a laser power of 1 W results only in 0.2 pN.
Note that the optical trapping is achieved with the optical forces acting in the lateral
direction but the Z-force component is necessary for axially stabilizing the particle. This
value is still too small for stable optical trapping in gaseous surrounding. On the other
hand, two dimensional optical trapping [9] should still be possible also for a larger wall
thickness. As visualized in the force diagram, shown in fig. 4.50 right, optical forces
decrease with increasing spot size (GEO). This has to be expected since a broad focal
spot means a comparatively flat intensity gradient whereas for optical trapping steep
gradients are required.
In order to experimentally verify these simulation results, a test chamber is developed
which offers the possibility for changing the front glass. Six walls of different thicknesses
were investigated. The maximum wall thickness to be considered in the simulation is
set to 2.5 mm since for higher values the focal point would be located inside the wall.
For the experiment the maximum wall thickness is 2 mm, since the simulation predicts
that three dimensional optical trapping becomes impossible for wall thickness greater
than 1.5 mm.
Fused silica spheres with 10 µm in diameter were trapped at the position of the main
optical trap by applying a laser power of 1 W. By incrementally reducing the laser power
the minimum value for optical trapping is found for each wall thickness.
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Since particles passing by in upwards direction with an average speed of 0.6 mm
s , the drag
and the gravitational force have to be considered. The particle velocity can be twice as
high as for a laser power of 1 W, but for the laser powers applied for the experiment the
value can be assumed to be constant. While a particle is trapped the following forces
form a balance. Gravity acts downwards whereas the buoyant force and drag acting
upwards. Thus, the optical force has to act downwards to reach a force equilibrium. To
find out which kind of drag is present the Reynolds number has to be calculated. This
number predicts if the flow is laminar or turbulent. As only the movement speed of not
trapped particles is known, the flow speed of the air must be calculated first. In order
to take both cases, i.e. laminar and turbulent flow into account the balance of forces is
derived twice. The absolute values of forces acting on the particle are as follows, (the
sign gives the direction of action):
4
Fg = − πr3 ρparticle g,
3
4
Fb = πr3 ρair g,
3
Fd,laminar = 6πηr(vf low − vparticle ),

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

1
Fd,turbulent = ρair cw πr(vf low − vparticle )2 .
(4.7)
2
Eq. 4.4 describes the gravitational force and 4.5 the buoyancy force. Forces for laminar
and turbulent flow are given by eq. 4.6 and 4.7. The value r is the particle radius (5
kg
µm), g stands for the gravity (9.81 sm2 ) and ρ is the density (ρair =1.2041 m
3 ; ρparticle
kg
mm
=2201 m3 ). The velocity is given by v (vparticle =0.6 s ), η (17.1 µPa s) is the kinematic
viscosity and cw (0.09 to 0.45) is the drag coefficient, which depends on the kind of flow.
The Reynolds number is given by:
Re =

ρair vf low 2r
.
η

(4.8)

In each case (eq. 4.6 or 4.7), the flow velocity leads to a Reynolds number that indicates
laminar flow. Thus, eq. 4.4 to 4.6 are used to describe the balance of forces. Applying
these equations, the flow velocity of air inside the test chamber at the position of the
optical trap is 13 mm
s . This yields a net force acting on the particle in upwards direction
of Fnet = 9.66 pN. Therefore, the minimum optical force required for optical trapping
must be equal or greater than 9.66 pN.
For each wall thickness the corresponding value for GEO is calculated using optical design software [287]. These values, the minimum laser power experimentally applied for
optical trapping and the intensity distribution of the non-aberrated system measured
300 µm in front of the focal point were used as input data for the optical force simulation. Since optical trapping is realized horizontally the optical forces (Fx ) that act
perpendicular to the optical axis, have to be at least as high as 9.66 pN. The values for
GEO, the optical forces and experimental results are presented in tab. 4.3. Up to a
wall thickness of 1 mm stable optical trapping is realized. The value of the simulated
optical forces (Fx ) required for optical trapping is always higher than the net force. In
addition, optical forces (F−z ) acting towards the light direction have to be greater than
zero, to provide three dimensional optical trapping. These conditions are fulfilled for all
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the experiment and the optical force simulation for front
glass walls of different thickness.

Thickness
/ µm
GEO
/
µm
Power /
mW
Fx / pN
-Fx / pN
Fz
F−z

Remarks

170

500

1000

1170

1500

2000

13.5

39.7

79.5

93

120

159

29.8 ± 1

31.8 ± 1.2

46.8 ± 1.1

184.3

530.3 ± 28

-

19.39
7.76
2.8
Stable
trapping

15.8
2.87
6.3
Stable
trapping

17.2
1.51
13.8
Stable
trapping

59.75
2.77
27
Nonstable
trapping

142.63
0.62
287.9
Non-stable
trapping

0
No trapping

successful trapping experiments. Furthermore, it should be noted that the position of
the optical trap shifts in axial direction for an increase of the wall thickness.
For wall thicknesses above 1 mm the particle strongly oscillates while it is trapped.
Changes in the flow direction and speed may cause the oscillations of the trapped particle around its point of equilibrium. Thus, the stability of the optical trap can also be
Fz
linked to the ratio ( −F
) of optical forces acting in positive and negative Z-direction. If
z
the ratio has values significantly greater than one, the probability rise that the scattering
force (Fz ) pushes the particle out of the optical trap.
During the trapping experiments the laser power is reduced to find the minimum value
required for optical trapping. This procedure leads to a particle movement along trajectories from time to time, as shown in fig. 4.45 and 4.48. This behavior can be traced
back to the formation of possible trapping positions along the caustic of the focused
trapping laser beam as discussed previously. The interplay of optical forces and the net
external forces can result in temporary stable trapping conditions.
For trapping experiments performed with a wall thickness of 2 mm, no optical trapping
has been achieved which is predicted by the optical force simulation. In the end, the
consistency between the values of the laser power experimentally applied for optical
trapping and the values predicted by the optical forces simulation verifies the correct
function of the developed force simulation routine and the given assumptions for the
explanation of the optical trap behaviour in the presence of spherical aberrations.

4.4.4

Optical force simulations of further aberrations

In the previous sections, the correct function of the optical force simulation tool has
been verified using experimental results. The effects of spherical aberration and coma,
as well as non-symmetric intensity distribution are investigated. Another often seen
effect in optical systems is astigmatism which can be traced back to small tilt errors of
optical components. This leads to different values of the refractive powers for different
axial planes of a lens which finally cause a non-symmetric broadening of the focal spot
depending on its axial position.
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For geometric spot radii up to 100 µm caused by astigmatism, optical forces are simulated for the optical tweezers suited to trap particles in gaseous surrounding. Once
again the position of the optical trap shifts along the optical axis in positive Z-direction.
Simultaneously, the optical forces acting in lateral and axial direction decrease and
become non-symmetric. Fig. 4.51 shows optical forces for an astigmatism aberrated
optical tweezers (GEO = 100 µm) plotted on a map and two cross sections along Zand X-direction. Unfortunately, for increasing astigmatism the ratio of forces acting in

Figure 4.51: Optical forces acting in axial (left diagram) and lateral (center diagram)
direction on a spherical fused silica particle with 10 µm in diameter for optical tweezers
aberrated by astigmatism (GEO = 100 µm). The associated force map (right) shows
optical forces nearby the optical trap.

axial direction becomes unfavorable for optical tweezing. The optical force acting in
negative Z-direction decreases until only scattering forces remain. Also the forces that
act in lateral direction become non-symmetrically distributed. This has to be taken
into account for the determination of the behaviour of the optical trap concerning its
orientation. However, compared to the focal spot pattern and the spot radii caused by
spherical aberration, astigmatism will affect the performance of an optical tweezers in
the same order of magnitude.
Although tilt is not a real wavefront aberration since it does not lead to a deformation,
it is briefly discussed in the following. Assuming that the optical system is aberrated
by tilt only. As a result the focal point shifts and induces a non-symmetric focusing
cone. If the focal spot is shifted in positive X-direction, rays that leave the exit pupil at
opposite positions have to be focused with higher angles compared to rays leaving the
exit pupil on the other side. This dramatically distorts the symmetry of the optical trap,
as shown in fig. 4.52. Compared to the non-aberrated system presented in fig. 4.42,
the optical force curve becomes less steep, see fig. 4.52 left. In addition, the maximum
optical force achieved decreases by roughly 30% compared to the ideal case. This has
to be considered if the integration of steering optics or a particle movement in general
is planned, as done in most standard optical tweezers setups.
Optical aberrations usually occur as combinations of single aberrations with different
contributions. A combination of monochromatic aberrations consisting of tilt, defocus,
astigmatism, coma and spherical aberration is discussed next. The two examples show
how different aberrations affect optical tweezers. The first combination of optical aberrations (defocus, coma and astigmatism with equal contributions) leads to a geometrical
spot size of 100 µm, see fig. 4.53 left. Despite this comparatively high value the shape
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Figure 4.52: Optical forces acting in axial (left diagram) and lateral (center diagram)
direction on a spherical fused silica particle with 10 µm in diameter for optical tweezers
with tilt error of 20 µm. The associated force map (right) showing optical forces nearby
the optical trap.

Figure 4.53: Map showing optical forces acting on a spherical fused silica particle
with 10 µm in diameter. Left: GEO = 100 µm for defocus, coma and astigmatism;
Right: GEO = 50 µm for tilt, coma, astigmatism and spherical aberration.

of the optical trap is almost symmetrical. The location of the trap is clearly visible and
the optical forces that act in negative Z-direction are large enough to provide stable
optical trapping conditions. In contrast, the force map shown right in fig. 4.53, is the
result of a combination of tilt, coma, astigmatism and spherical aberration with equal
contributions. In this case a geometrical spot size of 50 µm is assumed. The shape of
the optical trap is strongly distorted and three dimensional optical trapping is nearly
impossible. Optical forces acting towards light direction do not exist and particles will
be pushed in forward and side directions.
These two examples demonstrate that optical aberrations, which lead to a laterally
shifted trapping position and a distorted trap shape affect the optical trapping performance most severely. Aberrations which lead to symmetric distortions like spherical
aberration or defocus have only minor impact on the trapping performance.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
This thesis is focused on the design, optimization and experimental verification of optical
tweezers. The main aspects studied can be concluded in three parts, which are linked
with each other. To calculate optical forces a simulation tool based on the geometrical
optics approach is developed first. This tool is used together with classical optical design
software to design and optimize two optical systems suited to optically trap particles in
either gaseous or liquid environment. Both systems were studied experimentally. Finally,
the behaviour of optical tweezers in the presence of optical aberrations is investigated
theoretically and experimentally which forms the third part of the thesis.

Optical force simulation
Based on the GOA a simulation tool was developed, which enables the theoretical investigation of optical forces and torque acting on microscopic objects. The objects to be
considered are mathematically described as generalized ellipsoidally shaped bodies like
needles or oblate objects arbitrarily oriented. Thus, the behavior of various objects like
cells, beads and droplets in an optical trap can be theoretically studied.
For modelling of the optical system, its intensity distribution is expressed by an array of
pixels with associated dimension parameters to maintain optical parameters and geometries. This array represents the starting point of the rays. The distance to an initially
ideal focus point serves as a reference value for the ray directions which directly leads
to the NA of the system. Using this simulation tool the influence of various parameters
(NA, intensity distribution, refractive index of the particle and the surrounding, etc.)
on the optical forces was studied.
By the implementation of wavefront aberrations to the optical force simulation nonideal system properties can be considered. This enables the investigation of how optical
aberrations affect the optical trapping performance. Typical alignment errors, which
are critical for the stability and function of the optical trap were pointed out and are
avoided or minimized within the optical design process.
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Design of optical trapping systems
For the development of an optical system specifically adapted to trap particles in gaseous
or liquid environment the classical design process was enhanced by the integration of
an optical force simulation. This approach leads to an additional merit function in the
optical design process, which allows for the optimization of the ratio of optical forces
per laser power.
The first step of each design process is to determine the boundary conditions and requirements to be fulfilled by the optical system. Derived from the best suited concepts
the start system for the iterative optical design process was selected. The optical tweezers for trapping of particles in gaseous environment was the first system developed in
this thesis. By optimizing the system in terms of a sufficiently large working distance
and a high ratio of optical force to incident laser power, the beam shaping and focusing
modules, as well as the final system properties and specifications were determined. Crucial positioning tolerances of the beam shaping device that consist of two axicons were
transferred to the manufacturing process which leads to a component of monolithical
shape. For the realization of a high focusing power a parabolic ring mirror was designed,
combining ideal focusing properties and large focusing angles. These components represent the major parts of the first optical trapping system. Due to the ring shaped laser
beam, which propagates between the double axicon and the parabolic mirror enough
space is left to integrate a 45◦ mirror. This allows for the observation of the trapping
volume with external placed imaging optics. The size of the optical tweezers is comparable to standard objective lens.
The second optical tweezers developed in this thesis enables optical trapping in liquid
environment through the wall of a microfluidic channel. Furthermore, the system allows
for the operation in high magnetic fields which require non-magnetic materials. Based
on the first design the beam shaping approach, which enables high optical forces at lower
NA was applied on this system too. Due to excellent focusing properties of parabolic
mirrors, this principle was adapted for this system as well, which finally leads to a
parabolic focusing lens based on total internal reflection. To further reduce the alignment effort all components were assembled using optical adhesive and form a monolithic
optical element.
In both systems, the approach of intensity redistribution from the center of a laser beam
to its edges was aimed. Compared to conventional optical tweezers that focus Gaussian TEM00 beams this beam profile provides higher optical forces and allows for higher
working distances.

Experimental work
The optical tweezers system suited to trap in gaseous environment consists of three
optical elements, each fabricated externally with an ultra-precision diamond turning or
flycutting process. The beam shaping optics is realized as a monolithic double axicon
made of PMMA, whereas copper is used for the parabolic mirror. Applying an additional gold coating the copper surface is protected from corrosion. Finally, for imaging
optics a 45◦ plane mirror is made of aluminum. White light interferometric and caustic
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measurements were performed to characterize the optical elements. The components
were mounted in a multi-axis lens positioner to provide comprehensive alignment.
For optical trapping a laser source that emits in the near infrared spectral region is
used. This enables the manipulation of biological specimen due to their transparency
in the near infrared. An additional laser source with an emission wavelength in the visible range is applied for observation. To observe the optical trapping of particles along
the axis and from the side, two CMOS sensors with imaging optics were used. For the
separation of the optical trap from the environment, a cubic test chamber with side and
front walls made of glass was positioned directly behind the parabolic mirror. Using
this setup, the optical trapping of spherical fused silica particles with a diameter of 10
µm was demonstrated. The minimum laser power required to hold such a particle is 30
mW.
Using the same laser sources and beam supply the second optical tweezers for trapping in
liquid environment is implemented in the same laboratory setup. Due to the high optical
quality of the former externally fabricated elements, the same supplier was chosen for
the manufacturing of the optical components applied in this system. Since the function
of the system is based on total internal reflection, all components are again characterized
using white light interferometric measurements. To significantly reduce the alignment
effort, the components were assembled using optical adhesive. The optical trapping of
spherical fused silica particles with a diameter of 10 µm was verified experimentally. For
this system the laser power necessary to hold a particle is 112 mW. This value is almost
4 times larger than for the first optical tweezers, which is not predicted by the optical
force simulation. This result implies the presence of aberrations due to misalignment
errors.
The optical trapping performed with both optical tweezers verifies the correct function of
the developed optical force simulation tool. Based on this results the optical tweezers for
trapping in gaseous environment and the optical force simulation were applied to study
the influence of monochromatic optical aberrations on the performance and stability
of optical tweezers. It was found that aberrations, which lead to axially symmetrical
distortions (spherical aberration, defocus) affect the optical trapping functionality less
compared to those which introduce non-symmetric beam profiles and caustics (tilt errors,
coma, astigmatism, etc.).

Chapter 6

Outlook
As usual this work has come to its end with still a lot of additional research to be
performed. The most interesting aspects are briefly addressed here.

Optical force simulation
The correct performance of the force simulation tool has been verified experimentally
but it can be optimized in various aspects. First, the simulation, especially the computation of the force map is non-deterministic and highly parallelizable. Up to now the
implementation takes no advantage of parallel computing. The speedup achievable by
efficiently [119] transferring the code to parallel processing on graphics processing units
would be tremendous. Just to give an impression, instead of two hours one minute or
less should be possible for the computing time of an optical force simulation as done
frequently during the optical design process. This would make the simulation tool much
more comfortable to use.
To increase the accuracy of the simulation, Gaussian beams can be approximated as
complex rays [60, 127] using the GOA. That way the simulation of the intensity distribution at the focal point and the exact position of the optical trap can be modelled with
higher precision. Furthermore, the implementation of higher order monochromatic aberrations can be easily achieved since just the equation of the OPD has to be extended.
Finally, to optimize the iterative optical design process, the interface between the optical
design software Zemax [287] and the programming environment [163] can be automated.
The current version of the optical design software [287] provides the full control of its routines via the programming environment Matlab [163]. This can be exploited to enhance
the communication of both software packages since both are required for the design of
optimized optical tweezers.
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Experimental setups
The first optical tweezers setup has been developed in accordance to the optimal parameter combination given by the application of trapping particles in a gaseous environment
and the requirements and constraints to be fulfilled. Also the axial observation via the
45◦ plane mirror forms a solid basis for the externally placed imaging optics. By applying
a non-planar mirror with a functionalized surface profile one could improve the image
quality in terms of decreasing the degree of distortion and increasing the resolution, as
well as the contrast. Furthermore, the mounting of the double axicon and the parabolic
mirror in a well designed optics holder will reduce the influence of alignment related
errors.
Regarding the system developed for optical trapping in liquids, the alignment accuracy
during the assembly of the components to each other can be improved by fixed stops or
holders specially designed for the assembly process.
Also the characterization (trap stiffness, trapping efficiency and geometry of the optical
trap) and the calibration of the optical trap could be improved with photodiodes instead of applying comparatively slow CMOS based cameras. This enables the use of the
power spectrum method (see section 2.2.3) to investigate the properties of the trap. In
addition, the replacement of the CMOS array with quadrant photodiodes or positioning
sensitive detectors could also ensure the verification if an object is optically trapped.
This would significantly reduce the costs, the required space and weight at the same
time.

General
Optical tweezers have been an integral part of science for many years now. Their application becomes more and more regular and versatile compared to the fancy method
it used to be. The developed force simulation tool allows for the estimation and consideration of the behaviour of optical tweezers in the presence of non-ideal conditions
as usual for industrial and scientific optical environments. The possibility to firmly integrate the developed force simulation into the optical design process should push the
frequent application of optical tweezers further to become a standard tool compared to
its mechanical alternatives. Both optical systems build in this thesis demonstrate the
unique and advantageous properties of optical tweezers.
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